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Chapter 1 r

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

One of the mos.t-tritical issues facing public education today4 sit

concerns the effectiveness.0 schivls. to many individuals an effec--

tive school is one which provpes training in'basic verbal and 'mettle-
,

Matical skills as well .as.in advanced subject areas necessary for the

smooth functioning of a complex, technological society. In addition'

to cognitive training,. schools marinfluence theirstudents'

values and attitudes by emphasizing achievement, competition; and

certification: As'the-sociologists181au and Duncan (1967),.Kamens ,

1971), and Sewell,' Haller and Ohlendorf (1970) .point out, one's post-.

tion on the occupational, economic,:and
prestige ladders of society

is determined largely by schooling (Spidy, 1973:135). Economists have

larlely substantiated. these findings by demonstratihg that achievement

and years spent in school are powerful predictors of
.

earnings in the

labor market (see. the reviews by Mincer (1970) and Rosen (1977), and .
.

also Weiibrod and Karpoff (1968), Weiss (1970),.and Hansen, Weisbrod,

and Scanlott (1970)). 'Recent research by Taubman (1976) utilizing data

on identical and fraternal twins suggeits, however, that schooling m
a
y.

besomewhat-less important than the studies mentioned above imply.

-Two critical, issues which this study will particularly address.

P are (1)-Do measurable differences in school resources, particularly
. . .

.

.

characteristics of teachers, signify measuraOle differences in student
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,. .

/outcomes? (2) If measurable -differences exist, are the benefits com-e>

. /
Mensurate with-the costs?- In attempting to adswer these quwItions a.

review of past .studies;3f education/production relationseps- in elemen-

tary and secondary public schools will be and /taken. Each study ad-
4dressed in- the review employs an input-output.research approach where

it is generally assumed the..,output .is student achievement and the- in-
: ., -.- .- ,.

puts are ability,. family,backgroUnd:. peer inflUences; and for-
mal school resources: I i ...'..

. / '
A thorough understanding of the process which translates family,.., xt-

peer and school resources' into achievement requires explicit infOrmatien .
:-.-.. .

. .. , . . ,.,...
on the ability .of` the'sttident, his previous and current level o.,:..

. ..

achievement, his motivations, his non-school ,environment, and his cur-l/ , ,.

'rent. and Past schooVresource inputs - facilities, programs, teacher
- ,

.,,,,:-..../
and classmate ChayadtaristiCs. Inclusion of a previous level of

-achievement implies the model is measuring the amount of _achievemetit
.. , -..

gain which occurs as a result of ,exposUri*to a fixed Aiet'iA schoOl.
, /....

.,-,,le
resources. The omission of prior school resourde:inputs presumes.- ., . "
either that pait expostire to sihOok3retources will, be reflected in

. I . ...ift!... ,,, ;',---7,"' 'Y' s .

earlier achievements or that 'thereis,a rapid decay;Otbengiits from ,

-;:"-........2'.1" ''' ":' ...-i "tis.. . A
previous school resources (.r:e. ,--the- second' grape , tistru-etor's influ- , v--

1( ence will be felt only in gradeltwo:). -ThH's,,:. lktterspoint is importlnit'c' '.:.

since most of the studies discussed' belotrtedt rCon;literation of pre-

vious -school resource inputs. Before the actual studies are explicitly
1

1See Hanushek (1968), rmor. (T972), and Levin (1970) for a
complete.discussion.:

11
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T
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discussed three key problems which no study can completely iinore re-
,

- quire elaboration.

1. Attempts to determine whether measurable differences in

'school resources imply measurable differences in student.outcomes,haie

been hampered by lack of adequate 'data: The substantial heterogeneity.

411 the $aiicteristics of students, teachers, and organizational .fea-

I
Mures across schools makes, adherence to stringent research requirements

,difficult. At the same time homogeneity prevails within schools;

teache7 and students with similar atiributei self-select into schools"

with certain facility and instructional characteristics. The high
O

correlation between student characteristics and school resources .

creates a serious prbblem in the analysis, and interpretation of the

data. As shall be discussed subsequentlyothe problem is particularly

troublesothe when stepwise regression is the statittical technique em-

played.

2: An additidnal consideration is raised when, one attempts to

determine causality (Spady, 19,73:13S-136). Mere existence of a statis-
.

tical relationship between a school resource such as teaching

ence and-student performance does not mean experience'diretly affects

'performance. 'For exaMple, it is possible that as telzhers acc'muulate

seniority they may transfer to schdols with high performing students

providing a false positive relationship between experience and perfor-
,

ma nce.

3. Although cognitive development is a widely accepted objec-

tive of public education, several problems arise when Only one output
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4

is examined. Inputs which effectively produce achievement may be in-
\

appropriate for the production of student motivation or iiiagination.

priorities for an output vary among schools, production function_

estimates of the4elationship hetwien any single Output and school

resources wt1Lbe distorted. The relationship becomes even- more -com-

plex if the objectives of schools vary systematically with the socio-
*

economic composition of their student bodies. For example, secondary

1-
- schools for middle and upper class students are generally thought to

. .

be more academically oriented than secondary schools for lower class

students which emPhasize,vocational curricula. If such a relationship

. exists, statistical analyses using the socio-economic background of the

student body wilicOnfound social class with relative emphasis on aca -_is

demic,skills. In this case the statistical importance,of social class

"infldences will be exaggeratld in estimating achievement scores while

the effect of school resources will be-understated (Levin, 1970: 56-57).

Input-output research in education occurred prior, to the publi-

cation of Equality of Educational Opportunity, or EEO, by COleman et

al. (1966). In'terms of the sheer volumeof debate and scrutiny of

methodologies EEO generated, however, t stands out as_a landmark

,study. The most relevant criticisms of EEO will be highlighted as

examples of methodological .shortcomings inherent in most of the cross-
.

sectional literature:2 'Aidiscussion pf additional cross-sectional .

,h

FMany of the criticisms discussed can also be found in Bowles
and Levin ,(1968a, 1968b),'Bowles (1969), Hanushek (1970), Michelson-------,
(1970), Levin (1970), all of the contributors to Hosteller and Moynihan
(1972) - riarticularly Hanushek and Kain, and Spady (1973).

.13
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. studies, inclUding the reanalyses of-EEO, will follow. The last sec-

tion of this review will be devoted to theThongitudinal analyses.

Cross- Sectional Analysis: Equality
of Educational Opportunity

Equality of Educational Opportunity was originally commissioned

as .a survey to determinelif minorities were being discriminated againA

in access to publieeducition. It quickly developed into an in-depth

analysis. of the educational production process. _This development was,

-in part, a natural Outgrowth of at least two possible definitions of

equality which arose:. (1) equality of resources of school inputs, and

(2) equality of achievement or ouptut of the educational process

(Hanusheck and Kain, 1972:117)., .EE0 probed into both definitions but

concentrated on educational achievement, estimating a statistical model -

which related school and student characteristics to achievement test
1

scores.

The conceptual model outlined in EEO and many. subsequent studies

was of thifollowing general form:

(1-1) !Ait = g(Fi(t), Pi(t), Ii, Si(t))

where Ait = vector of educational achievement of the ith student

at time t

Fi = vector of individual characteristics and family influ-,

ences cumulative to time t

i-pi -.vector of peer influeices cumulative to time t

= innate ability of th, ith. student

4
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1;

Si = vector of school influences relevant to the ith student

cumulative to time t.

The model states that thb achievement of the ith student at time t,

(Ait), is some function (g) of his characteristics and family infln-
,A

encet.(Fi), of his peer influences (Pi), of his innate ability (Ii),

and of the quantity and quality of school inputs, (Si), made available,

to him cumulative to time t (Hanushek andLKain, 1972:123).
1

Lacking data on past inputs, innate ability and previous

achievement, EEO was
,

only able to utilize crude measures of non-school

-environments,'current school resource inputs; and current achievement.

Innate ability was omitted from the statistical models although its

presence may have been felt through.the variables measuring socio- .

economic status.
3

The most striking conclusion of the study concerned the quantity

-- and quality of school inputs.
.

The first finding 'is that schools are remarkabty similar
in the way they relate to the achievement of their
pupils when socio-economic background of the students
is taken into account: Itis known that socio-economic
factors bear a strong relation to academic achievement.

1

"It does not seem,unreasonable toissume that innate traits.
have soie.component which is reflected in the vector of family back-
ground characteristics. Even if-the genetic relation between parental
traits and a child's innate ability is minimized, other transmission
mechanisms are possible. Alter and Bittner (1974) have shown. that a
child-from a low Socio-economic class is more likely to-be a candidate
for prenatal. protein ttaryatfon, a factor which'diMinishetmental
ability. Other evidence documenting-.the rilatiooship between ability
and environmental influences can be found in Johnson (1963),,
Vandenberg (1966), and Scam And Weinberg (1976). Contrasting views
on th4-extent to which innate traits:are genetically determine, can be
found in: Aunt (1961), Jensen (1969),, and Stodolsky and Lesser (1967).
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When the factor* are Statistically controlled, however,
it appears the'differences between schools account for
only a- small fraction of differences in pupil achieve-
ment. (Coleman et al., 1966:21.)

The crucial variables in the .production of achievement were home en-

vironment and the student's peers. School facilities, curriculum and

teacher quality'4 did shoW some relationship to student achievement.

In particular, teacher effects were progressively greater at higher
-

grades, implying a cumulative impact of the qualities of teachers in

a school on student.achievement (Coleman et al., 1966:22). The overall

impact of teacher characteristics, however, was dwarfed by the explana:-
,

tory power of the home envi1 roment.

EEO's conclusions regarding the relationship between school

resources and student achievement are difficult to interpret' for

numerous reasons.

1. The relationship between current and past achievement: and

current and past resources Is unclear (Spady, 1973:1387.139). A pupil's

achievement at the end of grade eight, ay be influenced not only by the

instruction he received during that grade, but also instruction in

prior grades. EEO's inferential finding of a emulative impact of

teacher quality on student achlefement suggests thi's very situation.

When past resource and-achievement 'variables are absent from astatis-
,

ticar model, current- aChieVement is assumed to be a function only of

current resource allocations. Even if prior achievement measures are

4Teacher 'quality was measured by verbal ability test scores,
level of:education and'patients' education.--



utilized, the extent to which previous instructiort influences prior and
. 1

i

current achievement remains unspecified.5 These omissionsiwould tend

to undertstimate the total effects of instruction. The effects of the

more accurately measured background factors, however, are always over-

stated when compared to the poorly measured school inputs.6

2. The statistical methodology utilized in.EEO differed con-

siderably frorti what was implied by the general conceptual model. The

variance in achievement was partitioned among sets of explanatory

variables (roughly the vectors in Equation (1-1)) by using-a technique

known as stepwise regression. The conclusions of EEO were then based

upon the amount of variance explained by each vector as it was entered

I

in the regression equation after the family background vector.' This

procedure was justified on the grounds that a pupl's background was.

.. "...clearly prior to, and independent of, any influences from school'

factors" (Coleman et al., 1966:330).° The clear contribution of school

1

resources to achievement, over and above'the effect of'the family back-

ground, could thus be determined.'

Unfortunately, this type of analysis of variance procedure is

straightforward only if the vectors are uncorrelated. Many of the in-

dependent variables Used in EEO were correlated. For example, =tie

highly-educated-parents-may-weigh-school quality-more-heavfly-than

5
See Boardman. and MUrnane (1979) for a complete discussion of

the biases underlying such models:

6
A detailed discuion of the over-estimation of the background

factors can be found in Bowles and Levin (1968a), Hanushek.and Kain
(1972), and Luecke and McGinn (1975).

7 1



less educated parents when making residential location decisions,.
1

Interpretation of the regresiion equation has now become more complex;

only a portion of the explained variance can be assigned uniquely to

each vector. Two sets of vectors, family background and school quality,

- now jointly explain a portion'of the variance: Since only the incre-

ment to explained variance (R2) is assig4 dtoeach newly added vecto,
1

1

the proportion of variance assigned depend critically on the order of

entry in the regression equation. When two vectors are correlated,

the fitst vector entered will be assigned bothlits unique contribution

to the explained variance and its jointly explilned variance with other

vectors. By alwhys,entering the family background vector,first,7 the

authors assured that the joint variance explained by family and school

vectors would be assigned to the family vector. Part of the joint

variance may4tave been due to prior background influences,,1yet the..
)

crosst.sectional nature of EEO prevented it from 4isentangling the

various prior ethcts. 14 net result of the statistical procedures

was to bias the case against school inputs (Hanushek and Kain, 1972:

1124-126).

3. The third major problem in interpretation of EiO's findings

7
It, should be noted that the'.prOblem would not be solved by

merely reversing the order of vectors.. If the school vector were en-
tered prior -to the home vector, the increment to R2 would include its.
unique'contribution and its joint contribution with other'vectors.
This problem of inter pretationtas- caused many authors - Goldberger
(1964), Darlington (1968), Cain and Watts (1968), Duncan.(1970) and
Johnston (1972) - to argue.against any attempts to partition variance
when input vectors are correlated. On the other hand, Mood (1971) ar-

, guesthatyoupartitionandshowhow much variance is explained by inter-
-correlation of,the vectors or sets of vectors.

1

18
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concern Ohe level of aggregation. There are tree components to the

aggregation,problem; the first concerns the unit of analysis. As in 8

many subsequent cross=seational studies, the unit of analysis was

neither the student nor theclassroomi-but the school. While the

achievement test score corresponds. to the individuil-student, variables

such as teacher experience or level of education are averaged ove-r-al

i

the instructors in the Student's school. This aggregation .means that

the school variables can only explain the achieyement variance between,

the variation in achievement

percent of the total variance

(Coleman et al,i 1966:23). The remaining 80 percent, variance in

achievement levels Within schools, could not be explained by the school

not,within, schools. -In the EEO data

_between_schooIs accounted for onlly 20

resources.

Aggregation also introduces measurement error in the-estimating

equations.. For example, school facilities were assumed to be equallY__

utilized by all students, but anitem like a science laboratory has

little relevance to students enrolled in a secre*rial program. Mea-

sUrmnent error is thus mast severe to large junior and senior high

schools with diverse programs and in schools where students are tracked

according to their, ability: Students in the same school make radically

different use'oi educational resources.

The variables representing peer influences were also aggregated

at the school level. Lacking data on specific classrooms, peer

fluences were measured by the proportion of the school's pupils whose

families owned encyclopedias and,the proportion planning to attend

19
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college. The problems associated with this variable lie more in the

- interpretatio n thin in the actual aggregation. -If -families with

minimal budget constraints and/or strong preferences for education

-systematically-locate in neighborhoods with better schools, student

body characteristics will be highly correlated with real differences
.

.in,school resources'., Under these circumstances, student body charac-

teristics may actually'pe Proxylmeasurei the quantity and qiJality

of school-resourcesl.' While this conjecture cannot be confirmed using

EEO data, it is- certainly.true that some portion of the "uniquely"

ned variance attributed to family and student body variables

could reside wit hool inputs (Hanushek and Kain, 1972:101-132):

4. The omission of innate a aft
8
while probably inflating

the importance of both school and family background vavables,-p ti
.1

cularly overstates the.significance of the family variables. If innate

abilitylis uncorrelated with othlr explanatory variables included'in

the-model, its absence will-simply increase the size of the error term-

(reduce'the variance explained by the model). If genetic inheritance

is in any wlytiesponsibIe for innate ability, however, the inflience

of that ability will be partially represented by the familybackground

vector measured for each student. If innate ability can be modified

,,,

8In an ideal sense, we would like innate ability to measure
"potential" or "capacity for learning' and.achievement to measure
"attainment: " The practical difficulty of measuring potential at the .

moment orbirth and its constancy over time has. led to an extensive
literature-concerning the. genetic. environmental influences on
ability (as is measure0tVIOltests); see footnote 3.

;-



.a-possible-intitivecorfelation between teaching inputs and innate

abilfiTTRanushek and Ka 1972:129). Family background variables

are therefore overstated to a greater extent than the school resource

variables.

1

5. A linear additive specification of educational production

was utilized by-EE0 and by all the othericross-sectional studies con-
1

. sidered in this review.9 A linear additive'specification assume that

each unit of a particular resource contributes a constant amount to

student achievement. The unit contribution of any one input does not.

vary with the total amount of the input receivedf nor with the amounts of,

any-other inputs (Goldberger, 1968:1q8-109). Operationally this assump- -

ption means that theunit contri'hution-of a variable like teaching ex-

perience has the same impact on student achievement when the change is

froM.zero to on; years'as when it is from 15 to 16 years. It further

states the contribution is identical across student characteristics.

9
The variety is somewhat greater than is implied-by- this state-

ment.ment. As Hanushek (1979) notes, several authors, including Coleman,
stratified samples by race or socio-economic background and, estimated
linear or logarithMic.models within stratifications (Hanushek, 1972;
Smith, 1972). General covariance analytes which allow for a variety
of functional-foims in terms of underlying descriptions of teachers
have also been conducted (Hanushek, 1972; Murnane, 1975). A variety
of interactions among variables have been introduced (Murnane, 1975;
Winkler',1977; Summers rld Wolfe, 1977). The ooiht was.made to illu-
strate that EEO and mos. f the cross - sectional, literature which
followed it left unexamined the curvilinear and interaction effects
that may havelexisted in the data.

Z*".t."04,14 +3.
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by environmental influences, including that of the school, the scho91

inputs utilized in EEO are least likely to reflect such a correlation'.

The averaging of the teacher characteristics over the school obscures

(
22
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WhiTe there is not much guidance about the appropriatefunctional form,

intuitively one might expect' declining marginal products aiid comPiemen-

tarity among inputs. ay failing to incorporate squared or 'interaction

terms in the model, EEO ignored these possibilities.

EEO's "striking"' conclusion that-the quality or quantity of .

school inputs had little or no effect On student achievement seems:

Considetiably less striking in light of the above criticisms. Only 20

percent of the total variance was "explained." Failure to consider

past inputs, utilization of stepwise regression, the existence of

measurement error particUlarly on the school inputs, and the omission

Of innate ability probably biased downward the impact of the school

resources.

Reanalyses of EEO .

-Several reanalyses of EEO data were conducted in an effort to

minimize these-problems as. well as to further investigate the impact

of school, restuites-dit-Sttiderit achievement: The reanalyses of EEO data

occurred across §0.graphical and racial subsamples. Although Mayeske

et al. (1969) reanalyzed the fotal'EE0 sample, most of the reanalyses

-canCentrated on the sixth grade sample since the methodological short-

.comings,were leait severe for elementary students.1°

The most interesting finding of the reanalyses centered around

10
Detailed criticism of the third, ninth, and twelfth grade

data can. be found in: Armor (1972), Hanushek and Kain (1972), Jencks
(1972), Levin (1970) , and Smith-419724,
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4 the characteristics of teachers. Teaching characteiistics were statis-

'tically significant predictors of achievement, particularly black a, /

chievement, although the magnitude of their effect was small (SOady,

1973:141-142). A detailed discussion of Hanushek (1968, 1970) will

illustrate the latter point more aearli. Hanushek did not want to ,

assume the production process operated identically across racial lines:

thus, he estimated the production of mathematical and verbal achieve-
!

ment separately for blacks and whites. The unit of observation was the

school; the output measures were mean sixth grade scores on math and!
C

verbal achievement tests. The teaching inpbts.were degree level, ex-

perience and verbal abilitj 11
averaged over all the teachers in the

school at the time of the survey. Hanushek reported that substantial

migration of teachers and students had occurred in the schools under

study. Errori in variables resulted, causing a downward bias in the

coefficients on the, school inOuts' (Murnane, 1975:11-13). Despite this

bias, the coefficient on average teacher experience was positive and

significant in all of the equations. The relationship was particularly

strong in the black equations. The coefficient on teacher verbal

ability was a.significant, positive predictor of black verbal achieve-

ment but insignificant idlterms of black mathematical achievement.

The teacher's degree level was insignificant for both races.

Hanushek's findings were substantiated by Smith (1972) who

11
The verbal ability score is being generalized here to repre-

sent the intelligence level of the teacher. The relationship between
verbal ability and personal attributes can be found in John C. Flanagan
et al. (1964:Chapters 7-8);

,
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found that teaching characteristics accounted for a larger unique

1S

*proportion of achievedeni variance in blacks than whites. His findings

;on egree level and experience also paral1c1ed Hanushek's but the coef-

ficient on teacher's verbal ability was insignificant:- Armor (1972)

demonstrated that the above results were not specific to northern .

metropolitan areas but held also ii the-south. Southern verbal

achievement varied more with the characteristics of their instructors

: and schools than any othe'r group it the LEG sample. The Mayeske et all. ,

(1969) reanalysis of the total sample supplied additional confirmation

of the above findings. The unique effect-of family background on

achievement was greater for students of high socio- economic status;

the joint school and background effects were greater for students of

low socio-economic status.

Two exceptions Wthe overall pattern of differential race

effects emerged in studies byjMichelson (1970)4nd Guthrie et al.:

(1971). Michelson, utilizing a three-equation model.to allow for th0

simultaneous Iletorminatidn of-attitudes and achievement, found teacher

experience and verbal ability to be significant predictors,
,

for whites

but insignificant for blacks. In a similar. vein, Guthrie et al. found

more significant correlations between school resources and studcnt

achievement when the students came from high socio.,economic-status (SES),

deciles. Their sample was di'vided on the basis of SES ddciles and the

relationship between each school resource and verbal achievement was

examined one at a time within the decile. Variables found to be im-

portant in isolation, however, might have proved insignificant if
.

. -/

.{

a
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analyzed simultaneously with related variables

The reanalyses illustrate that certain

, 16

(Spady, 1973:143-145).

teaching-characteristics,

positively influence achievement, although the magnitude of the effect

is small-.Unfortunately the findings are not consistent across the

studies. A posilble-explanation for the small size of the'coeffictetk

may bei-lithelimited variance of the racial and regional subsamples. i .

Subgroups of students indi.teahers.will exhibit less variation on the

, variables measured than if compared to their peers in other localities.

The unevenimpact of teaching characteristics across races is much more

difficult.0,nderstand.

. Rilated'Cross-Sectional-Anal ses .

f

In addition to EEO and-its various reanalyses, °theer cross-

sectional studies arose attempting to explain the relitiOn between

school resources and student achieyemeht. Reviews of 'some of these

studies appear in Guthrie et al...( .971), Averch et al: (1972)i COhn.

(1975), Spady (1973),: and the October 1979.issue-of Educational

i i
Leadership. Rather tha,:reitera_e these'reyiews, this sect on will-be

specifically to those studies which emOhasizeteaching're-,

sources.

Many of the studies diicussed below utilize per pupil expendi-

tures as an ekpleatory'variable. The relationship between expendi-

tures, salaries, and teaching characteristicssshould thus be, mide

, Per pupil expenditures usually'inClude-funds for eipscpment,.

4".z,.
and supplies as well as for staff salaries Roughly '65 percent of

V

26
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these are devoted' to teachei',salaries (Kahn, 1974:20).

Pep pupil exPendiures will thus' be a partial proxy for teacher sala-

,

ries. Salariei, whiCh 'vary across districts, are determined by such

. factors as- experience: level of edtcati on; merit_eafses and fringe
eA0

'.`
benefits: Studies which utilize per pupil expendi turii7or salaries

will thus, in. part-,:be capturing the teacher-"quality" variables of

. degree and years,of experience. ,

In a nationwid4-sample; MollenkoPf and Melville_ (1956) con-

'trolled, for socio-econoinic, Status and-found mean student achievement

,-o -COnsistentlYrelated to. fibriry and. supply expenditures per
11-

ttuelent, low pupil- teacher ratios,,smalT class'size, and number of

special staff in the school, (psychologists, reading specialists).
4

many of the prroblemi inherent in EEO arose in this survey, particularly
.

the problem of selective response bias. _..Only .506 priAcipals, out of
'. .a

, , ,

-., the 1,877, schools selected, repTied.to'the;questionnaire and agreed

to execute the achie4emelies4. further, the most significant
A' - , ,,,f

.tOool resourc6 library and-supply expenditures per pupil ; may have

been proxying for some °the sabool; non-school, orleer group attribute.

Goodian (19591 also found special .staff and per -pupil expendi-
.

, tures to be important,for Seventh and eleventh graders; in New York`

school districts._ Control r sociofeocnomic status, mean seventh

grade composite achievement,Wis pos ivily, associated with' the percenr

tage of teachers in the district with over five years of training.

The partial cOrrelatiOn was Al: Wheit, an'alyzed. in tsolifiOh4. per

pupil exiiendituris and special staff were second and third .in order
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of importance. The high correlation between expenditures, training,

and special staff precluded their being analyzed simultaneously.

Nonetheless, it appeared experience was the most significant predictor

of achievement. .

Kiesling's (1967) reanalysis of the same data did not produce.

similar conclusions. Classifying the districts on the basis of size,

he found a strong positive association between per pupil expenditures

and achievement in distrlcts with greater than 2,000 (mostly disadvan-

taged) pupils. -In smaller districts, the association was random and

sometimes negative.

Kiesling's (1969) study of fourth to sixth grade achievement

gains in 97 New York districts was more pphistiCated, yet:again no

association was- found between per pupil expenditures and achievement

-7 1.t.
ih small, rural districts. Further clouding the issue,. anegative

association was fauna between per pupil expenditures and achievement

in urban districts. The negative finding was consistent with Benson
.

et al.'s (1965) results for urban California districts, yet inconsis-

4 tent with'Kiesling'S'earlier work and with findings by Armor (1972),

Molienkopf andMelville (1956), and Goodman (1959). BensOn et al.'s

(1965) results on rural districts did not confirm Kiesling either. In

districts with, less than 4,500 pupils, mean teacher salaries were

Positively related to studenttachievement (Spady, 1973:146-147).

BurkheaCb967)" iiimined the relationship between school re-

.

sources and outputs-in 39 Chicago public high schools. His models took

the form:



'(1-2) EA1 = f(HEi,SEi

I

where. EA = proportion of students in a school scoring above the

19

40th percentile on.eleventh grade IQ and reading tests

HE 7 median family income for the schOol

SE = vectors of school resource characteristics including:

median teacher experience, proportion of teachers with

Master's degree or higher, textbook expenditures per

pupil, material and supply expenditures per pupil.

Following the statistical methodology of Coleman et al. (1966), the

family background vector was.entered first. This vector thus reflected -

any, variance which could- have been explained jointly by the family and
4, if

school resource vectors.. Median family income yielded an R2 of .81;.

the addition of the school resource vector raised the R2 to .86.

An additional study involving Burkhead, Fox, and Holland (1967)

employed data froin Chicago, Atlanta, and the original Project Talent

sample.12 The level of aggregation of problem inherent,in EEO arose

in this study; the school to school variation in achievement represented

1

12'
-Besides,the Office of Education Survey, Project Talent col -

.lected sur':y data from a nationwide sample of students. Roughly
400,000 students from-987 schools recetved the questionnaire:- As
Winkler (1977:78) disedsied the Talent data differs from the Report i
data in: Cr - °

1.. Only secondary school students. Were considered.
2. No information was directly collected from the teachers, although

schoolprincipals were administered questionnaries.
3: Follow -up questionnaires were planned.
4. Race information was not gathered in the initial survey, but did

appear in a follow-up questionnaire.
'S. More extensive data on student attitudes, aptitudes and achieve-

meat was colleited.

i

--
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the upper limits of the effects that could be attributed to the school

resources. Additional-problems were created because the achievement

_______tests_were-not-sintlar-aeross-ctties7TeackyriUrailurces were signi-

ficant, but the signs on the coefficients were sensitive to the parti-

cular sample tested. In Chicago, teacher experience was negatively

related to pupils' reading scores.. Teacher experience was positive

in the Project Talent sample and more significant than the positive

impact of starting salaries. Median teacher salary was positive but

not significant fn Atlanta.

three-additional studies found teacher salaries to be important

predictors of achievement. Cohn (1968), controlling for socio-economic-
.

status,-found median teacher salariei to he positively associated with

increments in achievement in Iowa high school districts. Number of

teachers' college credit hours was negative, however. Averch-and-

Kiesling (1970) reported similar results using Project Talent data.

Raymond (1968) examined average scholastic achievement by county from
o

a sample of 5,000 West Virgina high school students who went to West

Virginia University; The output measures utilized were freshmen college

scores on the American College Test (ACT) and grade point average.' The

county of pre-college attendance determined theschool inputs. Raymond

attempted to determine if the quality of elementary and secondary

school-teachersipfluenced either of the output measures. Using county,
. .

census data to control for students' socioeconomic status, teach4r:

salary was the most important predictor of both outputs. Elementary/
school salaries. were particularly powerful, possibly implying the

311
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existence of a lagged relationship between teachers' characteristics
4

and student performance.

We now turn to those studies which look at more specific

teacher characteristics. Bowles (1969) looked at black male twelfth

graders from the Project'Tilent sample. The percentage of teacheri in

the student's school with graduate training, small class size, and ex-

penditures per stUdent on non-teaching inputs were positively associated

with reading and-mathematics achievement. However, only class size was

significant at the .05

.Katzman (1968) investigated the production of six school out7

puts across 56 elementary districts in Boston. The output measures

included_medfin fifth grade math scores, aiedian increments in reading

scores from the second to the sixth grade, two measures of school

attendance, and the percentage of students in each district who took

and passed the entrance exam to Boston's pretigious Latin school. The

percentage' of permanently employed (tenured) teachers had a positive

impact on five outputs, but a slightly negative influence on the incre-

ments in reading achievement. Two characteristics associated with

,teachers' salaries, the percentage of teachers in a district with one

to ten years'of experience'andthePerdentage of teachers with a

Master's degree, were even more inconsistent; b?th variables were

positively associates with school attendance measures,. but negatively

related to reading increments. The percentage of annual teacher turn-

over had a negative association with all output. measures.

31
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Levin (1970)
13

was particularly concerned that a single equa-

ion-model-wou41--lead-to-biased-and-tticbt-istimates on- the re-

source inputs. He pointed out that student attit es, besides being

important inputs, were also important outputs i the preduction.of

cognitive achid4ement. Conceptually, achieVement (A) would be a func-

tion of student attitudes (N), innate ability (I), school resources

(5), and influences external to the school (P), or:

(1 -3) -A = f(I,F,S,N) .14(

Since he-postulated achievement also influenced attitudes, a second

equation was required, or:

(1 -4) N = f(A,I,S,F) . ,.

The interdependence of the independent and dependent variables implied

the values must be solved simultaneously to produce unbiased estimates;

two-stage lease squares was thus employed.
15

Levin-utilized EEO data

13Much of the work described can also be attributed to Samuel
Boiles. Although this particular study was published by Levin, other
similar studies were published by Bowles (1969, 1970) and the two
jointly - Bowles and Levin (1968a, 1968b).

14This example is only illustrative; a complete specifiCation
requires a separate equation for each of the endogenous variables.

15'
-Bowles-approached the interdependency problem differently;

he solved the-system of simultaneous equations for the reduced forms.
Each endogenous Variable was thus expreised as a function of.the exo-
genous variables. .Ordinary least-squares then gave consistent esti-
mates of the parameters.. Using EEO data, he CoMpared reduced form and
structural equation estimates. --In'contrasting the1two sets of estimates,
little difference was found in the values of the coefficients on the
school inputs. -
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from an astern metropolitan'irea and was extremely careful in his:

construction of:the school inputs. To minimize measurement error

iwhi0h would result fromyesidential mobility,
16

Levih considered only

those students who received all of their education in the school they

were currently attending. 'Teacher characteristics wee averages across
4

the third and fifth grade instructors fin each school. While average

teacher degree level had.no significant relationship with ierbal

achievement, average.teacher,experience was strongly positive. Levin

found also that teacher's verbal ability and institution of under-

graduate training wre insignificant predictors of student achievement.

Longitudinal Analyses

Four longitudinal. studies of educational productiOn relation-

ships, Hanushek (1971), Murnane (1975), Winkler (1977) and Summers and

Wolfe (1977), will now be examined. The.studies are classified as

longitudinal becauseeacb employs data whicpovei more than a single

year. In addition, three of the. studies utilize data where students

-are matched to their respective teachers. The problem of obscuring

the relationship between achievement and teaching characteristics by

excessive aggregation-is thus avoided.:

I

,

16
The estimated effect of school inputs on achievement will be''

biased downward if the schodl inputs assigned it September or October
do not reflect school inputs in previous years. Hanushek and-Kain
(1972:130-131) argue that the problem of a spurious correlation is even
More critical for blacks since they havea higher mobility rate than



The importance-of-formal-teacher-credentials, experience and

graduate education can be partially seen in the rigorously derived

results 0f-Hanushek-(1971-). One of the strongest points of Hanushek's

work lies in his explicit.development of a conceptual model of the

educational production process. The model stated in the opening sec-

tions of this review,'

nictIpt T t%
(1"1) vvilorisats4i,

.

was first discussed in detail by Hanushek in his 1968 doctoral disser--

tation. Recognizing the problems posed by the omission of innate

abilityand previouschool inputs, he included a measure Of past
,

achievement in the estimating equation. A model with provious-achieve-

ment this measured the "valued- added" of the current school inputs.

Hanushek argued biases would-occurvnly if the missinglortion of

innate ability was correlated with the rate of learning (as opposed to

the level). The portion of innate ability that was inherited would, be

Captured.by the family background variables. 17 OiffiCultiesln inter-

preiing school resource effects would not arise unless there was a

mechanism connecting the "non-hereditary" portion of innate ability

with specific school resources.

The basic sample consisted of third graders from a large:tchool

17
The familybackgrdund variables will capture the inherited

portion of innate ability only if social Mobility is correlated with 1
ability. :The.-above:situation.thus may not hold for blacks.

7;4



-4. system in California. If data were not available on'the second or

third grade instructors or on the first and third grade achievement

scores, the student was dropped from'the analysis. Missing data thus

reduced the total sample of 2,445 students to 1,061. The sample was
-

then stratified on the basii of race (white vs. Mexican-American) and.

father's occupation (manual vs' non - manual). The stratification was

Justified on the - founds that the proxies for the background inputs

might not have the same meani across races. There also appeared to-

be no a priori reason to in ist on the same model of the educational

process i4r both groups. The following equation was used to estimate

the white, manual (n *515) and white; non-manual (n = 323) samples.

. (

where: A = achievement of jth student grade three
J3

A. wachievement-of-jth-student grade one

F.* dummy variable for female student

1:5). Ai3 + a2F + a3R + a4T3 + a5T2 + u";1

R s repeat grade: =1 if grade repeated, 0 otherwise

T2,-3 P second and third grade teacher characteristics (experi-

ence, hours of graduate" ducation,_verbal ability score,

-years since most- recent educational experience, -and

yeart of experience with a particular socio-economic
,

Experience and. hours of graduate education were statistically

insignificant for second and third grade instructors in both samples.

The characteristics which 4re determined to,be significant varied

,35
- t
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slightly across the samples. Second and third grade instructors'

verbal score and recentness of educational exPerience were important

predictors of third grade achievement for the white, manual sample.

In the white, non-manual sample, recentness of educational'eXperience

was.again-important but "experience with this socio-economic group'

replaced verbal score as a significant variable. Teacher characteris-

tics did not appear to be important fOr the Mexican-American sample,
18'

-Hanushek relssoned this was probably due to a language barrier, yerit°

may have resulted frbm the small sample size (n.= 140).

An analysis similar to Hanushek's was conducted by Murnane

(1970 using two cohorts-Of elementary black students from New Haven.

Roth cohorts contained approximately 440 pupils, yet only one covered

a two -year period, Progress in reading and mathematics was measured
.\\

N.
18
Hanushek tested for, measured and unmeasured teacher charac-

teristici by nstrbcting a series of dichotomous variables, Ili, for
each instructor n the sample. Regression analysis was then utilized
to explain third ade achievement in terms of teachers. If the jth
student had the ith teacher, To equaled 1 for him and Tij equaled 0
where kyti. Thus:

(1) Ai3 = tiTi aFj + ii---+-u
.12

wheret4, a, b = estimate regression coefficients. This approach
made it possible to test wh her the classroom coefficients were signi-
ficantly different from a con tant, or whether real differences existed
among teachers in terms of the contribution to performance. gains.
For any one student in a spicifi classroom (i)

(2) Ail .= ti + aFj + bA2j + uj

(3) A3j aPj + bA24 +

where c is a constant for students in a'1 classrooms. The results of
the six F tests for equality,of coeffici its showed the hypothesis of
no teacher differences could be rejected a the '.01 level for whites.

For Mexican-Americans,it was not possible reject the hypothesis
at the .10 level.
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for students who had been matched up to their respective teachers.

Unfortunately, in the two-year sample, Murnane did not investigate
, .

lagged teacher characteristics. That is, second. -grade instructors'"

characteristics were not included in the estimating equations for

third grade achievement. In equation form:

(1 -6) A33 = aa+ As2 t a2F +.a 3Y

' and

(1-7) Ajg = a0.+ Ajl + a2F + a3Y a412 + u

where: A A
aA: l

= achievement of the jth student third, second-

or fiist grade19

F im.dummyvariable for malecstudent

. Y = vectorof background variables including dummy variable

for living inisubSidized housing, percentage of.rental

-units-on-the-blockwhere the-student lived with rents less

than $60per.month, and percentage of the population under

1.8 years of age who lived in'a female- headed household

T
2
=Nectar of characteriitics including experience, pos-

t

session of; a-- Master-'s. degree, undergraduatemajor,_under-
,

a
4
T
3
+ u

graduate Oade-point averages, race, sex, and marital status

of the third and second grade teacher.

' 19
Ail is not really the student's first grade achievement score

but.represents the test store at the beginning of the second grade.
An represents the test at the end of the second grade.
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It was therefore impossible to determine if second grade teaching re-

sources had any impact on third grade performance beyond possible in"-

-direct effect* captured in the lagged achievement variable.

.Nurnane's,results are interesting on several' grounds. His treat-

ment of the experience variable was novel in that it highlighted the

initial years of experience. Experience was included in the model as a

three -piece linear function, constrained to have corner pointsattwo, and

five years ofexpetlence. This specificaticn showed achievement improved

dramatically whentheinitructorwas between his or her first and third,

years of teaching. Students who had an instructor with twoears of ex-

perience scored on average five points higher than students who had tea-

chers with'no experience. Since in grade equivalent score units20`ftve:

points represented five months of prObress, this wai,a substantial

difference.. The pattern of cciefficients from three to five years of

experience suggested these ,teachers were not more effective than in-

structors with two -years of experience. While performance declined in

all the samples, the deolitie was significant in the first cohort only.

No consistent' relationship was found between performance nd teachers

[with ?rater than five years of experience. Instructors ith five

20
Achievement scores are reported in a variety of ways: raw

sCores, standard scores, percentile ranks, stanines, and grade equiva-
lents. A grade equivalent score scale can be thought of as a develop-
ment scale. It is used to relate raw scores from the various levels to
each other. The unit of measurement is one-tenth of the difference be-
tween medians for successive grade. Thus, a score of 37 implies the

raw score on the test is the same as that made by theeedian
pupil in the third grade at the end of the seventh month in the grade
(Lindquist and Hieronymus, 1964)'.

1:1 a

38
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years of ii0erien9eivii4 as ef ective ii,:hose;with ten years of ex-
...p -_ ,

pekencit::The retarns-:ftoellier004*:Boing! were-totally exhausted- /

The onlyother teacher ..chariiicteristic consistently related to,,

pOpil- performance was sex. Male teachers -were afore effective in ,

.teaching both reading and mathematics. No consistent signifiCant re-
.

lationship,was found betWeen performance and race of teacher, highest
. -.

degree attained, undergraduate taju., Undergraduate grade-Point average,
a.

or marital status. )eirhane also investigated whether certain teacher

characteristics were- u* effective with certain typesof students. i

Five interaction variables were tested, but none were significant-
0

ti

across the samples.21
ti

1

. ,

IO contrast to ailother researchers, Murnane had explicit peer
.

group measures. In order to substantiate EEO's strong finding on peer

group influences: he included the class mean achievement scores and 'the

standard deviation of these scores in his estimating equations. An -

aggregate measure of student turnover was calculated by subtracting the

.

average class size from the-total-number of student names in each

-
21,

The following hypotheses were tested:.
,

1. Male teachers are more effective with male students than with fe-
mirkstudents.

2. B1 teachers are more effectiveldith_male students --than -with

,

,----famale--students--(or vcsa:
3. The relationship between experience and. student performance is

different for black, as'opposed:to white,- teachers.
4. Male and/orlemale teachers have greater'suCcess, with low achieving

student% thah high achievinistudents (or vice versa).
5. Black and/or White teachers-have greater success with 1:5w achieving

students than high achieving studeft-Clor vice versa)..
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attendapce register. Meah and standard deviation of

unrelated to student performance. MUrnane cautioned

significance was misleading; both measures' were biased to the!tient

that students were non-randpmly:_absent on the days the tests lyere ad- a
.

ministered. Student turnover had a consistently negative 'effect on =

reading achievement; the deleterious effect was even greater for'itu-

\
achi evevifet 'were

that the lack, of

dents. with high initial achievement levels.

Longitudinal data on.approximatel -800 black, and white

California students were utilized by Winkler (1977)in an educational

uction-stuily emphasizing peer group influ en ces. In predicting
/

,4

eighth grade-J4evement, Winkler used:the following expystory vari7

ablesd.Sticit grade'achievement, measures of family-background, and

s

peer groUR composition atuhteacher characteristics aggregated over

eight years. The advantages of observing students over eight years

were greatly offset by the aggregation of,, the peer and t4-cher

. 4,

ables. Studints were not matched to' their:respective instructors;
, %

therefore, the 'resources. did not accuratelS, refliCt:the inputs the
# 0

pupil received.
.

The teacher variables were calculated by computing the average
.

'characteristic's of teacheri in each.grade of each school .for specific
44

.

school years. For example,' a student io grade%eigkt in 1964 was-as-
la ,. - . .

sldnedihe chariCteristid of_1958 grade one .teachers, 1958 grade.twp..e...-.
..,

e

teachers, 1958grade thrge:teachers,1961grade fOUrteachers, 1961 ",

fiveteichers, 1961 grade six teachrs;:1961 grade:seven teachers o'

, - c .

- grade,
, .-.

- ..,

and-1961,grade. eight teachers. 'Mad. the student not repeated a grade,
-. . . .

------:,11.--------:- ...- -r
.._

W., . M IWO. c !'
.,

- W w
. 40
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f*.or,s14 would, have been in-the first grade in 1957, second in 1958,. -
*tit in 1959, fotitth in .1960, fifth in 19:1, sixth in 1962, seventh

i;7,
),n- 1.9644nd eightfein 1964. The assumption was thus made that the

aractAistics of teac.hers in adjacent years (e.g.:, 1957, 1959) were
_

ntical ';41;ircharacteristics of teachers for which data were re-w. -=' , gv:.
. corded (0., 1958L. To, tfie'eyt that each pupil's actual teacher

4=..,,_
T1 characteristics diffreitt from the average characteristics, errors in,,.

,- - - - t,,,..
..',,x-5-

measurement were introduceTresulting in biased coefficients. The... -0, t-',,'

calculation of the:pleefro.,k.variables was also complex and will not,.,
. t8 .?,,,., ..

be explicitly- discOsed here: It seems sufficient to state that the- . .-f.-r. ..,: _ -;;
peer group'meisures Were not,, classmate charactOistics but rather

,- .-,-:
highly aggregatelsocio-economic indicators based on the number of.

6

V
t!T"'

school-age children-in a-'School attendance area.
-z.

, --. . .:,,-,,,

Two models wereestimated. In the first model, the relevant

average characteristics were ftirther -aggregated to obtain. one variable.
per characteristic 'for each student. Thus,,,a characteristic such as

,..,": ,,
teacher salary was agqregated' crier the eight years to produce a single,

-. , .

salary variable. In the`first model, for blacks, salary was significant

fur stu4ents in the - college preparatory track, but insignificant for
studenta the, vocational track. When- salary was replaced by its de-
:: i's
terminantsi.exrierience:, :level of education, insignificant coeffi-

'

cients resulted; This result was surprising given that salary alone

;_wai positive and statistically Significant. It is possible that the

,':interaction,interaction or minerfence and credits was the important predictor for

'blacks. In other wordS the relationship may be multiplicative, not
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additive; The coefficients on quality of undergraduate education were

large and significantly positive: No measures of baccalaureate Institu-
t

`Mon quality were available fdr elementary teachers, however. Teacher

salary and experience were important for white students in both tracks;

however teacher.credits and undergraduate'institution quality were

insignificant.

DV the second model, Winkler attempted to more jUlly utiliie
-

the longitudinarnature of his data. He could not include all eight-

years of teacher data, since the construction of the variables implied

a high degree of.collinearity. 22 Instead, -he constrained the coeffi-

cients tola particular pattern using the linear parameterization of

distributed lags suggested by Almon (1965). Teacher's salary -in the

' current year was a significant predictor for blacks, yet none of the

other distributed lag coefficients on salary or experience were signifi-
,

cant. -A radically different pattern.was observed for whites; all eight

-*distributed lag coefficients on salary and experience were signifii:ant

at the .10 levO. The loweit marginal products were observed on the
I

most distant resources-. Winkler's results for whites thus implied
i

that

/ previous teachers can'have a delayed effect on student achicvement2f

The longitudinal.study that will be considered in thii

..
-.

) , ,

1 i

. 1
'revieiwas undertaker, by Summers and Wolfe (1977)1 Elementary, junifir

22
AI1

..
. .

'students in a particular grade, school, and year r,ceived-
identical teaCher.characteristics. In addition; students in i'ke years
fdr which data were not collicted,(1957-or 1959).received characteris-
tics froo(the'otheryears ,(1P58)., ThUs,.third.grade students in 1957,
1958,and 11960 'froM...;the_same school, received identical inputs.
. .
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and senior pigh school students were matched to their respective in-

- structorjesulting in 627" sixth gride students, 553 .eighth grade stu-
..

-dents, and 716 twelfth graae-students. Due toothe many problems asso-

ciated with predicting junior and seniOr.high school achievement, the

focus here will be restricted to the elementary.;imOle.

4

The dependent variable utilized was the change in student com-

posite achievement scoreon the Iowa Test of Basic Skills from the third

to thesixth 7ade. The. school inputs Considered were variables from

tht sixth grade only. The Change In achievement from grade three to

grade six-wa,s thus attributed entirelxto the sixth grade instructor..

By interacting student and teacher characteristics, Summers.and Wolfe

demonstrated sixth-grade teacherl'experience*as important for high
9

achieving student:5, but negatively affected the learning grootlioflow.

achievers. The ratings23-0 the sixth grade ieacherli undergraduate -.

institution, while significant for all types of students, were particu-

larly important for low.income-pupils. Educational credentials beyond

a baccalaureate degree were not disCriminating predictors of ahluve- :

"-

ment growth. The instructor's score on the National Teachers' Examina-

tion was likewise insignificant.

As substitutes for the unavailable classmate characteristics,

23The Gourian rating ofdndergraduate programs (Gourman, 1967)
was used. The ratings. are based on five areas:
1. ,individual departments
2. administration
,3. faculty (including student/staff ratio's and, research)

4.- student services, and
5. general areas such as facilities or alumni support.
The rating is an average of the five areas.

. 43.
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"Summers and Wolfe used variables entitled %High Achievers and %Low

Achievers. The variables werevcalcilated by using the average percen-

tage of studentsin the fifth and sixth grades who scored either above

the 84th Natiohal-Percentile or below. the16th National Percentile on

the Iowa Test of-Basic Skills. Students who tested below grade level

. were greatly. Aided by being in a school with high achievers. This

ing Was particularlysignificant since it was revealed high a,

-chieving students were not adversely affected.

Cross - Sectional -Longitudinal Findings,

and Their Deficiencies

In attempting to integrate the findings of the cross-sectional

and Idngftudinal studies, a brief sumMary,pf the conclusions,regarding

teacher characteristics seems warranted. Conclusions regarding tea-

cher's verbal ability, undergraduate training institution, salary, ex-

perience, and level of education are discussed below. The findings con -

cerning per pupil expenditures are also discussed due to their close

relationship to teacher's salary.

Teacher verbal abilitz was found to be positive and significant

in studies by Bowles and Levin-(1968a), Hariushek (1968, 1970), Bowles

(1970), Michelson (1970), Guthrie et al. (1971), and Boardman et al.

(1973). Coleman et al. (1966) found teacher's verbal ability score to

be positive, although its impact was small relative to peer and family

background,variables. Levin (1970) and Smith (1972) fobnd teacher's

verbal ability to be positive, but statistically insignificant, as did

Armor (1972) in his northern white and southern black and whiteequations.
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The sole negative finding can 'be attributed to Armor, who found an in-

1 verse relationship between northern black achievement, and teacher's

The -"Quality" of the teachers undergraduate trainfalwas post-

tive and significant in studies by Winkler (1977) and timers and Wolfe

(1977). Levin (1970) found the institution of undergraduate training

to'be insignificantly related to student achievement.

Teacher!salaries were found to have alpositive, significant

relationship with achievement in studies by Bowles and Levin (1968a),

Cohn (1968), Raymond (1968), Averch and Kiesling1(1970), Armor (1972),

and Winkler (1977). Burkhead, Fox, and Holland (1967) reported a posi-

'tive sign on, salaries in their Atlanta sample. In contrast, Benson et_

al. (1965)Ifound 'a negative sign on salaries in their study involving

large urban-districts. Two studies., Thomas (1962) and Burkhead, Fox,

and'Hollind (1967) with their Talent sample, concluded starting teacher
.

salaries were significant predictors of student achievement.

. Per pupil expenditures were positive and significant in studies

by Mollenkopf and Melville (1956), Goodman (1959), and Kiesling (1967)r
with his subsample of large districts. Coleman et al. (1966) found per

pupil expendittiresto be insignificant while a negative relationship

was reported in the'urban ditrict analysis of Kiesling (1969).

Teacher experience was found to have a positive and significant

relationship with student achievement in-reserach by Goodman (1959),
.

.

Thomas (1962), Burkhead, Fox, aid with their Talent sample,

Levin (1970), Michelson (1970) with hit white sample, Hanushek (1968,

45
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1970), Guthrie et A). (1971), Murnane (1975), Winkler (1977) :with his

white sample, and, Summers and Wolfe (1977) with their sample of high

achievers. Hanushek (1972) and Smith (1972) found teacher's experience

.to-be positive- but insignificant. Negative "relationships were reported __

by Burkhead, Fox, and Holland (1967) Iiith their Chicago sample, Katzman

(1968), and Summers and Wolfe,(1977).with their sample cf low achievers.

Teacher's degree level was the most consistent characteristic

across the studies. Possession of.a Master's or.higher degree was in-

significantly relate to student achievement in studies by Cohn (1968),

Katzman (1968), Hanushek (1968, 1970, 1972),'Bowles (1969), Levin

(1970), Smith (1972), Murnane (1975), Winkler (1977), and Summers and

1
Wolfe (1977).

Ten studies thus showed salary or expenditure levels to be

positively related'to student achievement. The two exceptions, Benson .

et al. (1965) and Kiesling (1969), utilized-data from large urban cen-

ters. Hidden in the aggregation of district figures were high concen-

trat.ions of low socio-economic and black students. While the latter

two studies imply resource expenditures do not have a strong positive

impact an urban minorities, the aggregation of school and family re-

source variables -was so pervasive it was unclear which students were

responding to the various resources. Expenditure levels may also re-,

fleet differential living costs; it is-not clear if the figures were

representative of relative-costs or real purehasingpower (Spady, 1973:

149). At least one stud) has shown that-the highest proportion of high

salaried teachers are employed in the inner city (Anderson and Mark,
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1976). Metropolitan areas may thus have high concentrations of teachers

with many years of experience and/or graduate degrees. Despite these

difficulties, it seems fairly safe-to conclude that higher teacher

salaries, which imply higher formal credentials, are positively related

to achievement.,

If salary levels and formal credentials are proxies for each

other, why are the findingi on formal credentials so mixed? Aside-from

purely statists considerations, the-answer may lie partly in the

fact that the conclusions regarding experience and degrees are subject

to more than one interpretation. For instance, the positive impact of

'teener experience is assumed to result from the acquisition of skills

over tide course of many school years. It is also possible that.as-

teachers accumulate-seniority, they transfer to schools in "good"
S

neighborhoods with high'achieving students. The association between

achievement and experience may thus be a partial reflection of staff

selection bias (Spady, 1973:151). Capable, experienced teachers may

also. have the option of leaving the classroom for higher paying adminis-

trative and gLidance posts. A selection mechanism of this type will _

bias downWard the experience performance relationship. On the other

hanC, those individuals who have difficulty coping, with students may
-

. -

leave th! profession -early. Finally, if the pool of new teachers is

changihg over time,24 a cross-sectional study many not discpver a

24
One could arguethateach successive pool of new teachers has

more sophisticated. training. Weaver (19781, however, shows that ability
of new, teachers. (as measured by SAT-scores) is-decreasing, suggesting
perhaps that less capable individuals are entering the profession.

47



statistical relationship even if one actually exists.

The review of.the cross-sectional and longitudinal literature

reveals some -potential flaws with the methodology, employed to determine

itcharicteristics of teachers are instrumental in producing studen1 t
t,

achievement. Those properties which are desirable but absent from

either all a majority of the-studies are enumerated below:

1. A model which attempti to determine the importance of

taaching,characteristics'in the production of student achievement should

include measures of both present and past teaching resources. Tha

findings of Coleman et al. (1966), Raymond (1968), Hinushek (1972), and -

Winkler: (1977) suggest previous teacher characteristics have a direct

effect on currentstudent achlevemint. In addition to the direct ef-

fects, previous teacher characteristics may be reflected indirectly

through the lagged achievement level. The omission of previous teacher

characteristics maylinderestiMite the total contribution of instruction
.

and circumscribe the Policy impliCations of the model.

2. Individual student and teacher observations are desirable

,.in ordeeto avoid obscuring the student-teacher relationship by aggre-

'tatiol of variables.

3. The school resources inclUded in the model should raflect
%

only those resources the student actually received. For example, the

presence of-a science laboratory should not be included as an explana-

_tory variable for business students.

4. Elementary school samples should be,utilized whenever pos-
.

sible: Muliiple,instructors contaminates samples of junior and senior
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high school students.

5. Peerinfluences shoild be as specific as possible. Ideally

we would like a measure of,the student's clas1smates' characteristics.

6: ,The'assumptions of the linear additive specific4cion can

be made less restrictive by incorporating squared and interaction terms
o

in the-model.-7

The present study will go beyond thO existing literatyre by incorpor-

ating all six of the above desirable properiies Into its methodology.

O

f
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Chapter 2 .

A L6NGITUDINAL MODEL OF EDUCATIONAL. PRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter isto highlight some basitheo-

retilcal aspects of educational production functions and, t . Jevelop the
1

model to be estimated. The multiple output nature of the eddcational

process-and.the key inputs - family background, ability, school, and

peer group resources - will be discuss'ed. The differing assumptions

that underlie educational production as opposed to industrT production

are also developed. Finally, since the primary focus of this research

is the effect of teaching characteristics over time, a conceptual' model

outlining the possible direct and'indirect impacts of these characteris-

tics on the production of siudeAt achievement will. be elucidated.

The Output of Education

Educational production is a multiple output process. The out-

puts can loosely be'categorized as cognitive or non-cognitive (Bloom,

1950. Cognitive outputs include general as well as subject-specific

increases in ability or knowledge, and are usually measured by achieve-

melt test scores.' Behavioral attributes such as the extent of one's

st ocialization, or changes in attitudes and preferences, are classified. -

as non-cognitive outputs. In comparison to cognitive outputs, non-

cognitive outputs are difficult to identify and measure. -As a result,

a majority of the eipirical studies have concentrated solely on.the

40
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production of achievement.as'measured in standardized test scores.

The omission of non-cognitive outputs implies certain subtle

assumptions about the "public goods "1 nature of the inputs; it also has
.

important econometric implications. These assumptions and implications

can be clarified by constructing a simple two-equation system for the

production of cognitive and non-cognitive outputs.

Let,

2 -1

yl = cognitive output (achievement.)

y2 = non -cognitive output (s,Cialization)

xi = veaor oflinputs in the production of yi

x2 = vector of inputs in the prOduction of y2

0
1

= coefficients of x
1
-

. - .

0
2 =

= coefficients of x
2

ci, e2 a error terms, assumed uncorrelated with x1, x2

a X202 e2

If the flouts in the production of yi are identical to the inputs uti-

lized in production of y2, or xi = x2, separate least squares

1
Publi

Dave the prope
Without individu
stances, one indi
not cause the'sligh
individuals. In thi

in production-would b
would not cause the "s
another production proc

,

goods, as defined in the welfare economics literature;

.of,being "...used simultaneously by all consumers
exclusion" (Malinvaud, 1972:201. In certain in -
dual's consumption or abstention of the good will.
est chance in the resources available to other

context we are suggesting.that a "public" input
one in, which its use in one prbduction process
ightest.change",in the amount available for
ss.,
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"- estimation of the two equations will produce .consistent and efficient2

estimates, regardless, of the degree of correlation between ci and e2

If xi is aSubset of x2 (or vice versa), the estimates remain consis-

-tent but are efficient only if the error terms, ci and e2, are uncorre-

lated. It is likely that the error terms are correlated. This corre-

lation implies the significance levels of the coefficients will be re-

duced;,however, the,estimates-will i4iiin unbiased.

Underlying the above formulation is the assumption that yl and
1

y2 can be produced simultaneously with a given set of inputs; inputs

employ edin the production of y1 are nItTused up," leaving a smaller

amount available for the production of ,y2. For example; the way in

which social studies is taught, while influencing achievement, could

also produce a respect for certain value systems and a socialization

into the American culture. Presumabty, an input like teachers' experi-

ence would be equally effective at producing both outputs. On the

hand, if employing an input in the production of achievement

2
An estimator is consistent if for sample size T and arbitrarily

small c,

lim Probt[ i - 01 < c) * 1 oj Plimii.* 8
Tion

As the sample size becomes infinitel
tion converges on the true parameter
if it has the-minimum variance among
class. In formetterms, 0 is an eft"
of 0.if-0 is unbiased and

a d
E(a 0)4 S 0)2

large, the probability distribu-
values. An estimator is efficient
all consistent estimators in its
dent (or best'unbiased)estimator

ft

where 0 is any other unbiased estimator of 0 (Goldberger, 1964:126-128);
For more information on the, estimation of equations similar to (2-1) and

(2-2), see Zellner (1962:348-368).

e'.
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diminishes the aumount-available for, production of socialization, a dif.!

ferent formulation is suggested. -In considering. the type of input that

would be "used up" in the production of achievement it is clear that

inputs such is-teacherls_ex rience and level of education would nit be

reduced. Time, an 'input heretofore unmentioned, would bi,consumed in

the production-process. If we incorporate time in the model we have

the following formulation:

(2-3) ixi +priw + el

(2-4) :y2 = 02x2 + y211 -w),+.

where:- w = fraction of the school day spent on the production of yl

and (1-w) the fraction spent on y2.3

If w is omittedifrom the specification but uncorrelated with Zi the esti-.

mates remain consistent. If w is positively correlated with xl the esti-
,

mated coefficient for 01 will be biaied upward while the coefficient for

0
2

be biased downward. The biases are reversed if w is negatively

correlated with:x The magnitude of the biases will depend on the de-l' .

gree of correlation between w and x1. Since there is no'cpriorireason

to suspect the fraction of time devoted to 3/ or y2 is correlated with
,

inputs.such as teacher's experience-or level of education, the problem

of biased estimates is unlikely to be severe.

TheLfocus on standardized achieveMent can be justified on grounds

other than it is a1 relatively precisely measured.output. The general

4

3A more realistic specification would perhaps be.-one in which
w and (1-0 entered equations (2-3) and (2-4) in multiplicative
fashion. The results for this case are identical to those given here
if (2-3) and (2-4)are interpreted as log-linear relations.
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te

1

. public`i concern over cognitive output Nis been reflected itistate.
. \

legislation requirkng students to be pro.ficieth in basic skills inch as'
-,

reading and mathemakr.s. Over, half the states have in some way.-man-.

*dated achievement as
,

primary educational objective., An ,investigation '
. , . .

of 'the inputs invelved,in the producti of achieyemant is wairanted .\ .
-a

a.

simply because achievement is a highly valued output. r

'Inputs to Educationa
.
Achiexement;

The inputs employed in the'produttion Of achievement may be -.

broadly classified Into three categories:'. °(.1) family and individual

student resources, (2) school 'resources, and (3) peer group character--
istits. Some inputs are truly technological in the sense thr-- can be,

varied by the educational producer. In contrast, inputs such as father's
0

occupation and race or sex of the student are not alterable by scheol s and

may be considered fixed. The inclusion -of these ,fixed inputs permits,/
the rese her to examine interactions between school rpoUrces, and the

'studeni's background. Under each of the three bread- categories, many

specific inputs can be identified% The following list is by no means.--

exhaustive, yet it covers -many of the more coimionlytutilized-inputs.,
"-

11,

Family Background and Student Characteristics . .
4,

,48 v.,: ,,

The previous chapter.illustrated the importance of; family back=
. .

ground and individuaj student characteristics in the prodution.of
. Tt.

achievement. This result is not surprising when one considers all of .

the student's pre - school. years, plus.. half of his waking time when

tending school, arespent in the:hoc,. Aside from-supplying the' purely

physical enirironmetit of food, clothing, and shelter, the family, helps
I

I.



shape the PUpil's*ability and a tudes and-contributes directly -to

t 1

pupil'performance in the form of time inputs. The pupit,also contri-.

butes directly in he form of time allocated betweekattendance and
.

-ho metiork. Unfo nately-no direct Reisuresoftne parent and\student

1

inputi eXist.. Proxies such as socio-economic status, parents' eduCa-.,

ostion, race and IQ- have been utilized.

IQ is considered a roxy input since it is a ddu6tful measure

heoretically, we would like a measure of in-of true innate ability.

nate ability which reffects the genetic endowient of the individual.

Conceptually, rbil y should reflect "potential" and achievement should

measure "attai t." Ill tests may not adequately measure potential

since Ores may reflect genetic and environmental interactions. Asthe s

-an added -complication, IQ is known to be highly correlatedtosocio-econo-

mic status. If other background inputs are inadequately measuredIQmay

be progyingforthe absent family inputs. The coefficient on IQ may thus

reflect genetics,' geneticandenvironmental interactions, and family back-
*

ground inputs.

School Resources

The logical focus of most policy discussions regarding achieVe-
,_

meni it on-the school resource vector. School resources allow the

greatest possible scope for the application of alternative policies.

School input variables include facility characteristicsodministrative

characteristics, and current and past teaching characteristics. Teach-

: ing performance can be.decomposed into many-parts such as level, recency,

and quality of educatfon, years of experience, verbal ability, receptive

ntis to-si6dentsv knowledge of*subject,AiMe devoted to lecturing and

55
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preparation, and forms of classroom presentation. The teaching val-
.

ables'are-of particular importance due to the concentration of the in-

structor's.time input and degree of potential interaction with the student.

Croup; Resources

The performance of an individual student may depend upon the

collective performance or expected achievement of the entire class.

Sttidents within-a class may influence one another and/or,the instruc-

tor's behavior may be a function of the class characteristics. Peer

-group variables are thus captured in aggregate characteiistics, like

class socio-economic status, size, attendance, mean and standard devia-

tion of achievement, and mean and standard deviation of IQ (Hanushek,

1972:25 -32). It must be noted, however, that the self-selection of .

i
.

1

students into schools with particular attributes confounds the inter= q
-

.

1

. pretation. of some of the peer variables. If background factors are not I

adequately specified in the model, variables such as class mean achieve-
,

i

mefit may simply reflect the socio-economic status and achievement orien
i

tation of the individual students.

_Educational Production Functions:
Assumptions and Caveats

Following Hanushek (1972), the production function for educa-

tional achievement in' a partiuclar grade or time period can be expressed

(2-5) Ait = f(Ait.1,Bit,Pit,Ii,Sit)
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where: A
it = vector of educational achievement level of the ith stu-

dent at timet-

Ait_1-= vector of entering achievement level (achievement at the

close of the previous time period)

Bit = vector of family influences at time t

Pit = vector of peer influences at time t

14 m innate ability of-the ith student

S
it = vector of school influences at time t

. _

t = grade or time period.

The quantity of achievement 'at time t, Ait, isGthus stated as 'a func-

tion of the entering achievement level, Ait_1,and of the family, peer,

and school influences over the period being considered. The prOduction

function is defined only for non - negative quantities of the outputs and

inputs. Negative values of either achievement, family, peer, or school

, inputs would be meaningless the present context. The continuous

nature of equation (2 -5) implies the combinations of family, peer, and

school inputs which can be utilized to produce a. given level of output

are very large. The producer's technology summarises all the technical.

information about the input combinations necessary to produce achieve-

ment. The production function, by presupposing technical efficiency,

demonstrates the maximum output attainable from every possible combina-

tion of inputs. Selection of themosteconceicilly efficient input com-

bination, given a particular output level; depends upon the prices of

the inputs involved (Henderson and Quandt,197TiS4-55).

Applying the framework of industr production to education is
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not straightforward. It is o.ssnmed in most production function esti-

mates outside of education_that the profit motive leads to output maxi-

nation. It is*not clear that incentives exist foreducational producers

to maximize output. The observations of the educational system thus may

not fall on the production frontier. In addition, decision makers in,,
4,

3
-education may not be aware of the technological relationships necessary

for this maximization. Many options are available at the organizational

and process level. The effects of altering such things as the class

organizational structure, curriculum, or length of the school day may

not be accurately perceived. Many additional educational decisions are

made by the specific instructor and, as a result, are difficult to ob-
.

serve and quantify. If one allows for "skill" differences it becomes

;even more difficult to define maximum output since the inputs are no

longer homogeneous?

The fact that decision maketi may not be selecting the output

maximizing set of inputs does not necessarily imply that they are not.

operating on some portion of the production frontier.. Skill differendes

alsodo-not negate the usefulness'of the production function framework.

Most hiring and salary decisions are based on a set of measurable

teacher characteristics, such as years of exper4eAce and level of edu

1- cation. The estimated effect of these measured characteristics ihui

captures-the ability to predict or develop more skilled instructors.

Even if one *rejects the notion that schools always select the best

process given the inputs, estimates of the production function can be

made conditional upon the existing tganizational and process
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characteristics. All the students analyzed in this study attend ele-
.

mentary public schools in -a large metropolitan city. Given that the

data are homogenous, the organizational characteristics are likely to

be similar'across students. When examining the impact oc a specific_

characteristic, such as teacher experience,. the coefficient will thus -

include the direct effect of experience on the output and the indirect -

effect given the organizational process (Hanushek, 1979:367-371).

A Theoretical Model

As was discussed in Chapter 1, a model which attempts to deter-

mine the importance of teaching characteristics in the production of

student achievement should include measures of both present and past

teaching resources. The omission of prior school resource inputs pre-

sumes-either-that past cxposure-to-school-resources-will-b-ereflected

in earlier achievements or that there is a rapid decay of benefits from

previous school. resources. In order to deal with these issues, equation

(2-5) must be extended to Capture possible direct effects from previous

characteristics and indirect effects through the lagged achievement

level. The estimated marginal products of the- various resources, will

:be biased if either of these effects exist and are ignored. The subse-

quent ditcussion will be limited to a three-period model; a later sec-

tion will generalize.the results to five periods.

To illustrate the influence of lagged resource inputs, consider

the following set of educational production functions in three consecu=

tive periods.
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(2 -6) Ali a f(BilPirIptil)

Ail =

(2-8) A = f(A B. B ,B ,P ,P. ,P. ,S ,S. )i3 i21' 3' i2 i3 12 11 13 12 1
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where the second subscript refers to the period, and Ai, Bi, and

Si are defined as in,equation (2-5). The assumed recursive siructure

implies that-even if Bi3, Bit, Pi3, Pi2, Si3 and Si2 are equal to zero,

A
i3 is not necessarily equal to zero.4

d

.(2-9) A13 = f(A
i2'

0,0B
il

0,0P Ii" 00' t)

The quantity of achievement retained in Air given that Al2 is fixed,
r

may change with the quantities of inputs employed in the first period.

Specific inputs are. thus permitted to have an impact beyond the period

of their utilization. A detailed discussion of the model, with emphasis

on teaching chdratteristics, may help clarify this point.

The process is visualizO in the following manner:- the charac-

,teristics of the current teacher may influence a student's present level

of achievement, but previous teacher characteristics may also have-a

direct impact._ The previous teacher(s) are.in part responsible for the

"mental sets the student brings to his'current situation. For example,

an ittiiude or approach to probleth solving may be instilled whose direct

influence extends well beyond a single year. In addition, the impact

4
Equation (2.-9)' would equal zero if the Cobb-Douglas, or double-

log, functional form was utilized.

GO
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of past teacher characteristiis could be embedded in the level ,of pre-

'vious achievement. The following simple diagram helps illustrate for

one student at grade three the flows of the process.

T1

4,

Cs1

Al
-

"Imo Nwa

T
Z

T3

CS
2

A2 A3

where: T = teacher characteristics such as experience and level of

education I

.CS = composite score on achievement test

A = classmate characteristics such as mean and standard devia-

tion of class achievement

1, 2, 3 se periods.

The model illustrates composite achievement in period three, CS3, as a

function of teacher aid classmate characteristics in each period. ,Two

separate effects can. be identified: (1) the direct effects of the

character4stics on CS3, shown by the solid line, and (2) the indirect

effects on the characteristics, shown by the dashed lines, through the

61
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previous sore:5
\

_

1.

The incorporation of the otherImportant inputs, family back-

gromn4 ability and interactions, between ability and the teaching

6

52

characteristics, can be most easily seen by stating the model in equa-

tion firm. Let .

1-* periods; 1, 2, and 3

F = family background
-

A = ability

AT
i

* interaction of ability with teaching characteristics

T
i

= teaching characteristics

Ai = classmate characteristics

CS
i
= composite achievement score

y = coefficient on previous test score, CS2 and CS
1

00, 02, 03 = coefficients on Ti

01, 04, 85 = coefficients on AT.

al = coefficients on A

el * coefficients on F

a
l'

a
2'

a
3
= coefficients

pi * error terms,.assumed uncorrelated across individuals and

years.

Thethree-period model can thus be expressed by th following equations:

on A

5Although the model will be estimated using linear regression,
the diagram and the terminology of direct and indire t effects is
similar to that of path analysis. General descripti ns.of path' analysis
can be found inDuncan (1960, Heise - (1969), Kerling r and Pedhazur
(1973), and Pedhazur.(1976).
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(2-10) CSI a (00 01A)T1 + elF + 31i1 +011A 4. ul

(2-11) CS2 = YCSI + (00 + 01A)T2 + 0211 + 04AT1 +
elF

* 1A2 32A1 *1A u2.

(2-12) CS3 = yCS2 + (00 + 81A)T3 + 8212 + 133Ti-+ 84AT2 +

31A3 a2A2
a3AI alA u3

53

The reduced form for achievement in the third period, CS3, is given

(2-13) CS3 = (7200 + y82 + 83)11 + (700 + 82)72 + 8013

+ ly
2
8
1
+ ye

4
+ )AT

1
+ (y01 +

4
)AT

2
+ 01 AT

3

I
+ t

2e + ye + e)F + (y
2
m + ya + a)A

(72 a1 ya2 +.31)A, (Yal a2)A2 a1A3
I I

. Y2u1
+ 7u2 + u3

A flow diagram of equation (2-13) appears in Figure 1. Family back-
.

ground and ability are treated as stock, rather than flow, variables.

Since these variables are :presumed to be relatively stable over time,

the model allows for direct effects within aiven time period. Across

time periods, however, their influence is only indirectly felt through

previous scores. Equation (2-13) thus captures the,direct and indirect

contrjbutions of the'virious resources, to a. given grade.
0,-

Gamma (jr), the coefficient-on laggedcomposite.score; has.been
o
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A Diagrammatic Representation of'the Reduced Form Equation (2-13)

A
45

.
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estimated by a number of researchers, most notably Hanushek (1971),

Humane (1975),,and Summers and Wolfe (1977).\

\

Hanushek (1971) ar-

gued,gued, a model which included previousoachieveMe p in the estimating , .

equations was measuring the "value added" of current school inputs.
0

The true role of gamma, however, has not been fully appreciated. Gamma

plays the role of a filter by deMonstrating the relative importance of
....- .

direct versus embedded teaching and classmate charafte istics. In the

structural equation (equation (2-12)) gamma reflects gem tic, environ-
,

mental, and school effects which are not directly capturae. The re-

'

duced form equation (e4uition (2-13)) separates gamma into i7firect
_ A

,

components and attributes its Magnitude to previous teacher, R7er, and

school inputs:
\

,

By rearranging the terms in equation (2-13), it can be s n the

equation isoover-identified.

'

\

(2-:13a) CS3 = 00(y2T1 + yT2 3) + 02(yT1 + T2) + 0311 \

\

+ 01 (y2ATi + yAT2 + AT3 ) + 04(411 + AT2 ) + 0Nri

+ e(y2F +a yF + F) .4. a (y2 + y + 1 )A

+ 31(Y2I1 t 42 t'A3) t a2(14.41 + A2) + a3A1

+ -2- . + +T Pl YP2 P3

TheTe are 12 structural parameters and 11 estimated coefficients. To

,solve the identification problem, t.o value of gamma will be estimated

by an'iterative procedur4. If the error terms are assumed to be inde:.

pendently normally distributed, the estimates are maximum likelihood.

r,
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Equation (2-12) identifies th structural parameters of the\

model.
Q

(2-12) CS3 = 1CS2 + (So* 0 A)T3 + 0

41F 31743 32A

T + + 0 AT
3 1 4 2 5 1

83A1 + a A+ 113

The structural equation provides a dire t estimate of gaited. However,

this estimate will be biased downward i CS2 and CS3 are measured with

random error. The estimate will be bia ed upward if the error coin- ,

ponents of CS2 and CS3 are positively c rreIated. Thus, both, the

direct and iterative methods of estimat on will be utilized.

The above methodology is flexib e enough`to account fer either

exponential growth in achievement or a ituation were the amount of

achievement retained from previous yea diminishes with each succes-

sive year.. Exponential growth in achi venent would be consistent with

the idea that each year builds. upon any reinforces thepreceding year -

the material taught in year t-1 is rei forced in year t. In this case,

the-coefficient on lagged achievement uld be greater than one. On

the other hind, due to non-applicabil ty and "forgetting," the amount

of achievement retained from-previous years could diminish. Material

taught in year t-1 would be partiall1

but not completely,,Carried over

to year t. In this case the coeffi ent on lagged achievement would

be less than one. If those teachericharacteristics tested are important

to either the reinforcement or di nishment explanation, then the

I -

interaction of Tagged-achievement° ith teacher !characteristics. will

produce significant results..

66
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An Operatiodal Model

I

A description of the data will be reserved until Chapter,3;

nonetheless, several modifications of the theoretical model are neces-

sary in order to empirically estimate equations (2.i.2) and (2-13). The.,

concepts, teacher characteilstics, classmate characteristits, family .

background, and ability, also need to be operationalized. Table (2-1)

indicates the variables, or sets of variables, which the data provide

57 ,-

for the measurement of the abstract constructs.

Achievement teat scores are not usually administered in the

first grade., Equation (2 -10) is assumed to represent the pupil's first.

year of'schooling. At this,poirit.t6 student has been exposed to one.

set of classmates and one instructor. The primary inputs are the en-

vironmental and genetic influences of the family. Since a.studeni:in

the particular school system under study is not tested until grade

three, he or she will already have been exposed to genetic and environ-

mental influences, including-two years of schooling influences; which

are not separately measurable. The equations must be modified to in-

clude the earliest composite achievement score. The coefficient on the

early Fomposite score will thus reflect genetic, environmental, first,

and second grade school effecs.6 The existence of faggedtdirect and

indirect effecti of previous resources can only be tested beyond the

third grade. The modified equations for a five-period model are thus:

6
Hanushek (1972) prOlvides a complete discussion on tts inter-

pietation of theearltest achievement score.

II
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TABLE 2-1

Variables Utilized, to Measure Concepts

TeactuterCiltiii.
Measure

' Definition

Texp76 Years of experience z-1976 instructor

Texp75. Years of experience' - 1975 instructor

#
Texp74 Years of experience - 1974 instructor

Texp73 Yearsof experience - 1973 instructor

58.

Hdeg76 Level of education - 1976 instructor, = 1 if M.A.,
, Ed: Spec.- or Ph.D.

A

Hdeg75" - Level of education - 1975,instroctor

Hdeg74 Level of education - 1974 instructor

ifdeg73 Level of education - 1973.instructor

College Rating76 Gourman undergraduate college rating f-1976
instructor, = 1t'300

College Rating75 Gourman undergrad. colleii rating -1975 instructor

College Rating74 Gourman undergrad: college rating - 1974 instructor

College Rating73 Gourman undergrad. college rating - 1973 instructor

Eddeg76 1976 ins.tructor,'= 1 if degree in education
0,

gddeg75 1975, instructor

Eddeg74 .1974 instructor

Eddeg73 1973 instructor
, 0

Recency76 Recency of B.A: degree - 1976 instructor

Recency75 Recency of B.A. degree -1975 instrvtitor

Recency74 Recency of B.A. degree - 1974 instructor'

Recency73 Recency of B.A. degree - 1973 instructor
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TABLE 2-1 (continued)
.

0 . r

Masao .Definition
:)W0-

TAttendl6 1976 school' - percent teacher attendance
,

TAttend75 1975 ichdol percent teacher attendante
,

TAitend74: 19Z4 school - percent teacher attendance

Tnw76. 1916.scheol 4rpercent non-white teachers

Tnw75 '1975 school - percent non-white teachers
,

TSex76 Sex -;1976 instructor; °= 1 if male

'TSex75 --t:

.

Sex - 1975 instructor

TSex74 Sex - 1974 instructor

TSex73 Sex-- 1973 instructor

IQ

59

'Ability (A)

Stanford -Binet Intelligence Test Score, grade four

Becher /Ability Interactions. (ATil
4;

IQ * Texp76 as defined above

ICF*Tex075 as defined above

Ur* Texp74 'as defined above

IQ * Texp73- as -difined above
OA

IQ * Hdeg76 as defined above

IQ * H0975 as defined above

IQ * Hdeg74 as defined above

IQ *.Hdeg73 as definediabove.

IQ.* College
Rating76 as defined above..

'

6
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7TiBLE-2-11:(continued)

'Measure

IQ * College
Rating75-

IQ,* College
Ratin474'

IQ * College
Ratipg73

.

Race

Sex.

Title76 1976 school, ailicifedeli og;ebnlseatfoorryapfrLderamralaly

.f
__1

:I ,

as d!fined,above

as 'dined above

I
as/defined above

Definitio

Family Background (6

Black, W a White f .

Student's sex, al-if female

Title75 1975 school

Title74 1974 school

Title73 13 school

Title IS76 1976 school, number [of students enrolled in
1

4

compensatory programs
\

. Title 1575 < 19 school
.-

t.

Title IS74 1974 school

\
Classmate or Peer Characteristics (Ad_

i \ I
Mean CS76 1976 cla sroom mean on Iowa Test of Basic Skills

(Ips)
1 I

Mean CS75 1975 clas room mean on ITBS
lc .

Mean C574 1974 classroom mean on ITBS
I

Mean CS73 1973 'classrom mean on ITBS
\/ 1

7o
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TABLE 2-1 (continued)

Measure Definition

SOCS76 1976 classroom standard deviation on UM

socin- .1975 classroom standard deviation on ITBS

SDCS74 1974 classroom standard deviation on ITBS

SDCS73 1973 classroom standard deviation on ITBS

Class Size76 1976 classroom size, = 1 if 30

Class Size75 1975 classroom size

Class Size74 1974 classroom size

Class- Size73' 1973 classroom size

Attend76 1976 school - percent student attendance

Attend75 1975 school - percent student attendance

Attend74 1974 school - percent student attendance

Schoo176 School attended in 1976

Schsize76 1976 school -"enrollment

Schsize75 1975 school - enrollment

Schsize74 1974 school - enrollment

Ratio76 1976-schoal - pilpil/teacher ratio

Ratio75 1975 school - pupil/teacher ratio

Ratio74 1974 school - pupil/teacher ratio

Previous and Current Achievement (CS4

CS76 Iowa Test of Basic Skills CompOsite_Score - 1976

CS75 Iowa Testofjoic---Skilis Composite Score - 1975

CS74 of Basic Skills* Composite Score - 1974

71
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TABLE 2 -i (continued)

Measure Definition

CS73 IoWa Teitof Basic Skilli.COmpOsite Score - .973

CS72 Iowa Test of Basic Skills Composite Score - 1972

a
A school is eligible for compensatory programs if the number

of school-age children in the school attendance area on Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) divided by the total number of children
in the area exceeds the city average.
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(2-14) CS73 = yCS72 + (00 + 01A)T73 + 31A73 + a1A + ciF +
1173

_ -
(2-15) CS74 0 y973 + (00 + 01A)T74 + 62173 + a1A74 + a2A73

+ B5AT73 .+ a1A + ciF +

(2-16) CS75 ya74 (60 1A)T75 62174 63173 a1A75

a2A74 a3A73
65A174

66A173

+ a1A + ciF +
1175

63

(2-17) C 576 = 70
(60 + 61A)176 62175 6 3 174 64173

_

a1A76 321175 a3A74
34 A

73
+

5
AT

75

! + 06A174 + 0744173 +
a1A + pm

The reduced form equation for 1976 is given by:

(2-18) cs
76

Y CS (Y 3a0 + Y 2-2 Ye
3 64)173

(Y260 + 162 +
P3iT74

s
PO + 62)'7575

6 0176 (Y3a1 1232 "3 +'34)A73

( Y a1 Y32 a3)A74 (Y31 + 32)A75

...qf
+

2 iATInn `Y al Y 86 YP6 6741"73

(..(201 + y05 + 06)A174 + (y01 + 05)AT7

+ 61AT76 + (yla + 12a + ya + a)A

+ (Y3e + ye + ye+ a *Y3u73 + 42;174

Y1175
+

1176
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+ 81(y3AT734 12AT74 + yAT75 + AT76)

+ a f 2aT 4 AT + AT 1 4. a I AT t AT J. AT
wPY n173 Y13174 n1751 P0^173 n174) 87/"73

+ (yA + + + A76),. 1
A73

Y74 75 76

32(111.73
1A74 A.5)

a3(YA73 4) 4. 34A73

By rearranging terms:

(2-18a) CS72 = 00(v3T73 + 12174 + 1175 +T76)

J. 2T J..1 P2/ Y 1174 t.175) + 03(i173 + 174) + 04173

1+ a(13
2 2+ y + y + 1)A + ety + y + y + 1)F.

4. 3
+Y P73 Y

2
11

4.

74 )9476 476

where the subscripts refer to the year and the variables measuring. Ti,

ATi, A, F, Ai, and CSi are defined in Table (2-1).

Since the theory provides little guidance on the choice of

functional forms, several alternative specifications, including linear-

additive, double-log, and log-linear, will be tested. The assumptions

underlying the various specifications have important implications for
-

the production function. Fbr example, the linear-additive form implies

constant marginal products for each input independent of the level of.

that input, as well as the levels of all the other inputs. The restrAc=

tive nature of this assumption can be seen by considering class size

as an input into the production function. The effect of adding one

student to a class is independent of the size of the class and also

independent of other'inputs; such as the quality of the instructoie.

However, non-linearities can be incorporated into the linear-additive

74
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model by utilizing quadratic and multiplicative terms.

The double -tog functional, form goes to the opposite extreme of

the straight linear-additive specification. It assumes a unitary elas-

ticity of .substitution between inputs. The double-log specification

does, howeverl, itlow for an explicit test of whether the marginal pro-

,o

duct of a current year input depends upon previous years' inputs. In

the case of teaching characteristics, it would be particularly illumi-

nating to discover the marginal product of a current year input; like

teacher's experience, was dependent upon past teacher's experience.

The log-lihear functional form assumes an underlying growth

process. A simplified example of such a model would be expressed as

follows:

013. -teP tar +ES +y 13 i3 i i3(2-19)-Ai3 = Ai2 e.

where
'

B.
1

P
1' 1

I.
,
and S

i
are defined as in equation (2-5)end uis the

compositeirrorterm. The exponent on a would be intsrpreted as the per-

centage growth rate applicable to the preiious year's stock of knowledge.

The preceding discussion has illustrated several important

:aspectsof educitional production. In addition to consideration of

thsietical issues, an operational model, designed specifically-to test

for direct and indirect effects of current and past resources, was in-
.,

troduced. With the aid of longitudinal data the niarginal'products of

teaching chailcteriitics can now be more adcuratLly determinec4 The

next logical sfocus of this reserach will thus entail a description of

the data and a discussion of the empirical results.
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Chapter 3
C

1

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

I
I

At the conclusion of Chapter.1, six properties,were stated to
1

be desirable when undertaking research to determine thd role of

,eaching resources in productio6 of student achievement. The preceding

chapter dealt with the potential problem of direct and indirect effectt

of previous teaching charactefistics. The present chapter will describe

the longitudinal data employed to determine the importance of these

effects. In the description it will become clear that the five re-

maining properties, (1) utilization of data where students are matched

to their respective (2) utilization of data on elementary

school students, (3) inclusion of specific peer (classmate) characteris-

tics, (4) specification of interaction variables, and (5) inclusion of

variables relevant to each individual student, will also be incorporated

in this study. The sample description will be followed by the results
(

of estimating the structural and reduced form-equations (equations

(2-17) and (2-18)).

Description of the Data

Access to anlexceptionally fine data base was made possible by

two separate sources.. The Board of Education of a large midwestern city

supplied stirdent achievement recordsl for 313,456 students spanning the

lAi this point, one record exists for each year the student com-
p1= es the achievement test.

66
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years 1968 through 1976 and grades three through eight. The state in

which th6 city is 'located supplied salary, experience, and degree in-

formation on all certified teachers for the identical years. Students

were matched to their respective teachers by equating the teacher name,
1 J

school, and year across the two data files. A longitudinal history'fdr

each student was then constructed where each year's achievement record

was followed by the characteristics of the instructor for that year.

A detailed discussion of the procedures involved in merging the studept

and-teacher-data is-discussed-in-Appendix-Ai-only.a

be presented here. '

The first three years of student data, 1968 through 1971, were

eliminated largely because accurate, systematic data management did not

begin until 1977. The original sample of 313,456 student records was

/, reducedin this first step to 234,910 records. The complexity of the

study further necessitated elimina' ion of an incomplete sample of

private, parochial, junior high or:special school students. This

second step removed 15,785 records\ leaving 2'3,125.

The existence of duplicate student numbers (the same identifier

-number inadvertently assigned to two different students) rued the
,.1

sample to 215,886 student records. Of these 215,886 student records,

199,583 were successfully matched with the teacher data. The 16,303

student records which could not be matched to teacher data fell into

four categories:

1. Non - matching years*- the largest category was composed of

cases where the instructor in the student achievement file did not
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appear in the teacher file until the subsequent year. Since the teacher

file was constructed in early September for payroll purposes, these

I

cases largely. reflected late hiring of teachers in response to unx-

peCtedly high enrollments. Given that more experienced teachers were

already placid rt schools throughout the system, the new hires were
.

either inexperienced teachers or experienced teachers who had just

entered the city's labor market. Close examination of these cases

showed inexperienced teachirs were predominant.

2. Teachersof professional leave - the instructor in the stu-

deAt achievement file was coded as being on professional leave of ab-

sence in the teacher file. Professional leave was often granted to

instructors involved in private or federally funded research projects.

These instructors may actually have been in:the classroom, yet their

salary was covered by sources other than the public school system. Since

the length of the instructor's stay in the classroom and the form of

their compensation could not be determined, these cases remained without

teacher data.

3. Non-valid teacher names - no teactier names were associated

with 4,563 student records. Due to possible biases associated with this

situation, such as poor teachers deliberately leaving the achievement

forms blank, every effort was made to determine the student's instruc-

tor. Using school attendance reports, corr,sct identification was made

for 2,870 students, leaving iproximately 1,600, records, or 10 percent

of the total unmer3ed records, with an invalid or "blank" teacher name.

4. Substitutes - a small number of students had instructors

7$
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who never appeared in the ,teacher file and thus.may not have been certi-

fled by the state. Additional data supplied by the"Board of Educationl-
1

revealed theie teachers were substitutes. Although no information was.

available concerning their characteristics or length of stay in the

clafisroom, one might expect these teactiersf,to be less experienced than

'their permanently employed counterparts. In terms,of degree- level,

substitutes are'Nt likely to'cliffer from the main teacher population..
-

College degrees are not formally required, yet informal rdlesdiCtate

their possession. Alarge excess supply of recently graduated l'eachert".

virtually .guarantees .that substitutes will have baccalaureate degrees.

On the whole, the teachers, involved in tht unmerged student
.

records probably possessed little classroom experience. This tendency

toward'exclusion of students with inexperienced teachers.will bias the

final samples if experience implies something different for omitted,

as opposed to included, teachers. Tne number of *excluded cases is only

eight-percent of the total number of potential records. Inexperienced

teachers are still well represented in the final samples, as Tables

(B-1), (B-5), aarts d (B-9) in Appendix B illustrate.

School-1A, Oata

The matching of student records tb teacher ditems supplemented

by aggregated at the school level. The variables included each
.

school's enrollment,Aumber of Title I students,2 percentage of student

2
Title I students are those who are enrolled in federally

funded remedial compensatory programs. If a student is (1) in a

79 ;le
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attendance, percentage of teacher attendance, percentage of non -white

students,
3
percentage of non-white teachers, and the pupil-teacher

/

Rating Data , ,

In order to test'for a possible relationship between the

a

teacher's undergraduate and/or graduate training and student achieve-
,

ment; two variables were added representing the Gourman (1.967) ratings

-of-the-inStructOrJs-baccalaureate institution and graduate institution.

Peer Data

The comprehensiveness of,, the data further permitted construction

k4f of specific peer group variables. Grouping students by classroom,

l school, and year, eight variables were created to test for the peer

0

Title I school, and (2) had achievement scores which fall below the
national average in specifled areas according_to the following scale:

Grade
i 1st 2nd 3rd' 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

liumber,of months below
national average on Iowa 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Test of Basic Skills

then he or she is eligible for Title I programs. Title I programs in-
clirde partial day reading laboratories, partial day math. ioratories,
and the' comprehensive allilay'prOgrams such as Follow Through and Rooms
of Fifteen. A school is eligible to receive Title I funds, and 'is thuS
designated a Ti41e I school, if the nulher of school-age children in
the school attendance area receiving Afd to Families with Dependent
Children divided by the total number of children in the area is greater
than or equal to the city average (currently 45 percent).

3
Percentage of no -white

non-white pupils as of October 31, 1975. Racial data are collected
students is defined as the percentage

:\ for each classroom by tea her observation; students are never asked
their race or ancestry.

°

/".
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group's impact on student,achievement. The variables included:

1. mean achievement of the class on the Iowa Test of basic

Skills^

standard deviation of classroom achievement

3. variance of classroom achievement

4L skewness of classroom achievement

5. mean IQ of the class on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence

test

6. standard deviation of classroom IQ

7. variance of classroom IQ

8. skewness of classroom IQ.

White peergroup variables could be constructed for 99' percent of the

total number of records, several words of caution are necessary. If a

student Was absent the day the achievement tests were administered, that

student would not appear in the student file for the given year. If low

achievers are systematically absent, variables such asclass mean

achievement will be .over- estimates of the true classroom mean. A rough

check.on the numbe, of absences was made by comparing published class-

room attendance counts with the class sizes generated from the student

file. In a majority of cases, the student file classroom counts de-,

'viated only,slightly from the, published attendance figures. The possi-

bility of bias appeared to be minimal; nonetheless, the comparison was

still rather crude. The published figures reflected March classroom

attendance in contrast to the achieveMent tests which were administered

in May.

81
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Racial Data

The chief limitation of the.data-is lack'of adequate measures

vof family background or socio-economic status. The acqulsitiodlif

' student racial data was pakicularly important in this context. Since__

race and socio-economic status are to be highly correlated, race,_,,,

will serve as a crude proxy for the absent family background, inputs.

Despite the use of aty,,theolaci of family background veiables.is

nat-a-trivial problem for-it confounds the interpretation-of-other
1

vatiables. The correltitonpf family background with innate ability

(IQ) and/or teaching characteristics may cause the coefficients on

these variables to be overstated if background measures are not ade-

quately measured in the statistical model..

Racial information was available on students who were enrolled

in the city school system, elementary., or secondary, as of September 1976.

rt should be kept in mind that the studwits utilized in this study

spanned the years 1971 through 1976. Pupils in the eighth:. grade in

1971 would not be enrolled in secondary school in 1976, unless they"ye-

peated a grade. Racial data could not be found fdi.- these records nor

could racial data be found for students who transferred to private or

parochial schools or whose families moved prior to September 1976.

01.

Once the racial data were matched with the'student-teacher file,

a longitudinal history 'for each student was created. The student-iden-

tification number, race, and sex variables were placed at the front of

this new record followed by up to six years of achievement data, teacher.,

data, school level data, college rating data, and peer group data.

aa
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Following this construiCor4 91,595 student records remained to consti-

tute the longitudinal history file. Slightly over half of, these re-

cords included racial data. The operational model outlined in Chapter

2.requires students to be enrolled in the system consecutive years.

The statistical analysis was thus limitedrto those 6,605 students with

racial data who were present in the.longitudinal history file at least

..five consecutive years.4

Representativeness Same_l e

Comparison of the racial distribution of the longitudinal his -'

tOry.file with the smaller sample ('see Table (3-1)) suggested that the

five year requirement may have biased the sample by under- representation

of black students. ,The chief reason for the discrepancy centers around

the collection of the. racial data and the actual racial-distribution of

the schools in 1972. As was stated previously, racial data were avail-

able for students-enrolled in the system as'ofSeOtember 1976. A stu-

dent pre4ent five consecutive years would have to be enrolled in a city

school in 1972. The racial 'aittributicm at'that time closely approxi-
.

mated the distribution of the smaller sample, White movement to the

suburbs, rathr than higher black mobility rates, was probably the chief

reason the total sample contained more black students.

4
In order to meet the five consecutive year constraint, a sto-

dent would _have to have been in the third or fourth giade in either'1971,
ror 1972. Of the 91,595 unique students, 21,117 or 23 percent, were in
the third or fourth, grades for the relevant ybars. Requiring racial
data reduced this maximum potential sample to-11,842 students. The
6,605-students with racial data thut represented 31 percent of the total
potential sample or 55 percent of the total potential racial sample.

, 83



TABLE 3-1

Racial DiStribution ofithe Data Os-i-vis
) the City Schools

I

Racial. Distribution of Total Longitudinal History -File

Race Fre uenc Percent

Black 37i890 75.63'

White 12;269 24.37

Missing data, 41* 496

Total 91,595

Racial Distribution of the FireMx-Year Sample

Ra ce - Frequency :Percent

Black 4,471 67.7

White '2 134 32.3

Total 6,605

Actual Racial Distribution of the City Schools

- 1971 - 1972
k

.

Race Frequency Percent
,

Black

White
.

Total

White

Total

74

73,221 '67.4

35,459 32.6
i

'108,680

1975 - 1976

,61,672 70.4

.25,+938 .29.6

87,610

84
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Once the sample was restricted to five year students with racial.

data, a further decision was made to stratify the-sample on the basis

of race. This stratification was justified on two grounds: (1) the

lack of adequate family background variables such as mother and

father's occupation, education, or'income, implied race would be

serving as a proxy for social class. .Sample stratification was per-

missible, since as Hanushek (1971:283) pointed out, the nominal values

of the proxies may not have had the same meaning across groups; and

(2) no a priori, reason. existed to believe the two groups had identical

production processes. Conventional tests of sample homogeneity for

equation (2-18) confirmed the above suppositions. The null hypothesis

of no differences in the two populations was rejected at the .05 level.5

Subsequent:discuision of the empirical results will thus focus on

SEquation (2-18), with the exdeption of a race dummy variable,
was estimated for the entire population. The same model was estimated
for the separate black and white populations. 'Following Chow (1960) and
Raines (1974), the F-statistic was calculated by:

di -df SSE SSE /df - dfcruar uru
'df

u
'SSE

u
/df

u

where: SSE. = sum of squared errors from the restricted regression
' (entire population)

SSE. = sum of squared errors frim the unrestricted regression
" (sum of ,SSE from the separate samples)

dfr = degrees ofifreedom for the restricted regression

df
u
= degrees of-freedom for the unrestricted regression.

Pooling was inappropriate since- the F-statistic equalled:

89
1.79 > F 24408,.01 = 1.15 .

85
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separate white and black samples.

Estimation of the 0 erational
F ve er o Mode

76

The remaining piies of this chapter will be divided into four

major sections. The first will focus on the results of estimating the

structural and reduced form equations (equations (2717) and (2-18))'

for white students. Since the sample of black students was further

stratified on the basis of grade,
6

the next two sections will highlight

the structural and reduced form results for black seventh and eighth

grade students. In all three samples the linear specification of the

model with squared and interaction terms proVed superior to alternative:

-functional forms tested. The final section will summarize the results

across the three samples. Particular emphasis will be placed on the

linkage between,the conclusions regarding each particular variable and

the concept it was designed. to measure (see Table (24)).

6
Requiring students to be present five consecutive years implied

two grade patterns. ExCluding repeaters, a student in the fourth grade
in 1972 would have been an eighth grade student in1976. Similarly, a,
third grade student in 1972 would have been a seventh grade student iii.
1976. E9uation (2-18) was estimated for the entire popul0i5n. The
same model was estimated for seventh and'eighth grade popplations.
Tests of sample hcmegeneity illuitrated the null hypothesis of no dif
ferences inthe two populations could be accepted at the' .01 level for
white students. The F- statistic equalled:

00

14'
7

4 '1348,.01
= 1.38 .

The null hypothesis was rejected for black students. The F-statistic
equalled:

1.34 >'F-48,.
01

1.28i3
166
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White Students

Five consecutive years of data were associated with eachIstu-

dent. The impact of four years of school and peer resources (1973-

1976) on student achievement could thus,be examined. The earliest com-

posite score, introduced in the reduced form equation to control for

environmental, genetic, and school effects which we not capturable,

- was-taken from the 1972 data. A great many teacher, school, peei, and

interaction variables were tested and it is not feasible to report each

regression. Only selected, pertinent regressions will be discussed in

detail. Except for teacher,s' experience and level of education, only

those variables with't-statistics significant at the .05 level appear-

in the final'itructural equations.7 Following various structural eqUa-

tion estimates, the variables which did not appear to significantly

!effect student - achievement will be discussed. The section Will con -

elude with the results of estimating the.reduced form equations (equa:

tions S2:18) and (2-18a)).

Equations (3-1), (3-2), and Table (8-4) of Appendix B provide

estimates of the structural equation. The reduced form equation esti-

mates and variable definitions appete in %Iles (3-4)3: (3-5), and (3-6).

Frequencies on teachers' experience and,level of education appear in

Tables (B-f) and (B.2). Variable definitions, means, and standard

7
Two exceptions to this rule need to be noted: (1) Ct1rrent

year (1976) variables with insignificant t-statistics were included if
the corresponding lalged variablet-statistic was significant. (2i., "
All variables, regardleSs'ofisignificance; were included in structural
equatibn estimates which utilized 1976 school as a dummy variable.

r
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deviations appear in Table (3-2). A complete list of variable defini-

tions *ears in Table (2-1) of Chapter 2.

Structural equation estimates. The estimated structure of

equation (2-17) is presented in equation (3-1). When the current (1976)

teacher's years of experience
8
and level of education were entered in

the equation, along with three previous (1973-1975) teachers' charac-

teristics, some interesting results. emerged.

(3-1) CS76'= 1.37 + :849CS75 + .145U) + 2

(42.29) (8.33)

+ .136Texp75 -
(2.69) '

+ .028Texp73 -
(.59)

.003Texp75
2
+

. (-3.18)

.0009Texp73
2

-

( -.84)

.577Hdeg74 .569Hdeg73 :

(-1.51) (-1.38)

4

:044Texp76. -

(.67)

.091Texp74 -
(1.56)

.715Hdeg76 +
(-2:03)

.0001Texp76
(-.10)

.002Texp74
2

(-1.17)

.660Hdeg75
(1.67)

367ClassSize76
, (-1.12)

- .728ClassSize75 + .161MeanCS76 - .404Attend76
- (-2.18) (7.37) (-3.07)

+ .286Attend75 .003TN76 + ,074TNW75
(2.73) (.10) (2.60)

t-statistics appear in parenthOses below each 'coefficient; R2 = .903;

n . 1,015.

The coefficients on experience were all of the correct sign

8
As:was discussed in thepr,14ious chapter, non-linearities can

be incorporated Into the-model by utilizing squared and multiplicative
terms. A squired experience term has been included-in all ti reported
-regressions. -Regressions omitting the'squared experience terms were
inferior to the,,reported.results.

4)
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TABLE 3-2
1 '

White Sample: Variable Oefiniti ns,
Means, and Standard deviations

.

'79

Standard
Variable Mean. Deviation

CS76

Definition

84.26 15.70 1976 Iowa Test of Basic kills com-.
posite score - seventh or eighth
grade

1975 Iowa Test of Basic Skills tom',
posite score - sixth or seventh
grade

75.10 14.47

\\\

102.27 - 13.49 StarWord-BinetIntelligenceTest `.
Score

Texp76 16.82 9.78 Years -of teaching experience - 1976
instructor

Texp75 16.34 11.27 Years of teaching experience - 1975
instructor

Texp74

Texp73

Hdeg76

15.84 11.36 Years of teaching experience - 1974
instructor

14.82 12.27 Years of teaching experience - 1973
instructor

.3 1 Level of education - 1976-instructor
=1 if Master's, Education Special-'

ist or Ph.D. degree
=0 if B.A.

Hdeg75 . .381 Level of education - 1975 instructor
=l'if Master's, Education Special-

ist or Ph.D. degree
i . =0 if B.A.

Hdeg74 i .329 Leve'1 of i.lucation - 1974 instructor
=1 if Master's, Education Special-

ist or Ph.D. degree ',,,,

0 if B.A. .
---1 .

tr.

V

(cont.)
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Variable Mern

Hdeg73 .297

MeanCS76 81.35

Attend76 91.97

-AtteA15 92.36

-TNW7& 15.42

TNW75 11.27

ClassSize76 .501

ClassSize75 .649

80

TABLE 3-2 (continued)'

Standard
t:

Deviation Definition

Level of education - 1973 instructor
1 if Master's, Education Special-

ist or Ph.D. degree
20 if B.A.

.

11.91 1976 classroom mean score on the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills

2.02 Percentage of student attendance -
1976 school

2.58 Percentage of student attendance -
1975 school

-. 8.78 Percentage of non-white teachers in
student's school - 1976

10.03 .Percentage of non-white teachers in
student's school:- 1975

1976 class size
l if class size 30

2 0 if class size.< 30

1975 class size
l if class size ?. 30

v0 if class size < 30
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(positive on the linear term and negative on the squared term indicating

diminishing returns); yet, the t-statistics were only significant for

the 1975 instructor. By differentiating equation (3-1) with respect to

Texp75 and setting the derived-ye equal to zerbt, it can be seen that

they number of years of expergience that maximizes white achievement

equals 23. The strength of the 1975 coefficient is surprising since

one would have expected the characteristics of the current,year's in-

structor to have had the greatest impact on achievement. Inspection of

the stratified grade sample (see note 6) revealed that the t-statistic

on 1975 instructor's experience equalled 2.46 for seventh grade students

and it was 1.57 for eighth grade students. As was the: case with the

combined sample, however, the coefficients were small, equalling :250

and .157 'for seventh and eighth grades, respectively. Thus, an addi:

tional year of experience is estimated to-raise achievement levels by

at most 0.25 points.

The coefficients 'CP degree level were inconsistent. The'effect

of the current instructor's level of education was significantly nega-

tive. The influence of the 1973 and 1974 instructor's degree levell;ias

also negative, butdegree Lf the1975.instructor had a weak positive

effect on composite score. Examination of the stratified grade samples

ndicated that degree level in this year had a negative, but- insignifi-

cant, coefficient. It appeared that the slight positive effect was

discerned only by the combined sample. It ,was not possible to examine

alternative conoigurationat degree level. Only a small fraction of

teachers possessed degrees beyond the baccalaureate level (see Tables

)
91
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(4-1) and (8-2)).

Two peer group variables, 1976 classroom mean achievement score

and 19754 classroom size, were statistically significant. The coeffl-

cient on 1976 classroom mean achievement indicated thai a 10 point

increase in class mean would raise a student's achievement scorn 1.6

months. It should he noted, however, that current and past classroom

mean scores were highly correlated (see Table .(B -3) in Appendixd3).

If-the class size was 30 or more id 1975 or 1976, achievement was nega-

tively affected, although the .coefficient was significant only on the

1975 variable.

The significant school level variables included the percentage

of student attendance in the 1976 school and the percentage of student

attendance in the 1975 school. A positive sign on attendance would

imply that the presence of a student's peers' contributed to his or her

, level of achieveMent. On the other hand, a negative'sign could imply

an ineffective teacher, regardless of his or her formal credentials,

the influence of which is being captured by the attendance variable.

The results reported in equation (3-1) do not confirm.either

interpretation. 'Since many students were in the same elementary school

for at least two years. the school level variables were highly corre-

lated. The presence of multi-collinearity may explain the sign reversals

on attendance and preclude any definitive judgment concerning the vari-

able's interpretation. rn. generli, the problem of multi-collineartty is
4-40.

exacerbated by thefact that the independent variables are noecorre-

latedowith the dependent variable so much as they are correlated with

one another.. Despite the high correlation b6ween current and lagged
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school-level variables, it was still interesting to observe that the

higher the percentage of non-white teachers in the school (TNW75,TNW76),

the higher white achievement. In 1975, roughly 93 percent of the white

students in the sample attended schools where less than 20 percent of

the instructors were non-white. Of thesi9Opercent, 21 percent attended

a school with no black instructors. Black instructors, teach" in pre -

dominantly white schools,
9
may have been a unique subsetofthe se* rf

black teachers.

As was discussed fn..the literature; review, a majority of the pre=

xious studies examined the impact of current teacher's experience and

level of education on achievement but were unable to determine the direct

effect of previous characteristics. Equation (3-1) was thus re-estimated

with only current year variables to determine if thejomission of lagged

variables significantly altered the coefficients or signs of the current

variables.

.

,

(3-2) CS76ns 6.92 + .841CS75 + .145IQ .1 .077Texp76 - .001Texp762
(42.20) (8.36) (1.20) (-.77)

- .639Hdeg76 + .183MeanCS76 - .376ClassSize76
(-1.85) (8.69) (-1.22)

.187Attend76 + .085TNW76 .

(2.07) (4.50)

t- statistics appear in parentheses below each coefficient; R
2

= .900;

a = 1,032.

. 4
. 'Comparison of (3-1) and (3-2) revealed that with the exception

/

d

0.

'The schools were highly segregated during this period. In

1976, 75'percent of the whttes attended schools with less than 10 per;.
cent non-white pupils. In 1975, 85 percent were in schools with less
than 11 percent non-white students.

93
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of the school level variables,-the omission of previous variables did

not alter the signs'or coefficients of the current variables. Monethg-

less, the changes in the school level variables were dramatic. The

percentage of student attendance in the 1976 school (Attend76), signi-

ficantly negative in equation (3-1Y, became significantly positive in

equation (3 -2). The coefficient on the percentige of non-white teachers

in the 1976 sdhpOl (rNW76) became statistically significant in equation

(3 -2) and increased from .003 to .085. These results reinforce the

vf*w that multi-col\linearity may be a problem. The simple correlation

between Attend76 ands Attend75 is .778; while the correlation between

TNW76 and TNW75 is .799.

. In qrder to test for unmeasured school or neighborhood
10

charac-

teristics, the 1976 school was incorporated as a dummy explanatory vari-

able in estimating the complete structural equation (equatiOn (2-17))2

Inclusion of Such a variable represents the worst possible case for, the

°teaching resources. Since he school variable may be picking up both

Measured and unmeasured characteristics, any correlation between

teaching resources and particular schools may be reflected in the coef-

ficients on the school dummies.

A comparison of the coefficients on kperience and level of

education with and without the school dummwvariable appears in Table

(3-1). The coefficient on 1975 teacher's experience was positive and

#
f

il

°A.school duMmy variable would reflect neighborhood character-
, irsties only if students attended schools near their hOmes (-Lel, were

not bused).
j.

°
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TABLE 3-3

White Sample: 'Comparison'of.Experience and
Level df.Educition Coeffidients

With and Without School 76
as a Dummy Varfable

(t-statistics in parentheses

Ex;perience

Fxp76

T4p76
2

, 1

Texp75

Texp75
2,

TexP74

Texp74'

9

4p73

Ttixp732

Level of Education

H eg76

,H eg75

H ey74

I

a f

The number-of unique schools equals 45.

4

05

Without School'A
(Equation (3-1)) With School 7ga

.044

-.0001

(.67)

(-.10)

,11119 (.72)

.001' (.44)

.136 (2.69) .268 (2.05)

-.003 (-3.181 -.003 (-2.12) /

r.

.091 0.56) -.027 ( -.19)

-..002 ( -1:77) -.002 (-1.63)

,.028 (.59) .029 (.21)

-.0009 (-.84) .001 (.66)
.

-.715 (-2.03) -3.80 (-1.23)

.660 (1.67) -3.99 (-1.26)
000

-.577 ( -1.51) 1.05 (:33)

-.569 (-1,38) -.5321(-.15)
/

. 95 .
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iignificint in both.equatiOhs, however, it was larger when 1976-school

. was a vartabia. The 11976 teacher's level of education was negative in

both regrssiLs 1;ut 'was statistically insignificant When 1976

school was a variable. The complete regression appears in Table (8-4

of Appendix B. . :

Iniighificaht variables. A large number of variables did not

appear to have a statistically significant impact onwhite achievement.

sex, recency of degree-iPd undergraduate college rating of the

current and three previous instructors were insignificant predictors, o'

achievement. Four dummy variables, taking on 'values of one if the in-
/

.

structors had baccalaureate degrees in education, were not. relevant.

Interaction pf the student's IQ with each of the four teachers° years

of experience, level of

produced no silnificant

eduCation;'and undergraduate college rating

results. ,IQ was divided into four segments;

low, MOM, nigh and, exceptional, and, interacted with experience, level

of education,,and undergraduate college rating of all four instructors.

None of these variables were statistically significant. ThOnteraction

of lagged achievement score, CS75, with 1976 teacher experience, level

of education, and unddrgraduate college ratihg did not yield significant

results suggesting that these three characteigistics were pot relevant,

to the initial stock of knowledge. 1

The three past years of class mean achievement (MeanCS73-76).

were insignificant predictors of white achievement. The stand devia-

tion of'class 40ievement in every year (SpC673-76) and the cl&cr size

in the first two years were similarly unimportant.
,

-
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Th ;. insignificant school-level variables included the percentage

of teacher attendance in the student's school (TAttend74-76),-the pupil/
,

teacher ratio (Ratio74-76) in the student's school,.and the enrollment'

in the student's school (Schsize74-76). Segregated residential housing

patterns and eligibility definitions disallowed the inclusion of Title,
variables (see note 4. Only alsmall number,pf whites (e.g., six

percent in 1976) were eligible for these compensatory programs.

Reduced form equation estimates. Direct effects of current and

previous inputs are observable from the structural equation. The re-

duced form (equations"(2-18) and (2-18a)) permits the estimation of the

indirect effects of aninput through previous achievement and Provides.

the best measure of an input's total contribution. -The identification

.*

problem was solved b' searching the parameter space for gamma, con-

straining it to lie between zero and one, and selecting as the final

setof.estimates that regression which had the smallest sum of squared.

errors. The transmission parameter, gamma, was constrained in this

fashion since in all three samples the direct estimate of gamMa, the

coefficient on CS75 in the structural equat\on, was less than one. The

* coefficient on CS75 was .849 for whites, .802 for eighth grade blacks,

and .771 for seventh grade bjacks. As a check on the consistency of

gamma, it was hoped that the value of gamma from the final reduced form

equation would closely approZimate the direct estimate 0 gamma from

the structural equation.
9

A brief explanation of the steps, involved in estimating the

Teducid form equations will help.clarify the distinctions between
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equations (2-18) and (2-18a):1Equa0on (2 -18a) was estimated to deter-

mine the value of gamma which yleldeirthe smallest. sum of squared.

errors: Values of gamma ranging from .1 to .99 in intervals of .1 were

,tekted Equation (2-18), however, yields the_direct and indirect ef-
I

fects. The results from equation (2-18a) were thus "transformed" to

conform to equation (2-18). For example, a model with only one set of

inputs (r..) consistent with equ'ation (2-18a) would be as follows:

Dependent Variable = 80(Y3173 yh74 yT75
176)

132(YT73 YT74 175)

+ 03(yT73 + T74)

°.1. 841173.). '

,1 0

It is important to note that T73 contributes to the dependent variable

via foUr channels '(three indirect plus one direct) while T
76

works only

through the direct (unfiltered) channel. The objective is to measure

the cumulative (direct and indirect) effects of each T7i. Denote these

cumulative effects by = Cdr, i74, 876, 676], where 67i is the coef-

ficient.

4

of T. In matrix form a is computed as follows:

-7
673

a74

875

a76

3
Y.

2
Y-. Y

1

1 0

1 . 0- 0

0 0 0

fm

as

82
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The estimated coefficientiand variance- covariance matrix of i are .

known. What is desired are the coefficients and variance-covariance

matrix of d. Since

then

i*=

var-cov, a = r(var-cov i)rs

by standardestatistiCal results (Goldberger, 1964).11 Let

then

var-cove = n
P

*liar -cod 8 = rfia" .

o ;°

The square roots of the diagonal elements, or the standard errors,

divided into the coefficients,,will thus yield (asymptotic) t-statistics

for each input.

Table (374) provides-reduced form equation estimates which are

consistent with the grouping of terms in equation (2-18a). Table (3-5) -

gives a definition of these variables while Table (3-6) provides esti
.

mates of...the reduced form consistent with.equation (2-18). A discussion

of Table (3-6) will be followed by a paragraph contrasting the struc-
.

tural and red6ced form equation estimates.

Table (3-6) provides estimates of each input's direct and in-

, *direct cohtribution tethe-change in achievement, In-terms of teaching
.4

4

1 1The relatiOnship holds strictly only for the ,case in which
r, rather than its'estimate, appears. However, the relationship holds

,asymptotically:
\

99
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TABLE 3-4 . .

. \
White SamOle: Reduced Form,Equation

. Estimates - Equation 12-18a)

\.

\
.

Variables

Texpoo'

Texpoz

Texpo,
4_

Texp04

Texp
2
00

Texp
2
02

Texp
2
03

Texp
204

,

Hdegoo

Hdeg02,

Hdeg03:

Hdegiiat e

CollegeRatingB0

CollegeRating02

CollegeRating03

Edde60

EddegB2

Eddega3,

TseXis

Tsex02

Coefficients

-.018

.463*

-.40§

.124

:0003

n.0007-

-.002

..002

-.015

-2.57

4:22

-4.89

6.43

-4.25k

-2.58.

.513

-.175

.218

'.467

1.15

-2.6z*

t-statistics

0,

2.47

-1.68

'.489

.138

-.278

-.919

.804

-.028

0 .638

.787

-.861

1.54

-.672

-.445

.661

-.174

.243

.780

1.24 -

-2.60

(cont.)
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Variables

TABLE 3-4 (continued)

14.

Coefficients
cos:\

.

t-statistics

IQ Texp0.1

IQ 'Expo

IQ Texp6 .

IQ Hdegoi

IQ Hle905

IQ 16.1gai

IQ CollegeRatingo.
1

IQ CollegeRating05

IQ CCIegeRating06.

SDCSa.

SDCSa.;

SDCSa
3

MeanCSal

Me
anCSal

"

MeanP)3

.MeanC:.)4

Classf.'zeal

C1assSzea2

'C1assSizea3.

ClaisSizea4,.

Attenda,

10

-.004*

.005*

-.002

.032

-.056

.046

-.056

.036

.025

.394*

-.338

-.426

7-.112*

.322*.

-.215*

.001

-.139

-1.70*

1.77*

.225

.703

.100:

-2.35

2.65

-.814

.768

=1.00

.787

-1.40

.594'

a .460

2.98
$4

-1.49

-1.64

9.35

7.79

-2.95

.020

-1.72

-3.31,

2.38

.325

.924

.476
4
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TABLE 3-4 (continued)`

,
\

92

\

1

.

.

4

.Variables Coefficients .

.

.

t-statistics

, ``

0.

Attenda
2'

Attenda
3

TAttenda
1 -

dTAtt
,

ena
2

-1

Sthsizda
1

Schsikea
2

a Ratfok-

Ratiba
2

TNWal

1NWa
2

.210

-.783*

.233*

. -.091

-.002

.007

-.686*

.001

.050

.657'

-2.50'

2.49

-.573

-.614

.918

-2.04

.027

.580

A

*'
Significant at the .05 level%

.Dependent variable: .CS76-y
4
CS72; 1976 Composite

Achievement score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills minus (.934)
1972 Composite Achievement score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Constant = -64.15; R2 = .566; n = 987, gamma = .93.

\
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TABLE 3 -5

White Sample: Reduced Form Equation
Variable Definitions

Variable

Texpso

Texps2

Texps3

Texp04

Texp
2
so

Texp
2
02

Texp
2
03

2
Texp 04

Hdegso

Hdegs2

-Hdegs3

Hdeg04

CollegeRatingso

CollegeRatings2

CollegeRatings3

Eddegso

Eddegs2 =

Eddegs3

Tsexso

Tsex02

Tsex03

a Definition

93

y
3
(Texp73)-4. y2(Texp74) + y(Texp75) + Texp76

y
2
(Texp73) + y(Texp74) + Texp75

y(TeNp73) + Texp74

Texp73

y3(Texp732-)+y2(Texp742) + y(Texp752)+ Texp762

y2(Texp73 )+y(Texp742) + Texp752

p,(Texp732)+Texp742

Texp 732

y3
Oldeg73)+12(Hdeg74) +y(Hdeg75) + Hdeg76

2
4

- (Hdeg73) + y(Hdeg74) + Hdeg75

y(Hdeg73) + Hdeg74

Hdeg73 )

2'
13 (Rating73) + y(Ratinq75)-

y
2
(Rating73) + y(Rating74)

y(Rating73)

,d(Eddeg73) + 12(Edded74) + y(Eddeg75)

C

y
2
(Eddeg73) + y(Eddeg74)

y(Eddeg73)

y.3(Tsex73)+

2y (Tsex73)

y(Tsex73)

y
2
(Tsex74)' y.(Tsex75)

y(Tsex74)

103
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- Variable

IQ Texpoi

IQ TexpOs

IQ TexpB6

IQ 1idegOi

IQ HdeO5

IQ HdegOi-

IQ CollegeRating01

IQ CollegeRating05

IQ CollegeRating36

SDCSil

=San

socsa
3

.IQa

MeanCSa1

MeanCSa
2

Me anCSa3

MeanCSa4

Cl assSizea
I

ClassSizea2

ClassSizea3

1

tlassSizea
4

Attendal.

94

TABLE 3-5 (continued)

3
y (1Q*Texp73) + y2 (Ig*Texp74) +.1(IQ*Texp75)

y2(IQ*Texp73) + y( IQ*Texp74):-

y(IQ*Texp73)

y
9
(IQ

LHdeg73)
+ y

2
(IQ*Hdeg74) y(IQ*Hdeg75)

y2(Iedeg73) + y(ICeHdeg74) .

.y(IQ*Hdeg73)

y
3(IQ*Rating73)

4:y
2
(IQ*Rating74)+y(IQ*Rating75)

y2(IQ*Ratingl3) + y(IQ(Rating74)

y(IQ*Rating73)

*Y3(SDCS73) y2(SOCS74) + y(SDCS75)

y
2
(SDCS73) + y(SDCS74)

y(SDCS73)

3 2
(y + y + y +

'yi3(MeanCS73) + y2(MeanCS74 ) + y (MeanCS75)+MeanCS76

Y
2
(MeanCS73)-+ (MeanCS74) -+ MeanCS75

x.(tiganCS73) ± MeanCS74,

MeanCS73

y 3
(ClassSize73) + T2(CI assSize74)+y(ClassSize75)

+ClassSize76

Y2 (ClassSize73) + y(ClassSize74)1+ ClassSize75

Y(ClassSize73) ClassSize74

,tlassSiZe73

y
2
(Attend74) + y(Attend75) + Attend76
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P

Variable

`TABLE 3 -5 (continued)

'Definition

Attenda
2 y(Atten +'Attend76

Attenda %.,. At nd7i.t
.

.. 3
.

TAttenda
1

y ttend741 +
.
y(TAttend75)

6 O-., .

TAttenda2 ATAttend74)
1e

r
m

.. 0 .1.
Schsizeal .y2(Schsfie74).+ y(Schsize75) .*

.

Schsizea
2 y(Schsiz474) ..-.... .

'.. Y (Ratio74) t y(Ratio75)

y(Ratio74)

y(TNW75) t TRW_

-Ratioal

Ratioa2

ruwa

TNWa2

111

O

TNW75

0

f

a'

1

0

0

.

05,
,*

0

41,

-

.
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TA8LE:3-6

t4 -

.White Sample: Reduced Form Equation Estimates
Equation (2-18) Total Direct

and Indirect Effects

Ile

1

Variables

1

Texp7a

T 4175

Texp76

Texp73

I

Texp742

T,!.(1)25F

1Z::p762

Hg73

Hoe g74

Hdpg75

ideg76 4

CollegeRating7j

41Col I egeRati ng74

Co I legeRati ng75

Eddpg73

Eddog74

Iddpg75

,

Teaching Characttlistics t
-;

Coefficients

.009

.447*

:.018

-.0006

.003

=.0004

.0003

1.81

-2.59

-.015

-.905

-1.60

5.98

.464

.280

.477

.

106._

t-statistics

.139

048 ,.

. ;

.2.65,

-.187

.- -.365

-1.43

-.264

.138

4 -.719

'.435

-.234

.381'

1.53

_...808

.42i

.661

(cont.)
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A, TABLE 3-6 {continued

Coefficients t- statistics

Isex73
.

,1.06 -1.43
P

.Tsex74 .: in 1.47*, 2.26
%

. .._ . .

%.Tsdx75. . ' 435°. .780.

1 -`%,/ .4-

TAttend74.. 1 ,

_
.116 - 1:08'n..,--

TAttrd75 .
.

17** . .
. .2.49

TNW75 ...,.
. .052 , .i.lo------

TH1,1761 .001
'

w ,t .027

. IQ*Texp73
.

--,qopir -.550
, J

i(141;74 1 .001 .648 .

IctiTexp75
,, .

, - f.:,..

IQ*Hdeg73 .

..,/
.

1 7' ' : :020 .488'
,

.

IQ,Hdeg74'. 4 .-.024 45991
.1

1

Iimideg75 :bio :78
.

1

, -1
..

4Q*COil
4

egeRating73 .009
.

. .265
. t

.

. IQ*CollegeRating74 -.015 -.376-
... /' N. t

i

'it, IQ*CollegeRating75' -.052 -1.40

-2.35

9

IQ

If

SOCS73

SOCS74'

.0

O

9.5
-, - 3

o*'.. .

--. .Reer Characteristics
/

-..

-.371* '-2,24

Acs .179

(cont..)
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TABLE (continued)

Variables Coefficients

SOCS75 L387*

MeanCS73..

MeanCS74 .079
1

MeanCS75 t ..083

MentS76 . , ,.. .322*
..--7

_

( 7 ClassSize73 1.07

ClassSize74 .405

ClassSize75 ..
.

.191

ClassSizel6

Attend74 . .501*

Attend7,5 .303
,

AttencN
C 0

,

Schsize74
)

.604

Schsi;e7t

. . Ratio74 7 -.161

-1
. .

Ratio75 . ' .513*

It

constant- -64.15 . .

4,...mrdt

t-statistics

. 2.98

-1.42

1.44

1.74

7.79

.4 1.89

to
,.803

.370
If

-3.31

-2.68

A
. 58

9'
.476

1.15

. .

-.860

%

-3.34

*Significant 'at the .05 °level.
rN

4' 1:::

Dependent variable: CS76-LCS72; 1975 composfteachieve-,
ment score on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) minus .-

(.934)1972 composite achievementisCore on 'TBS. .R2 = .566, n'=
'987, gamma = ,93. .

.

-- 1
,

11

I 4

1 4

-r

:L
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characteristics, the cumulative effects of experience were significant :,:l.-r-.:,,:.-- 3..

for only one' instruetor (Texp75). The experience. of the Other three'-'

r, a

''141.

4.?''

gl re:',...-,.- 1 :*

,
_ ._ .

_ _ _ ' .--

..
,' '''' ,. - j:;X.....; /47- `Instructors was unimportant. Teachers' level' of educatiori4 ias not3`.., .:-/..:--.,stv,- , : -:..4.1. . -,-.:--- - .-

- . -- -.:-. -s- '' ..Irgnificant_Inlany of the 'years -Under study nos, were the
v
'indirect

. .

-v-,'..,.- '.....'4:! ,
--effects of the _college ratings and possession -pf 'an education degree;;....:_.... .

4 .

significant predictors of the. change' in achievement. The curinilatie

effects_ of abi 1 i ty. ( were sI gnifi caqly,,pcsitive
k

In terms of the ,peergit-UpTvariab-ler,-=1975clasiroom-StanCiard
**; ;;,,

deviation (SDCS75) and 1976 classroim mean achievement (Mean.C$76) were

. ,
._

i' . but there was no lingering effect of earlier classroom sizes.
.

.

., An examination of the Ichool level. varia§Tes showed.that the.,
, X -

direct- and indirect effects of earliest year's Atendan,ce (Attend74)
.

. ,.,.

were' significantly negative. As was, true with the structural equation

estimates, the sign on"thi s variable is, difficult to 'interpret and no. 9 .,

significant contributors to the change in achieveMent, The .cumulative

.

effects of classroom mew achievement in the previous two years
-

(MeanCS74, MeanCS75) _were also positive and approached statiityCal sig.;

nificance. Current year's classroom size was significantly negative

y
.12If the direct effecti of an input were consistently _

ficant 'across- structural equations, that input's direct effect- was not
usually measured in the reduced form equations. Direct effects were
included,' even if the coefficients were statistically insignificant, if
they were needed for the matrix-inversion when teinsforMing equation
(2-18a) to equation (2-1A). 3For example, the college rating variables
(Ratingsl3 -76) were inever` statistically significant in the structural

Cations: When estimating the redubed form equation the construction
o -the variablet was such that the:Indirect effects Were capturable
while .the direct.'eftects,were eliminated.
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definitive cohFlusions regarding its impact can be mad. One addi-
,

tional school level variable was significant. The 1975 sqool's pupil/

teacher ratio (Ratio75) had a positive impact.-

In contrasting the structural and reduced form equations

uation (3-1) and Table (346)4 it can be seen that the direct esti-

mate of gamma, or the coefficient on CS75, was slightly lower than the.
.

value of gamma which was consistent with the smallest,,error sum of

squares-(.849 Versus .93). The direct estimates of gamma from the

`,structural equation includes measurement error. If measurement error

is uncorrelated.across years, the lower estimate from the structural

equation could be explained by errors in variables which would cause a

downward bias in the coefficient.

Examination of the teaching inputs across equations showed

fairly strong consistencies. The direct effect of 1975 teacher's ex-

perience was positive and significant (.136 Texp75). The cumulative

effects were positive, significant, and greater than the direct effects

(.447 Texp75). Current year teacher's experience (Texp76) was positive
7-"N\

in the structuralficiation and negative in the reduced form; however,

it was not statistically -significant-in either case.- Current year--

..

teacher's level of education (Hdeg76) was negative in\both equatiOns

but significant only in the structural equation'. The direct effects of

the interaction of ability (IQ) with four years of teacher inputs were

never significant in the structural equations. The reduced form esti-

mates further shoWed that the indirect effects wire unimportant. Only

one of these interactionn variables was statistically significant. The

110
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same situation held for\the nature of the teachek's degree (Eddeg73-75)

and undergraduate college rating- (Rating73-75). The direct effects

were unimportant and the reduced from equation confirmed the insignifi-

cance of the indirect effects.

Classroom-mean-achievement (Mean'eS76) was significantly positive

across equations while current year's classroom size (Class$ize76) was

consistently negative. The direct effect of classroom standard devia_
4' tion was never significant for whites but the indirect effect of the..

first lagged year (SDCS75) became apparent in the reduced form equation.

The percentage of school -level attendance (Attend75, Attend76) was

negative in the current. year and positive in the first lagged year in

the structural equation. Thetumulative effects of these variables

were insignificantly positive in the reduced form; however, the cumula-

tive effect of Attend74 was disturbingly negative. The final school-

level 'Variables of interest, the percentage of non-white teichers'in

the student's 1975 and 1976 school (TNW76, TNW75) were somewhat sur-

prising. The current year variable, TNW76, was insignificant across

equations. The direct effect of the first lagged year, TNW75, was sig.!

nificantly positive while_the cumulative effects were positive but
,

-insignificant.

_ Black Eighth Graders

Following the same general outline established in the white

sample, this section will first' report various structural equation esti-

\ mates. Four years of teachers' experienee and level of educationwere

included in all structural equations; but, with few exceptions, only

111
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those varialkles with t-statistics significant at the .05 level appear

in the reported equations (see note 7). A discusion of various struc-

tural equation estimates will be followed by an examination of the

variables whtch did not appear to significantly effect student achieve-

-- ment.' The section will conclude with the reiults of estimating the

----reduced form equations (equations(2-18)_and_12-180).

Equations (3-3), (3-4), and Table (B-8) provide estimates of

___the_structural equationTbe_reduced form_equation estimates and vari-

able definitions-appearin-Tables (3-9), (3-10), and (3 -11). frequen-

. cies onteichers experience: nd teiel of education appear in Tables

(B -5) and (64). Vrable definitions, means, and standard deviations

appear in Table (3-7). A complete liii of variable-definitions can be

found in Table (2-1) of Chapter 2.

Structu'ral equation estfmates. The estimated structure of

equattOn.(2-37) is presented in equation.(3-3). Inclusion of four

yeari of schodl and peer resources illustrated that,variables which

were "significant predictors of white achievement were not necessarily

good predictors of black eighth, grade achievement. Similarly, insigni-

ficant variables in the white equation were often significant for black

eighth graders.

. 112
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TABLE 3-7.

Black Eighth Grade Sample: Variable Definitions,
,Means, and Standard Deviations

\

Variaye Mean
Standard-

Deviation-

CS76 78.57 14.19

_.!

C575 69:76 1219

IQ 92.26 11.81.

Texp76 14.01 10)3
'

.

Texp75 11.57 8.90 4

It:
-Texp74 10.60 8.82

Texp73 10..70 9.80

\

Hdeg76 ,.356

Hdeg75 .274\

Hdeg74 .209

--Hdeg73 1---,--- -.228

MeanCS76 75.56 7.77

MeanCS75 67.11 6.85

SDCS76 12.48 2.32

Title76 .950

Definition

1976 Iowa-Test of Basic Skills (ITBS)
'composite score

1975 ITBS 'composite score k

Stanford. -Binet Intelligence Test
score

Years teaching experience - 1976
instructor

,

,

Years of teaching experience - 1975
instructor

Years of teaching experience - 1974
instructor

.

. ,

Years of teaching experience -.1973
instructor

1.
\

Level of education - 1976 instructor
=0 if B.A.
=1 if M.A., Ed. Spec.. or Ph.D.

Level of education - 1975 instructor

Level of ed6cation - 1974 instructor

Level of education - 1973 instructor

-1976-t1ass-mian-on_ITBS

1975 class mean on ITBS

1976 class standard deviation on ITBS

1976 Title I code
.

103

=1 if eligible for compensatory
programs

=0 if otherwise
(cont.)



Variable Mean

TitleIS76 256.10

Ti)peIS75 216.82

TitleIS74 167.11

Attend76 91.55

Schsize76 564.07

Ratio76 23.28
\

Ratio75 26.35

TABLE 3-7 (continued)

Standard
Deviation, , Definition

\110.72

96.46

77.79

Number of students enrolled in com-
pensatory programs - 1976 school

Number of.students enrolled in com-
pensatory programs - 1975 schodl

Number of studentt enrolled in com-
pensatory programs - 1974 school

2.03 Percentage student attendance -

1976 school

184.73 1976,school enrollment

3.30 1976 school pupireacher ratio

-3.08 1975 school pupil/teacher ratio

114
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CS76 = t61.07_t_.802C575±_.193IQ + .004Texp76\- .0004Texp76
(25.74) (6.27) (.04) (-.15)

- .057Tcxp5
(-.50)

4 .167Texp73
(1.79)

+.19Hdeg74
(1.61)

+'.002Texp752 + .036Texp74 - .0004Texp742

(.77) (.33) (-.15)

--.-005Texp73

+ .949Hdeg73 .

(1.32)

,979Hdeg76 + 1
__(1:64))

509MeanCS76 -
(11.41)

.51Hdeg75
(2.34)

L's

-.240MeanCS75

(-4.70) ----

198S0CS76_4,_2...51TitleaLt_.010TitleIS76__
(-1.65)

\
(1.53) (2.22)\

- .011TitleIS75 + .010TitleIS74 + .358Attend76
(-2.55) (2.11) (2.44)

- .007Schsize76 + .178Ratio76 .265Ratio75
(-3.04) (1.71) (2.75)

t-statistics appear in parentheses below each coefficient; R2 = .799;

't) = 742.

The coefficients on experience and level oeducation differed

slightly from the coefficients in the white sample. The signs of the

teacher experience13 coefficients vere the expected pattern (positive

on the linear term and negative on the squareddtem iii4cating dimi-

-nishing retutins)__for three of the four years; yet, the t-statistics

were just barely significant in only one case, that of the 1973 instruc-

tor. -The 1975 instructora. experience_was_negative _while2the_squared

term was positive even though both terms were statistically

13.
Regressions'omitting the squared experience term were in-

ferior to the reported results.

t
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insignificant. The pattern on level of education was somewhat more in-
.

teresting. Possession of a Mister's, Education Specialist, or\Doctor's

degree had a consistently positive effect on black eighth grade achieve-

ment. The only coefficient significant at the .05 level was on the 1975

instructor; however, 1976 and 1974 instructors' level of education were

significant at the .10 level.

The coefficients on the peer group variables were very different

from the white sample. The coefficient on 1976 classroom mean achieve-

ment was positive but was three times as large as the white coefficient.

-A-ten point increase in classroom mean achievement implied a five month

gain in black-eighth grade achievement. The cc.fffitient on 1975-class-

room mean was also staifitically_significant but disturbingly negative.

-Standard deviation of 1976 classroom achieveMent had_a slightly negative

effect implying, at least in terms of achievement, more homogenous class-

rooms were desirable for eighth grade blacks.

Various Title I variables were significant predictors of eighth

grade black achievement. If the student was eligible for Title I com-

-peniatory-Programs in -1976 (Title76)-, a- positive effect- on

resulted. Two related points should be made explicit concerning Title I

eligibility variables. Over 90 percent of black eighth graders were
I _

eligible for these programs in the four years examined. Title I eligi-

bility variables were thus highly correlated across-years (see Table

(8-7) of Appendix B). The variable was introduced primarily due to its

possible interpretation as a family background variable since eligibi-

lity was determined by the number of school-age children in the school

216
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attendance area receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC). The coefficient could also be interpreted as simply the posi-

tive effect of the compensatory programs. A precise interpretation of

the meaning of the coefficient is difficult. The number of students

* actually enrolled in Title I programs in the student's school

(TitleIS74-76) was significant for each year the data were available..

TitleIS76 and TitleIS74 had signifidantly positive effects while

TitleIS75 was significantly negative. Again the problem of high corre-

lation across years arises; not only are many black students served by

these'programs, bitt a high percentage also enroll in-the same school

4rom year to year.

Three additional school-level variables were significant. The

. percentage of attendance in the 1976 school (Attend76).had Olgnifi-

cantly positive effect implying the presence of peers was important for

eighth grade blacks. The enrollment of the 1976 school (Schsize76) had

a deleterious impact on achievement. The coefficients of the pupil/

teacher ratio in the 1976 and 1975 school (Ratio76, Ratip75) were both

positive and significant at the .10 level.

Equation (3-3) was re-estimated with only current.year variables

o determine if the omission of the lagged variables significantly

alter d the coefficients or signs of the current variables.



(3-4 ) . CS76 = -57.10 + .752CS:5 .W01Q76,- .0321 exp76
(26.40 (6.75) (-.33)'

+ .0003Texp76
2
+ 1.37iideg76 + .44MeanCS76 - .249SOCS76

(.42 -) (11.29) (-2.18)

108

2.71Title76+.005TitleIS76 + .304Attend76
-(1.66) (1.35) (2.26)

- .005Schsize76 + .259Ratio76
(-2.85) (2.69)-

t-statistics appear in parentheses below each coefficient; R
2

= .782;

n = 772.

Comparison of (3 -3) and 3,4) revealed only slight differences
O

w

in signs and coefficients. Current year teacher's experience and ex-

perience squared were now negative and positive, respectively. Neither

of tbete- vanables -was-statistically significant in either equation,

however. The current year instructor's level of education did become

significant in equation (3-4). The coefficient was 1.37 in contrast to

.979 in equation (3-3). The coefficient on the number of Title I stu-

dents-enrolled in the 1976 school (TitleIS76) dropped from .010 in

. equation (3-3) to .005_in equation_(3-4)-1-whi1e the 1976 school's pupil/-

teacher ratio (Ratio76) jumped from .178 in equation (3-3) to .259 in

equation (3-4). Overall, the changes in these coefficients are minor

and do not significantly alter the previous interpretatiOn of the vari-

ables."

a

In order to test for unmeasured school or neighborhood charac-

.

i 'teristics, th0,1976 school was introduced as a dummvexplanatory Vari-
t 1

l

able in the estimation of the complete structural equation (equation

. 118
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(2-17)). As was discussed in the previous section on white students,

any correlation bettielen teaching characteristics and schools may be

reflected in the coefficients on- the: school 'dummies.. A comparison of

experience and level of education with and without

appears in'Table (3-8). The coefficients on 19751

°the-coefficients on

the school variable

teachers' characteristics changed the most. ,Experiente (Texp75) was.

initially negative-and insigniiicantbut become-positive with the intro
duction of the school dummies.. Level of education (Hdeg75), however,

----Eicamejiitgnificant-when 1976 sthool was a variable: The complete

regression appears in Table (B -8) of Appendix B.

- _ Insignificant variables.- A great many variables did not appears

_
have a statistically significant impact on black- achievement. The

teacher characteristics and interactions between IQ and teaching charac-

teristics will be discussed first, follimed by peer and school-level

variables.

The sexorecency of degree, andUndergraduate college rating of

the current and three previods instructors were insignificant predictors

ofichievement., Four dummy variables, taking on values of one if the

instructors had baccalaureate degrees imeducation; were also unimpor-

tant. Interaction of the student's IQ with each teacher's years of

experience, level' of education, and undergraduate cunep rating yielded

no significant results. As was the case with the white sample, IQ was

divided into four segments --low, middle, high,.and exceptional - and
/ _

interacted with' experience, level of education and undergraduate college

rating of each instructor. None of these variables was statistically

119



TABLE 3-8 f

`Black Eighth Grade Sample: Comparison of Experience
and Level of Education Coefficients With

and Without'School 1976 asa
Wry Variable

(t- statistics in Parentheses)

Without School 76
Experience (Equation _(3 -3))

'Texp76 .004 (.04)

-Texp762 -.0004 (-.15)'

alexp75.

Texp752 .002 (.77) .

Texp74 .036 -(.33)

ibxpi42

Texp73

TeXp732

Level of
Education:

Hdeg76

Hdeg75

Hdeg74

Hdeg73

7

110

'Wi th-Sehool-76-4-=-

.149 (.52)

G.41. -.0006 ( -.16)

1.00 (2.96)

-.004 (:).031---

.264 (.91)

y *::0004 (-.15)

.167 (1.79)

- .002--( -.64)

( -.49)

-.005 (-2.06) -.003 (-1.18)

.979 (1.ell 6.94 (1.41)

1.51 (2.34) .803 (.15)

L_
1.19 (1.61.) 4.23 (.72),

.949 (1.32) -.191 (-.03)

bThe-nu kier of -unique--schools_equals_

o
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significant: The interaction of lagged achievement score;--CS75, with

1976 teacher experience, level e education, and undergraduate college

rating did not produce significant results again suggesting these three

characteristics were not relevant tothe

The first two years of classro!p

unimportant predictors of_ black eighth-grade achievement. All lagged

years of classroom standard deviation (SDCS73-76) were similat. insig-

Initial stock-of knowledge.

)(

mean score (MeanCS73,74)' were

ntficant. Classroom size dummy variables, taking on values of one if

classrOor size exceeded 30, were entered'for each of the

none,proved significant. Two alternative cpnfigvrations

four yearst'yet
5

of classrooM

size (class size if>35, = 0 if .1 35 and class size = "small" if

25201ass size = "medium" if-25 < x S 29, class'size = "large" if

29 < x E 32, class siii-1--"-crowe.M....>,-3,2) also_failed to be significant

'predictors of black eighth grade achievement.
'

The insignificant school-level variables included.the percentage

of teacher attendance in the student's school (TAttend74-76), lagged

I

years of the school's student attendance (Attend74-75) and enrollment- .

(Schsize74-75), ann4 ttie earliitt -school's pupil/teacher ratio fitatio74).

The percen of non-white teachers, in. the student's'school (TNW75-76)

was also insignficant; howeyer, most, black eighth graders were

rollidin schools w iwith very high of non-white instructors.

..

Reduced form equation estimates. The (educed form equations.

(2-18) and-(2-18a) were estUated in the same manner was was done for.

the white s only distinction across samples involved the

inclusion or exclUsion of the'dtre t effects of various variables

...
1 21 .
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I V'
dependihg upon theirlighificance in the structural equations (see

note'12). Table-0-9Y. provides reduced froM equation estimates whicS

are consistent witti the grouping of,-terms in equation (2-18a). _Table .'

.(3-;10 supplies the definitions- of these variables while Table (3-11)
- . -

1 . ,

provides estimates corresponding to eqUation (2 -18). A discussion of
.

.

Table (3-11) will be followed by a comparison of the strUcturaland

1reduced form equation estimates.
.

Table/(3-11),,which provides estimates Of each' input's direct

and/indirect contribution, illustrates how few variablei were sigOft=
, ,

... f -

caht.predictoh of black eighth.grade achievement growth. Ih terms of,. .

. -

teaching characteristics, the cumulative effects Of experience,. level

of education, undergraduate college rating, nature of degree, and sex
-

were insignificant for all four instructors. The cumulative effectSi,

v r

.0.

of ability (IQ) were, as in the white sample, significantlylpiitive.

Two peer group variables were important in exOlaining aChieve-

'ment growth. Current year classroom mean achievement 66anCS76) was:-,
A A

strongly positive. The indirect effects of lagged year's elaiSroom
t i e z

size (ClassSize75) were Si gni ficantli negative. .The. only si gni fitant
.

,.. ,_, ,

school-level variable was the perCentage Of
,
non-White.teacher in the

student'i 1975 school (T4175)., This variable--was a positive,predicto.'

of achievement growth.

. In comparing the structural and reduced form-equations .(eqUit-
i

tion (3-3) and Table (3.11), it can be-teen'that the ,direct estimate of

gamma, or-the coefficient on CS75;! was ggain.lower than the value of ' '

-*IL

.'gamma. consistent with- the smallest error sumof squares ( ".802. versus;

122
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TABLE 3-9
,

Black-Eighth Grade Sampie:' Reduced Form
Equation Estimates-Equation (2.1.18a)

Variables

ie?cpio}

Coefficients t-statistics

1:07

Texp0.3

..Texpb

Te xp 110 7

O

-Te*P20'2

2
.Texp 0,,

0

Hdeg0
0

Hdegog

Hdege.3_
*
:Hdeg04

CoJlegeRatingao

CollegeRatiiigi2

CollegeRating03

Eddegoo .

Eddegh:

Eddeisi

Tsegao,

TieX82-

Tsix03.

IQ

.423

-.026

"" r 151 -.307

'10)92 -.592

:0006

.668

.886

-.441

-7.52

-1.40

4.29

3.77'

-.059

-.415

-.574

1.18

-.976

-.633

Z.003'

123

0

pf-

.120

.922

-.048

-.788

-.220

-.259

.423

-.061

-.307

-.457

1.14-

-.714

-.488

-.907

Ary,041,0,

(cont.)

113
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TABLE 3-9-(continued)

Variables Coefficients

IQ-Texpos
.

IQ HdegOi

IQ HdegOi

IQ Hdeioc
u,

IQ CollegeRatinOi
o

IQ%eollegeRating05'

IQ CollegeRatingo6

ClassSizeal

ClaisSizeao.

ClassSizea
3

IQa

MeanCSal

0 MeanCSa'
2

MeanCSa'
3

MeanCSa4

SDCS4
. 1

,SOCS,o2

SDC Sa3

SOCSa'
4

Atiendil

Attendai

114

I-statistics

.001 .260

.090

.0003 .005

-.029 -.067

.119 1.04

.019 .287

.023 .250

-.030 -.316

-1.87* -2.40

1.06 ..982

1.08 1.07

.130* 7.27

.630* 10.98

-.551 -5.78-

.012 .123

-1.01.

-.027 -.181

.268 1.05

-:336 -1.14.

.326 1.10'

.343 . 1.55

-.491, -1.40

124.

(cont.)
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TABLE 3-9 (continued)

115

--Variables-1 Coefficients t-statistits-----

Atte0i3 . -.085 -.255

TAttendaf -..301 '-1.33
.

TAttenda
2

.5777 . 1.55

Schsizea
1

-.003 -.837

lthsizea
2

.0005 .066

-Schsiiea3 .003' .648

Ratioa
1

.161 1.03

Ratioa
2 .066 .285 -1

Ratioa
3 .145 .552

Mk :_,

.049* 2.07

TitleISa
1

=, .008 1.55

TitleISa
2

-.009 -1.08

TitleISa
3

.004 . .404

*Significant at the .05 level.

Dependint variable:' C576-y4
CS72; 1976 Composite

Achievement score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills minus (.904)1972
composite Achievement score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
Constant -55.12; R2 = .493; n = 751; gamma = .90.

rt
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TABLE 3-10

Black Eighth Grade Sample: Reduced Form
Equation Variable Definitions

Variablei

Texpeo

TexpB2

TexpB3

l'exp
2
00

Texp202

,Texp203

HdegB0

Hdege2

Hdeg03,

HdegB4

CollegeRatiogeo

Col1egeRating02

CollegeRatinga.1

Eddeggill

ddeghs

4.

EddegOz

Tsexbo

Tsexe2

Tsex03

IQ Tem137:

Definition

y
3
(Texp73) + Y2(Texp74) + y(Texp75)

y2(Texp73) + y(Texp74)

y(Texp73)

y3(Texp732)

ct
2
(Texp73

2
)

y(Texp732)

y
3
(Hdeg73)

y
2
(Hdeg73)

+ 12(Texp742) + .19Texp752)

+ y(Texp742)

+ 12(Hdeg74) + (Hdeg75) + Hdeg76

+ y(Hdeg74) + Hdeg75

y(Hdeg73) + Hdeg74

Hdeg73

13(Rating73)

,r2(Rating73)

y(Rating73)

y
3
(Eddeg73)

y
2
(Eddeg73)

y(Eddeg73)

+ y2(Rating74) y(840ng75)

+ y(Rating74)

+ 12(Eddeg74) + y(Eddeg75)

+ y(Eddeg74)

y3(Tsex73) + 12(Tsex74) +.y(Tsex75)
2

y (Tsex73) + y(Tsex74)

y(Tsex73)

3, 2
y tIQ*Texp73) + y (IQ*Texp74).+ y(Ip*Texp25)

(cont.)
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Variables

IQ Texpos

IQ TexpB6

IQ HdegB1

IQ-Hdego5

IQ Hdeg06

--- IQ CollegeRating01

IQ CollegeRating05

iq CollegeRating06

ClassSizeal

ClasiSizea2

ClassSizea
3

IQa

MeanCial

MeanCSa
2

MeanCSa'
3

MleanCSa
4

SDCSal

socsa
2

SDCSa3

SOCSa4

Attendal

Attend a2

:117

'TABLE 3-10 (continued)

Definition

y
2
(lirTexp73) + y(IQ*Texp74)

y(IQ*Texp73)

3, 2
y tIQ*Hdeg73) + y (IQ*Hdeg74) + y(lQ*Hdeg75)

y
2
(IQ*Hdeg73) + y(IQ*Hdeg74)

-y(IQ*Hdeg73)

AIQ*Ratibg73)+y2(IQ*Rating74)+y(IQ*Rating75)

y
2
(IQ*Rating73)4. y(IQ*Rating74)

y(IQ*Rating73)

y
3
(ClassSize73)+y

2
(ClassSize74)+y(ClassSize75)

'y2 (ClassSize73).+ y(ClassSize74)

1(ClassSize73)

ty3 + y2 + y +

y3(MeanCS73) + y2(MianCS74) + y(MeanCS75) MeanCS76

y
2
(MeanCS73) +\,y(MeanCS74) + MeanCS75

l(MeanCS73) + MeanCS74

MeanCS73

y
3
(SDCS73) + 12 (SOCS74) + y(SOCS75) + SOCS76_

2.
y (SOCS73) + y(SDCS74) + SOCS75

y(SDCS73) + SOCS74

Imam

lAttend74) + y(Atte1075),+ Attend76

y(Attend74) + Attend75

12

(cont.)



Variables
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-TABLE 3:10 (continued)

Definition

Attenda
3

Attendl4

TAttenda y
2
(TAttend74) +'y(TAttend75)

TAttenda
2 y(Tattend74)

Schsizeal y2(Schsize74) + y(Schsize75) + Schsize76

Schsizea
2 y(Schsize74)+ Schsize75

Schsizea
3 Schsize74

Ratioa
1

y
2
(Ratio74) + y(Ratio75) + Ratio76

Ratioa
2

b

y(Ratiol4) + Ratio75

Ratioa
3

Ratiol4

TNWal y(TNW75)

TitleISa
1

y3(Tit1eIS74) + y2(Tit1eIS75) + TitleIS76

TitleISa
2 y,(TitleIS74) + Titlep75

TitleISa
3 TitleIS74.



TABLE 3-17

Black Eighth Grade Sample: Reduced Form Equation
Estimates - Equation (2-18) Total

Direct and Indirect Effecti

Variibles

Teaching Characteristics

t-stvtisticiCoefficients

Texp73
.436

Texp74 \ .319 1.01

Texp75 .381 1.07

Texp732 -.002 -.693

Texp74
2

-.003 -.793

Texp75
2

-.002 -.592

.
Hdeg73 -6.71

- -.920

Hdeg74 .897 .135

Hdeg75 1.48 .246

Hdeg76 .668. .922

CollegeRating73 .517 . .092

CollegeRating74 -3.20. -.604

CollegeRating75 -1.26 -.220

Eddeg73 -.896 -1.03

Eddeg74 -.422 -.462

Eddeg75 -.053 -.061

Tsex73 -.498. -.557

Tsex74 .079 .094

Tsex75 1.06 1.14

129
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(cont.)



__Variables

TABLE 3-11 (continued)

Coefficients t-statistics

TAttend74
1.23.275

TAttend75' -.271' -1.33

TRW75 .044* 2.07

IQ*Texp73 -.0008 -.258

IQ*Texp74 -.001 -.426

ja*Texp75 -.002 -.907

IQ*Hdeg73' .084 1.07

IQ*Hdeg74 -.026 -.362

IQ*Hdeg75
. .0003 .005

IQ*CollegeRating73 .005 .098

IQ*CollegeRating74 .037 .646

IQ*CollegeRating75 .017 .287

Ability

IQ .448* 7.27

Peer Characteristics,

SDCS73 .220' 1.08

SDCS74. -.117 -.578

SDCS75 .243 1.27

SDCS76 -.027 -.181

MeanCS73
4, -.080. . -1.16

MeanCS74 .026 .418

120 -

(cont.)



CABLE 3-11 (continued)

1,21

Variables Coefficients t-statistics

MeanCS75

MeanCS76.

ClassSize73

.016a

.630*-----

.479

.239

_-- -10.98

.719

ClassSize74 -.552 -.816

ClassSize75- -1.68* -2.40

Attend74 -.249 -1.11

Attend7S -:182

Attend76 .343 1.55

Schsize74 .0009 .343

Schsize75 -.002 -.703
1

Schsize76 -.003 -.837

Ratio74 .336 1.83

Ration .212 1.39

Ratio76 .161 1.03

TitleIS74 .003 , .437

TitleIS75 -.001 -.271

TitleIS76 .008 1.55

constant 55.72 -1.42

*Significant at the .05 level.

Dependent variable: CS76 -y
4
C S72; 1976 composite achievement

score on thelowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) minus (.904) 1972
composite achievement score on ITBS. R2 = .493; n = 751, gamma
.90.

131. -0
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.900). As was discus?ed in the section on White students, errors in

variables biased downward the coefficient on CS75 in the structural

equation.

Examination of the teaching inputs across equations shcwed

strong consistencies. The direct effects of experience (Texp73, Texp74,

------Texp75 and Texp76) were_insignificant in the structural equation; the

cumulative effects were similarly-unimportant. The dirett-effect of

firstIlagged year's level of education (Hdeg75) was positive and signi-

ficant. The cumulative effects were also positive, but not significant

at the .05 level. The direct effects of teacher's undergraduate college

rating, sex, nature of degree, and teaching/IQ interactions were not

Important predictors of achievement. The reduced form estimates re-

vealed that the indirect effects were likewise insignificant.

In terms of the peer group variables, the direct effect of

current year classroom mean achievement (MeanCS76) was positive and

significant in both cases. The firit'lagged year's (MeanCS75) direct

effect was negative and, significant. The cumulative effects, hoWever,

.> were positive but insignif ant.

The direct effects of various school-level variables (TitleIS74,

TitleIS75, TitleIS76, Attend76, S size6, Ratio75 and Rdtio76) were

important predictors of achievement y
\

t, the cumulative impact of thfs&'

-variables never reached statistical signficance. In all cases, how-
.

'ever, the signs on the coefficients were identical.

Black Seventh Graders

As was the case with.the previous two sample this section will

-132
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first_report various structural equation estimates. Four years of

teachers' experience,aod level of education were included in all struc--

tiral equations, regard}ess of their t-statistics. Of ttie remaining

variables, only those with s- statistics significant at the .05 level
0 .

appear in the reported\Aquations. (see note 7). The second part of,the

section will discuss those variables,which did not appear to'have an

impidt on black-i&iiithgrade achievement. Finally, the results of ,

estimating the reduced form equations (equations-(2-18) and (2-18a))

will be presented.

Equations (3-5), (3-6), and Table (8-12) provide estimates of

the structural equation.' The. reduced form equation estimates and vari- -

able definitions appear in Tables (3-14), (3-15); and (3-16). Fti*eqbeh-,

ties on teachers' experience and level of education appear in Tables.

(3-5) and (8-6) of Appendix 8. Variable definitions, means and standard

deviations-appear in Table (3-12). A complete list of variable defini-

tions can be found in Table (2-1) of Chapter 2.

Structural, quation estimates. The estimated structure of

equation (2-17) is presented in equation (3-5).. Ihclusion of four

teachers' years of experience and level of education illustrated the

unimportance of these variables in explaining blick seventh gride

achievement.

133_
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TABLE 3-12

Pack Seventh Grade Sample: Variable Definitions,
Means, and Standard Deviations

Standard
Variable Mean Deviation Definition

CS76 70.09 12,07 1976 Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS)
CompositeeScore

CS75 61.03

IQ 1.= 91.95

Texp76 11.57

Texp75 '12.57

Texp74 11.89_

Texp73 10.61

Hdeg76" .217

Hdeg75

Hdeg74

Hdeg73

.220

.155

.117

TitleIS76- 260.57

Eddeg76

Eddeg75

MeanCS76

MeanCS75

.756

.772

68.03

58.42

10.93 .1975 ITBS Composite, Score

10.93 Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test
Score

8.40

8.72

9.12

10.17

131.05

6.75

6.04

Years of experience - 1976 instructor

Yeari_of-experience -1975 instructor

Years of experience - 1974 instructor

Years of experience - 1973 instructor

Level of education 1976 instructor
:if B.A;

=1 if M.A. Ed.. Spec. or,Ph.D.

- 1975 instructor

- 1974 'instructor

- 1973 instructor

enrolled in com- .

- 1976 school

Leval of education

Level of education

Level of education

Number of students
pensatory programs

1976 instructor
=1 if degree in education
=0 if otherwise

1975 instructor'

1976 class mean on ITBS

1975 class mean on ITBS

13E1

(cont.).

.4%

;
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A

Variable

SDCS76

Schsize76

Sax

a

TAI34 3712 '(continued)

Standard
Me_ Deviation . Definition/..000

11.01 1.89

620.08 200.89

.530

125

1976. class standard deviation on

1976 school enrollment

-student's sex
345 female

=0 if male

0 l

A
1

ti

4

1
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A3-51. CS76 = -11.88 + .771CS75 + :1621Q - .014Texp76
(34.02) (7.70) .( -.20)

- .000410'9762 - .169Texp75 :006Texp752 + .Q39Texp74
(-.21).- (-:42) (3.12) k (.55)

.001Texp742 -,.037Texp73-.- .00Q05Texp73
2
+ .055Ndeg76

*( -A4) ( -.62) ( -.03) A.12)
I

.4. .393Ndag75 - .939Hdeg74 + .104Ndeg73 + .007TitleIS76
. (.91) (1.83) (.18) (4.27)

- 1.41Eddeg76 - .75Eddeg75 +

, (-3.37) .' 1-1/5)

.402=576 - .003Schsiie76
(4.08)' (-3.56)

.458M0anC576 - .210keahCS75
(14.10) . (-5.79)*

+.638Sex
(1.88)

t-statistics are displayed below each coefficient012 = .769; n = 1,241.

The only sightficant experience coefficient was on the1975 instructor.
.

In this case the signs of the coefficients were the opposite of what was

expected. The sign on the term was negative while the sign on

,,thesquared terms was positiye.
14

None of the four instructors' educi-.

Von levels were relevant predictok of black seventh grade achievement..
, . .

The coefficientopthe 1974 instructor's level of education was the only

variable which approached significance. Interesting19 enough, the 1976.
. :. -. ,"1..,

,\ dummy variable indicating teachers!-possetilon of a baccalaureate degree
..

.

in education' (Eddeg76) had a signifiCantly negative impact on teverth
- .

.

grade achievement. This partiCular variable may have beena better proxy
,

.,
\

for the rigor of the instructor's undergraduate program thtn the Gourman
..

.

.

undergraduate, college ratings.. 1

- :-

, $, .

t 4'

Three peer group variables were statistically significant. As

wasp true tor black eighth graders, the;current class_mean score-

'N, - . .

P.
.

.,. '10 ,
.. 4 _ *4

Kegresslons omitting the squared experience term were in-
ferior to the reported results.

O

a

4
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(MianCS76) had a:strong Positive effect on achievement while the la,cged

year's (MelS75).influencewas negative. A slight difference in'the

'Imo black samples was found on the current-class standard deviation
t

. t

coefficient (SPCS76). In the eighth grade a high standard deviation

Oeduced achievement; theopposite was title for seventh graders.

In terms of the school level variables, current year's school*.

size Schsize70 had a negative effect on achievement while the Oumber

of enrolled title I students (TitleIS76)-had appositive effect.

Equation (3-5) was .re- estimated h onlyAcurrent'year variables

to determine if the absence of the iagged variables significantay
,

tered the coefficients or signs of the current variables.

(3-6) CS76'=.-23.44-+ .714CS75 + .184IQ .074Texp76 + .0611texp762
(29.46) (7:60) , (-.91) 4.57)

. .

+ .177Hdeg76-+'.011TitleIS76 - 1.35Eddeg76 + .454MeanCS76
(e 3S) (5.61) (-2.67) (13.28)

+ .4125SoCS76 - .005Schsize76 + .756Sex
,(3.50)"-, .(-4.85) (1.93)

t-statistics 3ppear in parentheses below each coefficient; R2 = .J64;

'n = 939. Comparisonof -(3 -5).and revealed that the omission -of

/4agged variables did not significantly alter the,signs'orthe coeffi-

cients of -the current variables.

,In order to'test for unMeitured,school.or neighborhood charac-

the_i9ielchoOl was introduced as a dummy variable in esti-

mating the complete structural ,equation (equation (2-17)). A comparison

of the coefficients on experience and level of education with and with-
.

out"the school dtinii variable aRpears in Table (3=13). The coefficient.

On 1976. teacher's ef.perience,was initially negativef.however, it was

positive when 1976 school was a variable. A sign reversal was also

It-
.

a". ;



TABLE 3 -13

Black Seventh Grade Saqiple: Coriparison of
Experience. and Level of. qutation
Coefficients With and Without
School, 1976 as a Dummy Variable

(t-statistics in parenth,ses)

i .. Without School 76
Experience (Equation (3-5V

Texp76 -..014 (-.20)

Texp762 - .0004,( -.21)

Texp75 . -.169 ...2.42).

Texp752 1 :006 ( 3.12) -

Texp74 f .039 (.55)

Texp742 -;601 :17.84).

Texp73 1 ..*
1

-.637 (-,.62)

Texp732 -.00005 (-.03)

Level of
Education

Hdeg76

Hdeg75-

Hdeg74

-..055(.12)

.393 (.91)

:104'(.18)`

`The-,number of-unique schools equals 68.

138'

128

A

With School 76c

.415 *(1.46)

-.005 (-1.33)

.156 ,(.61)

.'.001 (.48)

.004 (1.60

.441 (2.16)

- .002'( -1.01)

1..52 -(.29).

3.25.(.74)

-4,20 (-.80)

( .52)
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observed-on 1975 teacherhseexperience. In the first structural equa-

tido the coefficient was significantly negative butNit became positive

with the introduction of the dummy variable. The sign on the 1973 4. , -

teacher's experience, negative and insignificant in equation (3-5),

became positive and significant when l976: school was a variable. The

complete regression appears in Table (B -12) of Appendix B.

'Insignificant variables. A great many variables did not appear
ti

to significantly alter black seventh grade achievement. The sex, re-

-cency of degree, and undergraduate college rating of.the current and
-

three previous instructors'weee insignificant predictors of achievement. "
The 1973 and 1974 dummy variables representing baccalaureate degrees 6

education were also unimportant. Interaction of the student's IQ with,

each-teacher's:years of experience, level of education, and undergradu-

ate college rating produced no significant results: The division of.IQ

into segments - low, middle, high and exceptional - and subsequent inter- -.

action with experience, level of education, and undergraduate college-

rating also yielded dO7-meaningful results. The interaction of lagged

achieve0ent score, CS75, with 1976 teacher's experienceolevel of edu-
.

cation, and undergraduate college rating'again demonstrated that these

characteristics were not relevant to the initial stock of knowledge.
A

- The first two years of classroom mean score (MdanCS73-74) were

insignificant predictors of black seventh grade achievement, All lagged fe

,

years of classrooth standard deviation (SDCS73 -75) were similarly unim- //
AvY

portant. ,Ciassroom size dummy variables', taking On values of dne if.

Classroom size.exceeded 30; were, tested for all yeaii.yei.none proved

significant. Additional configurations of classroom size (class size

1.
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= 1 if > 35,
\.
= 0 if S 35 and class size = "small" if I 23, class size

= "medium". if 23 4 xS 28, class size = "large" if 28 < x S 32, class

size = "crowd" if > 32) also failed to be important predictors of

seventh grade, achievement.

The insignificant school-level variables were numerous. Each

school's percentage of teacher attendance, percentage of student at-

pupil/tacheiratio, and petcentage of:non-white teachers pro-

.

duced"no discernable effect on student's score (however, most-black

selfenth graders wereeniblled in schools with very high percentages of
'

non-white teachers). School size and number of enrolled Title I stu-

dents in the 1974 and 1975 school, were also not important predictors of
.

seventh grade score.

. Reduced form equation estimates. The reduced foretquations_

(2=18) and (2 -18a) were estimated in the same manner as the previous

two samples. Table (3-14) displays reduced from equation estimates

which are consistent with the grouping of variables in equation (2-18a).

Table (3-15) suppiies'theyariable definitibns'andTable (3-16) provides

estimates comparable to equation (2-18); A discussion of Table (3-16)
. .

will be followed by a paragraph contrasting the structural and reduced

fromequatioh estimates.

Table (3-16) illustrates that the cumulative effects of teaching

characteilstics were not important contributors. to black seventh grade

achievement'grawth. The coefficients on experience, level of education,

'undergraduate college rating, and sex were insignificant for all ,four

instructors:. The cumulative effects of earliest teacher'silevel of

loo



TABLE 3-14

Black Seventh Grade Sate: Reduced Form
Equation:Estimates Equation (2-18a)

Variables, Coefficients t-statistics

131 \

lexpeo .040 .341

Texpo2 -.458 -1.39

Texp03 .164 .370

Texpa4 .264 .678

Texp
2
00 -.001

Texp
2
02 .008 1.74

Texp
2
03 -.001 -.322

Texp
2
04

. .

.0003 .075

Hdeg80 3.58 .545

Hdeg42 6.30 :.607

Hdegh -27.21* -1.97

CollegeRating00 -2.53 -.415

ColiegeRating02 1.13

CollegeRatingh -9.01 -1.08

Tsex00' .009 4)12

Tsex02 .172 .126

Tsexh .837 .588

'IQ TeXpOl .002 .645

IQ Texpos -.001 -.308

IQ Texp06 -.002 -.698

(cont.)



TABLE 3-14 (continued)
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Variables- Coefficients, t-statistics

IQ Hdegal -..029 -.418

1Q4deg%
-.733

IQ HdegB6 .265 1.79

14CollegeRatinga1 .015 .241

AQCollegeRating05 -.087 -.919

IQ CollegeRating06 : .095 1.09

ClasiSizeal .580 .763

ClassSizea
2 995 1.00

-ClassSizea
3 -1.56 -1.62

Eddegoo -248

Eddegoo
% .264 .254

Eddegai .846 .747

Eddegi4 -.121 -.095

IQa .111* 5.53

Sexa .134 .874

MeanCSal .536* 9.88

MeanCSa2 -.314* -3.45

MeonCSaj -.280* -2,67

MeanCSa4 .087 .809

=Sari 382*' 2.20

SDCSa2 -.357 -1.32

SDCSa
3 .175 .620

/(cont.)
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Variables

TABLE 3-14 (continued)

Coefficients

133

t-statistics

SOCit -.254 -.869

Attenda
1

-.133 -.677

Attenda2 .487 1.36

TAttendal .220 1.20

TAttenda.,
4

-.130 -.486

Ratioal .054 .403

Ratioi2 -.039 -.174

-Schiizeal -.013* -4.62

Schsizea
2 .013* 2.89

Schsizea
3 .0002 .070

TNWa
1 .046* 2.10

TitleISal .016* 4.29

TitleIP2 -.014* -2.15

TitleISa3 -.006 -.599

*Significant at the .05 level.

Dependent variable: CS76- y
4
CS72; 1976 Composite Achievement

score on Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) minus (.904) 1972 Com-
posite Achievement score on ITBS. Constant =.- 72.12; R2 = .446;
n = 838; gamma = .90.
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TABLE 3-15

Black Seventh Grade Sample: Reduced Form
Equation Variable Definitions

Variables

Texp0
o

Texp$2

Teip$'3

TexpB4

\ Texp
z
00

Texp2B2

TexP
2
03

Texp
2
04

HdegB0

Hdeg02

Hdeg03

CollegeRating00

CollegeRating02

CollegeRating03

Tsex00

Tsex02

Tsex03

IQ Texpoi

IQ TexpB5

IQ Texp06

. Definition

y
3
(Texp73) +

y
2
(Texp73)

y
2
(Texp74) + y(Texp75) + Texp75

y(Texp74) + Texp75

y(Texp73) + Texp74

Texp73

y3(Texp732) +

y
2
(Texp73

2
) +

y2(Texp742) + y(Texp752) + Texp762

y(Texp742) + Texp752'

y(Texp732) + Texp742

Texp732-

y3(Hdeg73) + y2(Hdeg74) y(Hdeg75)

y (Hdeg73) + y(Hdeg74)

y(Hdeg73)

y3(Rating73) + y2(Rating74) + y(Rating75)

.r2(Rating73) + y(Rating74)

y(Rating73)

3 2
(Tsex73)

y(Tsex73)

y(Tsex73)

'y
3
(IQ*Texp73) + (IQ*Texp74)+y(IQ*Texp75)

y
2
(IQ*Texp73) + y(IQ*Texp74)

y(IQ*Texp73)

y (Tsex74) + y(Tsex75)

+ y(Tsex74)

114

(cont.).



Variables

IQ Hdegol *

IQ Meg%

IQ Hdeg66

IQ Col iegeRati ng01

IQ Col legeRati ng05

IQ Col legeRati ng06

Cl assSi zeal

Cl assSi zea2

Cl as sSi zea
3

Eddegg0

Eddeg02

Eddeg03

Eddeg04

IQa

Sexa

MeanCSpi

MeanCSa2

MeanCSa.,

MeanCSa4

SDCSa1

SOCS3
2

SDCS33

TABLE 3-15 (continued)

Definition

y3(IQ*11deg73) + y2( IQ*Hdeg74) + y(IQ*Hdeg75)

y2 (IQ*Hdeg73) + y(IQ*Hdeg74)

y( IQ*Hdeg73)-

y3(IQ*Rating73) + y2
(IQ*Rating74) + y(IQ*Rating75)

y (IQ*Rating73) + y(IQiRating74)

135

y(IQ*Rating73)

. 3
Y (C1assSize73) + y2 (CiasSize74) +y(ClassSize75)

y
2
(ClassSize73) + y(C1assSize74)

y(C1assSize73)

; 3 (Eddeg73)+ y2 (Eddeg74) + y Eddeg75) +-Eddeg75

12(Eddeg73) + y(Eddeg74) + Eddeg75

y(Eddeg73) + Eddeg74

Eddeg73

(3 + y2 + y + 1)IQ

(3 + y2 4' y 1)Sex

Y3(MeanCS73) + y2 (MeanCS74)+y(MeanCS75) + MeanCS76

y
2
(MeanCS73) + y (MeanCS74) + MeanCS75

y(MeanCS73) + MeanCS74

MeanCS73

:193(SOCS73) + y2(SDCS74) + y(SDCS75) + SDCS76

y
2
(SOCS73) + y(SDCS74) + SDCS75

y(SDCS73) + SOCS74

(cont.
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TABLE 3-15 (continued)

Variables Definition

136-

SDCSa4 SDcS73

Attenda y
2
(Attend74)+ y(Attend75)

Attenda
2 -y(Attend74)

TAttendal y2(TAttend74) + y(TAttend75)

TAttenda
2 y(TAttend74)

Ratioa
1

y2(RatiO74) + y(Ratio75)

Ratioa
2 'y(Ratio74)

Schsizea
1

y2(Schsize74) + y(Schsize75) + Schsize76

Schsizea
2 y(Schsize74) + SChsize75

Schsizea
3 Schsize74

>
TNWa

1
y(TNW75)

TitleISa
1

y
2
(TitleIS74) + y(TitleIS75) + TitleIS76

TitleISa2 y(TitleIS74) + TitleIS75)

TitleISa
3

TitleIS74

0 146.
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TABLE 3-16

Black*Sevetith Geade Sample: Reduced Form Equation
Estimates - Equatio, (2-18) Total

Direct and Indirect Effects

Teaching Characteristics

Variables 'Coefficients,

Texp73

Texp74

Texp75.

Texp76

Texp732

Texp74
2

Texp752

Texp762

H g73

Hdeg 4

Hdeg75

CollegeRa ing73

CollegeRathg74 --/''

CollegeRating

Eddeg73.

Eddeg74

Eddeg7S

Eddeg76

Tsex73

.071

-.214

-.422

.040.

.004

Of

(.006*'

-.001

-16.76

8.58

3.22

- 1.79

7.01

- 2.28

-.300

-.199

-1.16

-1.58*

.900

14 7

t-statistics

.269

-.716

-1.38

.341

1.57

1.25

1.97

--.528

- 1.76

1.20

.545

-.318

1.28

-.414

-.365

- 1.41

- 2.08

.994

(cont.)

.41



Variables

TABJ.E 3-16 (con.ginued)

Coefficients t-statistics

Tsex74 .163 .163 A

..

Tsex75 . 008 .012

TAttend74 .060 .406

TAitend75 .198 1.20

T*175 .041* 2.10

T.

IQ*Texp73 -.002

IQI;Texp74' .0004

IQ*Texp75 .001

IQ*Hdeg73 .150

1Q*Hdeg74° -.997

IQ*Hdeg75 -.026

IQ*CollegeRating73 .026

IQ*CollegeRating74 -.066

IQ*Col1egeRating75 .014

Ability

IQ
....

. .382*

Sex
,

.462

Peer Characteristics

SOCS73 -.106

SCCS74 .164 .

SOCS75 -.012

.148

4.886

.145

.645

1.49

-1.27

-.418

.448

-1.13

. .241

5.53 -.-

.874

-.530

.805

-.065

(cont.)
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TABLE 3-16 (co4inued),

Variab Coefficients- t-statistics'
. .

4 1=76 ;182* * 2.20
,

MeanCS73. ' -.030 ;--.447.

Me CS74 % -.130 - -1.79:
. -.

.., ,

MeanCS75 :167* 2.59

MianCS76 ' , .536*. --\ -9.88
.

1, .

.
ClassSize73 -.171 -.284

ClassSize74. .36* 2.19
.

1

.

, ClassSize75 .522 . .763 .

ittend74 .331 , .1-.57
.

'Attend75 - '"---.,119 ''-, -.677

, Schsize74 . .00 635,
.

139

O

N,

SChsize-75 .001- .488

-Schsize76 -.013* , -4.62 \,
'\ .

Ratio74 .008
t ..

:063

\Batio75
'1.

.049 .403

TitleIS74 .7,005 -.873

TitleIS75 .0002 .051 ,

." TitleIS76 .016* 4.29

constant -72.12* -2.51

*Significant at the .05 level;

o

'Dependent variable: CS76 - y4CS72; 1976 composite achievement
score on the Iowa Test.of Basic Skills (ITBS) minus(.904) 1972
composite acktevement score on ITBS. .R2 = .446, n = 838, gamma I

.90.
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1

O

.
.. \

.
education (Hdeg73) were\negative and

.

insignificant but the coefficiente, \.
.

.

was suspiciously large. he ins,truator's nature of degree'
.t._, ,...

, ,...,

(Eddeg76) was the.stronges of the four ytars.examined4-'theToefficient

was negative implying that.P6session-of a tiaccalaureate.degree,in.edu-:.

cation had a Cleletridus impact on achievement growths 0vet411, the

-

main contributors to achievement growthwere the students ability,
. F

(0),,classroom mean and'-s achievement, ti
and'- standard deviatfod-df chievement, scool size, , e

! '' )

.

pertentage'of non-white teachers, and number of enrolled Title I stu-
: ---. - 1 .

. . ..
dents.c The current year class mean achievement (MeanCS76) Was signifi -

. . :
+r,

.

cantly Ooiltive. '.The direct and indire# effects of the first, lagged .

1

year (MtanCS75)were also significantly positive but smaller thin the

-
`current year effects. The standard deviation

ots

class achievement in

11 the current year (SOCS76) was,positive implying diversity was important

f r seventh grade blacks. Current year's school size-Schsize76) was 0

signi ntly negative while the number ofTitld I students enrolled

in the sc 1 (Titl:eIS76) was significantly positive. As was true.for

`eighth grade 1;laclisi the ihdirett effect; of the percentage of r n -white

.teachers in the/1975 school (TNW75) were significantlykpositive.
/

As-was the case in the previous two saMples, the direct esti-

mate of gamma, err the coefficient on p75, was Tower than the value of

.wma consistegt with the smallest error sum of-squares (.771 versus

.900). The teachinharacteristics were fairly consistent across the

two equations., The direct effects of experience (Texp73, Tex04,

Texp75 and Texp76)-ware insignificantwith the exception of Texp75.

This variable-was a significant, negitive,predictor,of achievement.

4

I
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The cumulative effects of Texp75 were also negative but not significant

at the .05 level. The direct effects of.level of education were insig-
,,

nificant as were the indirect effects. The direct effects of teacher's

.college rating, sex, and teaching/IQ interactions were not important
.

predictors of achievement. The reduced form estimates showed that the

indirect effects were also insignificant. The direct effects of current

instructor's nature of degree (kadeg76) were significantly negative .

-across the-equations.

In contrasting the peer group varia§les we observed that the

direct effects of current Class mean achievement (MeanCS76) were always

significantly positive. The first lagged year's (MeanCS75):direct

. effect was negative; however, the cumulative effects were positive and

significant. The direct effects of current class standard deviation

(SDCS76) were positive across the two equations and the reduced form

revealed that earlier effects of standard deviation were not critical

to achievement growth.

\- The direct effects of two school-ievel variables, TitleIS76 and

Schsize76, were consistently significant across equations. The signs

on the coefficients were positive and negative, respectively. Finally,

we again observed the interesting result that the cumulative impact of

the percentage of non-white teachers in the first lagged year (TNW75,)

was significantly positive;

Summary of Results Across Samples

It was diicUssed it the first two chapters that a model which

attempts to determine the importance of teaching characteristics in the



0

j

/

production of studoint achievement, should include measures ofboth

presentand past teaching resources. The possible mis-estimation of

instructor's Contributiondue to omission of previous characteristics

Was one of the-primary motivations for this analysis. The empirical
/

;results from including four years of teaching variables provides the

142

/ first strong evidence that certain previous teaching characteristcs are

not influential variables in.the production function. Table (3-17)

/ contrasts the significant coefficients across the three samples. A

comparison of the direct and cumulative effects of teacher's experience

and level of education across samples appears in Table (3-18).

In attempting to determine which Characteristici significantly

effect achievement, we can see from Table (3-17) that three variables

(IQ, MeanCS75, and MeanCS76) are consistently significant across the

samples. The coefficients on each instructor's undergraduate college

rating and recency of degree were never significant in either the struc-

tural or reduced from equations. With few exceptions,1 the cumulative

effects of teachers' sex (Tsex73-Tsex76), nature of degree (Edde§73-

tddeg76), attendance (TAttend74-TAttend76), and various IQ/teacher

characteristic interactions were not significant at the .05 level. *The

pay parameter characteristics, years of experience and level of educa--

tion, were not impirtant in the production of achievement. Overall, it

seems safe to conclude that the omission of these characteristics does

not seriously reduce the explanatory power of the model.

The insignificance of many lagged variables suggested a further

implication could be drawn regarding the interpretation of gamma. In .

152



TABLE 3-17

Comparison of Cumulative Effects
of Significant Variables

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Variables .

Teaching Characteristics

Whites_

Eighth Grade
Blacks

Texp75 .447 (2:65)* .381 (1..07)

Tsex74 1.47 (2.26)* .079 (.094)

Eddeg76
4

-
.....

_.d

TAttend75 -.217 (2.49)* -.271 (-1.33)

,TNW75 :052 (1.10- .044 (2.07)*

IirTexp75 -.003(7!2.35)* -.002 ( -.907)

Ability,

IQ .405 9.35)* .448 (7.27)*

Peer Characteristics

SDCS73 -.371 (-2.24)* .220 (1.08)

SkS75 .367 (2.98)* .243 (1.27)

SDCS76 --d -.027 (-.181)

MeanCS75 .083\(1.74) .016 (.239)

MeanCS76 .322(7.79)* .630 (10.98)*

ClassSize74 .405 (.803) -.552 (-.816)

ClassSize75 .191 (.370) -1.68 (-2.40)*

153
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Seventh Grade
Blacks

-.422 (-1.38)

.163 (.163).

-1.58 (-2.08)*

.198 (1.20)

.041 (2.10)**

.001 (.645)

.382 (5.53)

-.106 (-.530)

-.012 (-.065)

.382 (2.20)*

.167.(2.59)*

.536 (9.88)*

1.36 (2.19)*

.522 (.763)

(cont.)
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TABLE 3-17 (continued)

Variables
Eighth Grade

Whites Blacks
Seventh Grade

Blacks

ClassSize76 -1.70 (-3.31)* --d 1

-d

Attend74 -.501 (-2.68)* -.249 (-1.11) .331 (1.57)

Schsize76 -.003 (-.837) -.013 (-4.62)*

Ratio75 .513 (2.89)* .212 (1.39) .049 (.403)

Family Background

TitleIS76e
f

.008 (1.55) .016 (4.29)*

.

dThe direct effects were insignificant in the structural
equation; thus, they were not measured in the reduced form equation
(see note 12).

eTitleIS variables are considred family fackground measures
as was_described_in_Table_(2-1). -They could also be classified as
peer characteristics.

fihese variables wee not estimable for whites.
1

*Significant at the .05 level.

4
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/

TABLE-3=18

Comparisdn of Direct/and Cumulative Effects
Pay Parameter Characteristics

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Direct Effectsg

Eighth Grade Seventh Grade
Experience Whites Blacks Blacks

Texp76

Texp75

Texp74

Texp73

Level of
Education

Hdeg76

Hdeg75

Hdeg74

Hdeg73

Experience

TeXp76

Texp75

Texp74

Texp73

Level of
Education

Hdeg76

.044 (.67) .004 (.04) -.014 (-.20)

.136 (2.69)* .-.057 1-.50) -.169 (-2.42)*

.091 (1,56) .036 (.33)- .039 (.55)

.028 (.59)* .167 (1.79) -.037.(-.62)

-.715 (-2.03)*-- .979 (1.64) .055 (.12)

.660 (1.67) 1.51 (2.34)* .393 (.91)

-.577 ( -1.51) 1.19 (1.61) -.939 (-1.83)

-.S69 (-1.38) .949 (1.32) .104 (.18)

Cumulative Effectsh

-.018 (-.187) :040 (.341)

.447(2.65)* .381 (1.07) -.422 (-1.38)

.009\(.048) ..319 (1.01) \ p.214 (-.736)

.132 (.739) .145 (.436) .071 (.269)

-.015 (-.027) .668 (.922)

155

(cont.)



TABLE 3-18, (continued)

Level; of -Eighth Grade Seventh Grade
Education-. - Whites Blacks Blacks

Hdeg75 -2.59 (-.641) 1.48 (.246) - 3.22 (.545)

Hdeg74 1.81 (.435) .897 (.135) 8.58 (1.20)

-Hdeg73 -3.20 (-.719) -6.71 (-.920) -16.76 (-1.76)

146

.

gThese coefficients are taken from equations (3-1),
(3 -3), and (3-5).

hThese coefficients are taken from Tables (3-6), (3-11),
and (3-16).

i
The direct effects were insignificant.in the structural

equations; thus, they were not measured in the reduced form
equations.

*Significant at the .05 level.
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the structural equation (equation (2-17)), the coefficient on previous

score (CS75) reflected genetic, environmental, and school effects which

were not directly capturable. The reduced form equation (equation

(2 -18)) attempted to separate gamma into indirect compOnents and attri

bute some of its magnitude*to previous teacher, peer, and school-level

inputs. Since so few lagged variableS were, significant, particularly

interms of the teaching variables, it can be concluded for the most

part that the determinants of previous score (CS75) do not include the

variables tested'in this study. This conclusion implies that-previous

studies which utilized lagged achievement as a "control" for inputs

that were not separately capturable did notiseriously underestimate the

total contribution of teaching characteiistics as measured by experi-

ence, level of education, undergraduate college rating, nature of de-

gree, sex, and attendance. Underlying this conclusion is the knowledge

that this study ,represe,,:s the first attempt to explicitly model and

empirically test previous input effects. Further longitudinal research

is necessary to determine if the results can be replicated across dif-

ferent students.

157
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIO4S

The primary motivation for this analysis was to determine the

effects of previous and current resources, particularly teaching re-

sources, in the production of student achievement. Since empirical

studies to date have been unable to thoroughly examine previods.re-
,

source effects, this study serves twin purposes; it provides a check
1

$4,

on the accuracy of cross-sectional analyses as well as explicitly
,

modeling and empirically testing for previous input effects. A brief

"summary of the prdcedure and findings will be presented, followed by a

section discussing the implications of this study for theory, practice,

and further research.

Summary of the Procedure and Findings

--In order to capture all possible effects associated with pre-

vious inputs, the model allowed for two distinct typesbf impacts. Pre-
,

vious inputs were postulated to directly impact current achievement.-

They were further postulated to indirectly, impact current achievement

through previous achievement. Previous achievement level was utilized

by some researchers (Hanushek, trl; Murnane, 1975; and S rs and

Wolfe, 1977) .as a "control" for previous resources that were not cap-

turable., The theoretical model outlined in Chapter 2 divid d the coef-

ficient on previous achievement into indirect components an attempted

to attribute some of its magnitude to previous teacher, peer and school

148
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level inputs. Direct effects of current and previous inputs were ob-

servable from the struct;ral equation (equation (2-17)); The reduced

form equation (equations (2-18) and (2-18a)) permitted the estimation

of the indirect effects of an input through previous achievement; it

thus provided the best measure of an input's: total contribution.

The results across white, and seventh and eighth grade black

samples illustrated that previous and current teacher inputs, as mea-

sured by experience, level of education,-recency of baccalaureate de-

gree:' nature of baccalaureate degree, baccalaureate college quality, sex,

and attendance, were not critical determinants of student achievement.

Various interactions of student's ability (IQ) with the above teaching

characteristics also proved to be insignificant predictors of student

achievement. The only consistently performing teacher Characteristic

was the percentage of non -white teachers in the student's 1975 school

(TNW75). The coefficient on this variable was positive across all three

samples and statistically significant for seventh and eighth grade black

samples. Three additional inputs were consistently. significant across

the samples. Ability, as measured by IQ, and peer inputs, as measured

by classroom mean achievement for the current and first lagged year

(MeanCS75, MeanCS76), were consistently positive. With one exception,

the coefficients on these variables were all statistically significant

at the .10 level. These results are even more interesting in light of

the fact that school differences were unimportant in explaining student

achievement. As can be seen inITables (8-4), (8-8), and (B712) of

Appendix B, the coefficients On the school dummy variables were signi-'

ficant only for black seventh graders. Even in this sample only 10 out °
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68 schools had coefficients significant at the .05 level.

Implicltions for Theory"

4 The methodological construct employed to determine the effects

of various inputs on student achievement was that of the production

function. The production function approach as several. limitations.-

First, there is no theory of teaming to explain the acquisition and re-

tention of knowledge from which such a function would be derivable. In

industrial production it is gene'rally assumed that the Underlying rela-

tionships between inputs which guide the production process are known

and reflect exogenous technological processes. This approach seems rea-

sonable when characterizing the relationship between labor and specific
41

types of machinery; in education the approach may have less merit since

considerable choice exists in terms of both inputs and processes. While

the production function methodolOgy may seem to be more applicable to

certain sectors of the economy than others, it is still a highly useful

method of relating inputs to outputs. In education, however, unlike in

dustrial production, public policies are often discussed in terms of the

results of'estimating-enucational production functions (Hanushek, 1979).

While implications for policy can be made, attwmpts to alter"behavior on

the basis of estimatedlregressio6coefficienes must be made with a great ,

deal of caution. The'time period and location where. the data originate

will circumscribe the generalizability of the empirical results.

Given the production function methodology, we still cannot ii-

nore the problems associated with measuring a single ouput. The statis-

tical implications of omitting non-cognitive outputs were dikussed in
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Chapter.2. The problem can be,minimized, but not\entireliignored, by

examining elementary school students. The weight on\\cognitive outputs

in elementary, school is likely to be higher than in juior and senior

high schools.

A final related point concerns the belief that longitudinal

studies. will make improvements in the specification of the\educational.

production process. The results of the present study regardi7 the sig-

niticance of various teaching characteristics (see Tables (3-17) and

(3-13)) are not that inconsistent with previous studies which an\lyzed

data specific to the individual student. Hanushek (1971), Murnane\(1975),

and Summers and Wolfe (1977) found teacher's level of education to be an

insignificant predictor of achievement. Hanushek (1971) and Murnane \

(1975)1 found years of teaching experience to be unimportant while \

Summers and Wolfe (1977) found experience to be negatively related to

the learning growth of low achievers but positively related to the

learning growth of high achievers. They also found the quality of the

teacher's undergraduate college to be influential, particularly for low-.

income students. The lack of significant interaction variables across

all three samples in the present study is in direct contrast to Summers

and Wolfe. Summers and Wolfe utilized sub-samples of high, middle, and

low achievers while the presentIstudy interacted the teaching characterl.

istics with_ability (IQ). As was discussed in each sample's section on

insignificant variables, the division of IQ into segments of low, middle,

1
Recall (page 28) that Murnane found experience between one and

three years to be significant. The marginal benefits between three and
' five years declined and experience beyond five years was insignificant.
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high,. and exceptional and subsequent interaction' with teaching charac-,\

teristics produced no significantresults. We conclude that either sub-

samples of IQ are measuring different attributes than sub - samples. of
)

achievement or that the exiitence'of vintage and selection effects

(Murnane and Phillips, 1980) may obscure the relationship between ex-

perience and achievement.

The lack of signiticint direct effects across most of the lagged

variables suggests the exclusion of previous charaCteristics does not

seriously underestimate the total contribution of instruction as mea-

sured by experience, level of education, quality of.baccalaureate co)-

lege, nature of baccalaureate degree; sex, and attendance. Further,

these same characteristic; were not critical determinants of gamma, or

the coeffitient on lagged composite-score. Previous studies which

utilized lagged achievement as a "control" for inputs that were not

separately capturable were probably not understating the effect of the

commonly measured teaching characteristics. Given the huge data re-.

quirements inherent to longitudinal analyses the conclusion that lagged

characteristics have little or no lasting impact suggests extensive

data collection of these attributes may ultimately be unproductive.

Implications for Practice .

A. knowledge ofthetechnological,relationship between educa-

tional outputs and inputs can be utilized to suggest the state of effi-

ciency in resource allocation. Once the educational production func-

tion and the prices of the educational inputs are known, *minimum

cost combinations of inputs' roducing the output can be determined. In

order to minimize costs subject to a given output (or maximize output°

1,62
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subject to given costs) inputs must be employed in such a way so that

the marginal rate of technical suostitution equals the input price

ratio. Equivalently', the marginal product to price ratios must be

equal across inputs. These equalities determine economic efficiency.2

Threi.broad categories - family, school and peer group charac-

teristics - were identified as potentially important inputs in the educa-

tional production function. In determining economic efficiency, however,

the most relevant inputs are the school and teaching characteristics. In

the case of the family,inputs, it is not really possible to meaningfully

determine the marginal product to price ratios. The "true" family inputs

are not said in the market. Fin. example, if family income is used as a

proxy for family background, income differences between 'two families may

or may not accurately reflect the characteristics which have an impact

on achievement.

Schools, on the other hand, purchase teacher characteristics

such as possession ofa graduate degree and/or years of experience,

While this does not imply that teacher "quality" is totally captured by

theie two attributes, the fact remains that school administrators do not
\.

explicitly buy "quality"-but inst'ad purchase a bundle of-readily iden-.
O

ttfiable characteristics. Presumably they purchase experience and de-

grees because they have ar strong, positive imPact.on achievement

(Hanushek, 1972:27-32). Alternatively.they do so because teacher's

unions have successfully negotiated these measures in lieu of lessob-

jective estimates of quality. The marginal products of the'two

2See Ferguson (1972) or Henderson and Quandt (1971) for a com-
plete discussion.
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attributet can be detefmined directly.from the production function. Due

to the instabilityOf the coefficients onlevel of education (Hdeg73

Hdeg76) we will calculate the marginal benefits and costs-of teacher

experience only. An examination of, the salary structurefronithe metro -

politan area Considered in this study will yield the price (4 experience.

The marginal benefits and marginal costs can then be compared to suggest
.

the state of.efficiency in terms of hiring. In applyingthe efficiency

criterion it will become clear that a resource which has norsitive im-

pact on achievement can be 'educed or eliminated. The resulting cost

savings can then be allocatedtoresoUrces which do benefit achievement.

Two caveats are necessary before specifically addressing effi-.

ciency Considerations.. First, efficieky implications are based upon

sevoth or eighth grade students enrolled in single school system. The

data utilized to estimate equations (2-17) and (2-18a) originated from

a large central city in the'midwestern United Statei. Sample selecti-

. %city bias may be preseneasothe following stylized salary function sug-

p

Let

P = P(T) = T(E, D, Z)

where: T = tradhing.ability

E a teaching experience

D 7 advanced degrees

Z = motivation or drive, readily identified bi tii.ring officials

but not observedby researchers

P = salary.,

If one assumes,jobs'in the.s6bLirbs are more desirable than jobs.. in the
1,
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central City, thOsesteachers retained inthe central city may have high
,

E and 0 but unusually low Z. Murnane and Phillips A1980) argiielhaethe

existence of selection effects, defined as differences between the aver-.

age abilities'of teachers of a given experience level who choose to

remainflassrOOmteachersand those who chooseJto leave classroom

eaching' (or transfer to'"good" suburban schools), will understate the

estgatedrelitionship between experience and student achievement in a

° crossrsectional sample. They also demonstrate that when-vintage if-
.

ftcts, or differences.in the average abilities of teachers hired at

--° 'different points in time, are explicitly considered the effects of ex-

perience are'more pronounced. Thus, in calculating the marginal pro-

'duct to price ratios we must acknowledge that although experience was

not a. critical explanatory variable in this particular study, selection

. and vintage effects may exist and bias downward the experience/ichieVe-

ment relationship. -Becker (1952) has shown that there are patterns of

selectivity in teachers' movement-from job to job, but he did not deter-

mine if the selection process had anything to do with teaching quality.

The seconiil caveat concerns classroom size. Implicit in the

following section on- cost estimates is the assumption that classroom

- size is constant. Although the role of classroom size has been thorough-

ly researched; no real consensus regarding the sign and, significance of

its coefficient hai been reached. In a review of past studies Glass

s-and Smith (1978) found that average student achievement was increased

When classroom size'was less than 20, The gains from reducing class-

ma size in the 20 to 40 range were slight. in Chapter 3 we noted

that classroom size was generally not a critical explanatory variable.
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. As Murnane (1980) argues, classroom size is best viewed as secondary

resource that affects achievement through its influence on tudent and

teacher behavior (e.g., the costs, of large classroom size y be borne

primailly by children with learning problems. Children with learning

Problems may be absent when achi vement tests are a6ninistered and

hence are excluded from the data/samples).

/\-'-
Marginal Benefits and Marginal Cost
Estimates for-Teacher Experience

. - /
n,determininv the relationship between margrtaal benefits and

1

marginal'costs of teachers' experience, we were hampered by the lack of

statistically significant corI icients on the variajles. As one ap-

proach to the problem we took the reduced form coefficients on teacher
i I

experience, regardless of significance level, and/calculated each in-

/

.

'structor's marginal benefit cross the entire cis by assuming an addi-'
,

.

tional year of education raises wages by four percent (Kalachek and

Raines, 1975). Since the achitvement scores are reported in grade-
\

equivalent units (see page 28),\10 points on th achievement-scale
. ..1

tequals one year of education. Tile reduced fo coefficient multiplied

by the wage elasticity equals the\permanent percentage increase in wages

\
I

due to a unit increment in the input. Translating that percentage in-

crease in hourly wages into annual,\dollar tems, multiplyingby the
\

average classroom size, and computing the prtsent value will yield the

present value of the benefits of an iiicremenial increase in an input

1.

(e.g., one additional year of teaching\experience). The present value

of the marginal benefitsdwere then coma
!

redi to the marginal cost pf the
1.

input to determine if the conditions necessary for economic efficiency

\ I

\J
1S6 \I
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were being met:
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A -

To illustrate this approach consider the following equation
r

from the white sample:

(4-1) CS76 - y4CS72 = .132Texp73 +.009Texis74 + .447Texp75.

.018Texp76 .0006Texp732 - .003Texp742 - .004Texp752

+ .0103Texp762 +,remainder of the equation ..

For the input Texp73, the contribution of an additional year of expert-

end is given by the partial derivative of CS76 - y4CS72 with respect to

Texp73:
,

(42) a (CS76 - y
4
CS721..

132 - .0012Texp73 .aTexp73
,

To examine the strongest possible case for Texp73, let Texp73 = 1.

7 S75
-_,194CS72)(yrs)

132 - .0012 = .01308 .aTexp73

If we assume a constant four percent wage gain per year of education,

a mean wage of $10 per hour, and 2,000 hours worked per year, the-total

classroom increment (TCI) for Texp73 for a class size of 29 will equal

$303.45. Utilizing the present value (PV) formulation of:

(4-4) PV
TCI 1

r (1 +r)n

where: TCI = total classrbom increment

r = discount rate (assumed = .1)

n = number of years until earnings start (assumed'= 4 since

most students are eighth graders)

we can calculate the present value of the benefit's due to an additional

year of teaching experience.

Table (4-1) reports the reduced form coefficients for teachers' .
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TABLE 4-1

Reduced Form Equation Teacher Experience
Coefficients Total Direct and

Indirect Efiectsa

Eighth Grade Seventh Grade
Variables.- Whites Blacks Blacks

Texp73 .132 .145 :071

Texp732 -.0006 -.002 .004

Texp74 .009 .319 -.214

Texp742 -.003 -.003 .004

.Texp75 .447* .381 -.422,

Texp752. . -.004 -.002 ..006*

Texp76 -.018 _b
.040

Texp762 .0003 --b -.001

(3-16).

*Significant at the .05 level.

a
These coefficients are taken.from Tables (3-6), (3-11), and

hThe direct effects were highly insignificant in the structural
equation; thus, they were not measured in the reduced form equation
(see note 12, Chapter 3).

a
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experience. Table,,(4-2) reports the present value)erefe marginal

benefits of experience and also reports, by examining the appropriate

year's salary scale, the marginal cost of an increment of experience.'

In calculating the marginal benefits-negative Coefficient on the

linear experience term was assumed to equal zero. Several additional

points regarding the calculations are worth noting. Given a negative

sign on the squared experience term, the marginal benefits become nega-
a

ti ve whektheiber__Iunotyears.Lexperience_multiplied-by-the
-coefficient

- on squared experience exceeds the coefficient on the linear term. The.

estimated coefficients, however, are presuMably underestimates since

the contribution of experience to students beyond the eighth grade is

not measurable. This latter point is particularly' true -for more recent

inputs (e.g., Texp76 has only the'current year tomake a contribution).

Ideally we would like to measure the total contribution of an input

when students have completed their last year of education.

In most benefit/cost calculations, benefits are found to be

either consistently greater than or less than costs. Although Table

(4-2) is based on a rmber of assumptions, we can see that there is no ,

consistent relationihip between marginal benefits and marginal costs.

The erratic pattern is probably a reflection of the fact that a majority

of the reduced form coefficients were statistically insignificant.

Implications for Future Research

Given the unique nature of the longitudinal data utilized in

this study, several alternative approaches to study the effects of
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TABLE 4-2

A Comparison of the Marginal Benefits
and, Costs ofTeachers' Experience

(Texp7i = 1)

Present ,Value of the Marginal Benefitsa

'Eighth Grade Seventh Grade
Variables Whites Blacks Blacks

Texp73 $2,078.29 $2,240.77 $1,212.17

Texp74 .47.67 4,8Q2.67 122.75

Texp75 7,217.16 5,991.28 184.12

Texp76 9.52 583.07

Marginai Costs of Experiences

1973 $360

\ 1974 360

1975 400

1976 486

aThe marginal benefit calculations are based on the average
class size of each sample for the year in question.

b
The direct effects were not measured.in the reduced,form; thus,

the present value could not be calculated.

c
Given a baccalaureate degree, the marginal costs were generated

by examining salary increments from one to two years of experience.
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teachers on students are suggested. The data could be utilized to

follow teachers (as opposed to students) over time. This approach

would have the benefit of reducing measurement .error because classroom

averages could be used as the measures of achievement. School adminis-

trators would also be able to assess their staffs over a long period of

time. Examination of one year's worth of data would create incentives

for teachers to introduce numerous kinds of year-specific explanations

for Oerformince. The data could also be utilized to locate specific

teachers who were effective at producing achievement gains. Comparison

of effective and ineffectiye teachers through individual observation

could point the way toward collection of more relevant variables and

also help develop theories of instruction.

. .
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Appendix A

DATA PROCEDURES

The two unusually large data bases which are being utilized for

this study required a great deal of attention before statistical proce-

dures could be applied. Access to the student data base.was made pos-'

sibfe by the Board of Education of a large midwestern city.. The Board

supplied the original data base which contained 313,456 student records

covering the years 1968 to 1976 and grades three through eight. The

teacher data base was provided by the state where the city is located.

The original file contained information on all certified teachers in

the state for the yers 1968 to 1976. Because this particular study

involves only one city, the 4-4cher base presently being utilized con-

sists of 21,983 teachers.

The various procedures and steps which were necessary to merge

the two data bases are explained below. It was felt a careful documen-

tation of procedures was essential for two reasons. First, the conclu-

sions reached at the end of an empirical, study are often a result of

logical and necessary procedures applied during the course of data

management. Second, careful documentation is essential if the data are

to be.replicated. The ability to replicate empirical studies is a

highly desirable feature of not only economic research but research

across all disciplines. It is hoped a careful documentation of proce-

dures will not only make replicition possible, bUt, at the same time,

encourage it.
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Step I - Elimination of Years

The first three years, 1968 through 1970, of both data bases

were eliminated. This procedure was necessary because the achievement

tests were not administered consecutively. Some schools administered

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills at the beginning of the school term while

others administered the test at the end. A May achievement test implied

assessing the contribution of the current year's instructor. A September

test implied an evaluation of the previous year's instructor. The mix

of the two situations in one year would have complicated the analysis

considerably.

The frequency of students in these early years varied widely as

the following table shows:

TABLE A-1

Frequency of Students by Year

Number of
Year Students

1968 40,798

1969 18,928

1970 18,820

1971 20,806

1972 39,484

1973 43,083

1974 41,989

'1975 40,061

1976 49,487
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The sudden drop in magnitude of students from 40,798 in 1968 to 18,928

in 1969 suggested problems with the data collection.

A further serious problem existed with duplicate student iden-

tification numbers. A student number was called a duplicate when more

than one record contained the same idedtifier number fora given year.

This sitution arose for one of three reasons: (1) the records actually.

were identical but simply keypunched twice; (2) a student took the

achievement test twice'in the same year, thus resulting in two records;"

or (3) the same identifier number was assigned to two entirely different

students. The large frequency of duplicates-in the early three years,,

41,585 out of 78,546, was a further justification for eliminating those

years Porn the analysts. Aside from the above specific reasons, the `

Board indicated that,.in general, accurate, systematic data management

really did not begin until 1971.

Step II Teacher Name Comparisons

,The.merging of the two data bases depended entirely upon

matching the teacher name, school and year across the student and tea-

cher files. The teacher name in the student file comprised an 11-column

field as opposed to the 22-column field of the teacher file. The

teacher names, school, and year were listed out for both files and

side-by-side comparisons made. The spelling was matched to the first

five letters and name reversals were corrected. Blank spaces were

filled in when it was possible to assign a name, The following example

174
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demonstrates the ppcedure:
1

Student File Teacher File

teacher name,,--school year teacher name school year

D-e-J-h- 1111 75 Doe-John . 1111 75

The teacher file .was the more highly accurate of the two fields

and most changes were made to reflect this fact. There were 14,430

corrections made during this step, resulting in 191,514 records in

which student and teacher data were merged.

....

Step School Number Comparisons
rt

The four -digit school number dicinot always match between the

two files for the lame teacher in a given year. The outline of the

0. general problem was as follows: The teacher file was constructed In
4 .

-September of each year,. primarily for payroll purpotes. The student
.

file was constructed in the Spring when,tne achievement tests were ad-

. minister0. Even-when the teacher Rare and year were identical on the

two-filei, the school nuinbetl did nOt.alwayi match. Early reasoning

7-

suggested that a teacher cocildbe transferredtoa different 'School

after the teach( file was constructed. 'He or she°would not appear in

that school until he following fall - or perhaps not even then if they

only stayed in the ertransfirred school one year,. In the more normal

case, where the instructor stayed in the transferred school for a period

1
The names utilized throughout this appendix were pseudonyms.

The school numbers are also fictitious.

1'75
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longer than one year, the student and teacherfiles eventually agreed.

The first set of changes were thus made on the teacher file. This was

blem of considerable importance since additional school-level data

from separate sources wereito be merged in on the basis of school number

at a later time.
2

. School numbers did not always match because the school number

in the. student file was invalid. Thee cases were separated from the

main file'and attempts' were made to ascertain the proper school. The

\first set of corrections, with the exception of obvious keypunch errors,

invalid school numbers, and situations where a teacher's entire six-year

career was in one school, but off in the middle year of the student file,

were thus made by altteing the school number in the teacher file.

Upon receipt of room attendance figures for each school it was

dis6vered that some of the above Changes-were incorrect. A second set

of corrections became necessary. the reports reflected March classroom

attendance counts and also listed the teacher name, grade, year, and

room number. This information prrided a check to ascertain if a trans-

fer had occcurred. The followingicateogires illustrate the type of

situations encountered.

/2
A simple example helps to clarify the problem. One school-

level variable subsequently merged with the student and teacher data
was racial composition. Instructuor Joseph Lewis appeared in the stu-
dent file in school 7280 whereas, the teacher file indicated he was in
\school 4350. If Mr. Lewis was transferred in late September merging in
school 4350 racial composition would be incorrect as the students he
ught were actually in 7280.
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Teacher Transfers

Year

Link, June - 1974

Student File

167

Teacher File

9999

-/
The room reports showed Ms._ Link was in 1111 and she wasm--

further listed in 1111 for the 1975 and 1976 teacher files. Cases

similar to-the above clearly appeared to be transfers and the teacher"

file was change to 1111.
%

The room attendance reports were recorded in early March while

the achievement tests were administered in May. Thus,-the minimum

amount oftime the teacher was in a particular room is three months.

The full impact of a teacher's effectiveness might not be seen during

such a short period. It thus became necessary to assume thatta large

majority of the transfers took place in the early fall, placing the

teacher in, the room'for practically the entire school term. Convene-
,

tions with various individuals at the Board of Education indicated this

was not an unrealistic assumption. The two main reasons for teacher

transfers, class size needs and desegregation ruling, operate almost

exclusively in September. In any event, the teacher was-assumed to be

in the room long enough. forzthe.full effects to be capturable.

Clne-Year Teachers A t

most of the cases the teacher appeared in the transferred

school in the following year's teacher file. Even if the teacher only

appeared in the system for one year out of a possible six, the school

change was still made on the teacher file if the room attendance reports
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and the student file agreed. If the room attendance reports indicated

thcperson was; not in that school, no school change was made and the

4tcase failed to merge.

KeyouncbiErrort'

The room attendance reports also made keypunch errors more ob.

vious and the teacher or studenfile was changed depending on the

teacher's placement in the. reports. For example:

Room
Attendance -

Year StudentFile Teacher File Reports

Walker,.Evelyn. 1975 1211 '. 1121 1121

In this case the student file was changed to 1121.

Invalid School Numbers

A similar procedure was followed for invalid school' numbers.

The school change was 'made to reflect the teacher's placement in the

roan attendance rei?orts. It becaMe clear during this particular step
. .

that many student records with invalid school numbers had been dupTi-
,

q
.

cated by the original keypuncher's of the data. .

t
, . s ,

Room
Attendance

. .Year StudentFile Teacher File Reports
, e ,

.Rule, Claudiet 1974 0000 190 1960'

' As. Rule already had a class in school 19500th the same number of

students as she(had in .school 0000.: Changing the 0000 School to 1950

would have.given hei twice as large a cl#ss as she actually had. The

0000 school number was thus changed to 9999 so it would not merge.

9



Schools with Branches

sever 41 of the "schools in the system had branches and were

nUMlier. The student file often did not

differentiate between the main School and its branch. A teacher in

t.,

school *1450 may actually have taught/in the branch school, 1452. This.

situation would nbt have mattered except for the fact that the addi-

tional school-level. data were aggregated over some but not all branches.
.

'%' If the additional data were aggregated (i:e., school 1450's racial ced-

*Won was calculated by including students fromathe branch) a school

0

number change was unnecessary. If the branch data were calculated

separately, the, school number in the student file was changed to reflect

placement in the room attendance reports..

'Step IV - "Blank" Teacher Names .

No teacher nameswere associated with the records of 4,563

students. Due to the possible biases inherent in his situation (poor ,

4

teicheiS deliberately leaving the forms blank) a s ecial effort,xas

Made to find the correct teacher. The room ittbdance-reports were

crucial to this task. The student file contained school, grade, and

room number variables so the ."blanks" were sorted on these criteria for

every year. Using the roomattendince reports virtually 99 percent of.

the "blanks" that had room numbers were identified and the correct

,:teachername inserted.- The remaining 'blanks". could not be identified'

unless a sitOition such as the following occurred. -The classroom sorts

of the student file produced two full classrooms. IT the "blanks" sort
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also produced a full_classroom and only thre teachers existed in the

school for that grade, it was assumed the "blanks"' were associated with

the'third teacher not in the sorted classroom file.

Correct identification was made for 2,870 'blanks." The filled-
,

i \

teacher nanie was then checked against the teacher file for spelling

land school location. Duringthis procedure several types of situations

I

arose.

Substitutes'

It became appirent that several classrooms had substitutes not

in the teacher file (instructors not certified for that year). John
I

Doe was listed in the student file and as a temporary substitute in the
s

room attendance reports. He never appeared in the teacher file; thus,

it yould have been impossible for his students to merge successfully.

'XXXX Codes

The special four-digit school code, XXXXrepresentedleichers
ti

who were on professional leave of absence. One teacher with this classi-

fication actually had a classroom according to the room attendance re-
1

ports., It was thus assumed she,had planned to be on leave in the fall

but was called .back or changed her mind.

Branch Schools

The same procedure was followed as in Step III on page 169.
1 I

fortunately, all the particular branch schools in'question were aggre-

, 1

gated over their main "schools and the room attendance reports were only

necessary for consistency. 4Y
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Transfers

'As in previous school, number problems (see Step III) a small

number'of the filled-in blank school'ntimbers did not, match across the

two files. Again using the room attendance reports as confirmation,

the teacher file was changed to match the student file.

Room
Attendance

Year Student File Teacher. File Rtports

Martin; Maude 1975 5555 1111 5555

Ms. Martin"was also-in the 1976 teacher file in school 5555 so this

case, and other like cases, were assumed-to be transfers.

Step V- Duplicate Teacher Names

A duplicate teacher existed-when two teachers had the same name

and were-ere in the same school for the same year. Since the merge process

was on the basis of the first five.letters of teacher name, school and

year, names like Brown would not'merge properly. The followin9 case is

an example from the student file:

School Grade Room Number

Brown 1971 2100 4 218

Brown 1971 2100 8 304

Merging on the first five letters, school, and
1

the wrong students and teachers together. The

on the first five letters of the name, school,

attached to check fdr duplicates. The student
,

.7
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year might have placed

teacher file was sorted

and year and a counter

file was sorted
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similarly and "eyeballed" for duplicates. Using the room attendance

reports to identify the first name, the merge than took place on the

entire 11-charadter field of.teacher name. In the above example, ek-

tendingBrown to include the first names made the name u.dque and the

merging proceis culminated propeily. Only in one case did the 11-

character field contain a duplicate and the "blank" between. the first,

and last name was removed to make it unique. (Washington is not unique

up to 11 characters unless the space is compressed between the first and

last name).

If the

was present on

room attendance reports showed a different teacher than

the student file, the year was changed to "99" to make

a non -mergecase.

School Year

Bond 1111 . 1973 3

Bond 1111 1973 3

Grade Room Number

119

125
r

The room attendance reports showed Room 119 was occupied'by Mary Sims

whereas Room 125 was occupied by Joyce Bond. The student records asso-
,

ciated,with Room 119 were changed so they would not merge. If the

teacher administering the. achievement test did not appeal' in the March

room attendance reports, one-could not be. certain the teacher was in

the room for even three months. It was thus felt forcing the case to

not merge was the most desirable option. These cases were later checked

for two-person rooms, a category which will be further explained below.

kr

O
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The whole process began with 313,456 student records covering

the years 1968 through 197C,. The first three years were eliminited

(78,546) and "blanks" (4,563) and duplicate teacher names (13,320)-were

handled on separate files. Additional records (3,770) were eliminated

if the four-digit school number exceeded 8999. Aside from these schools --
f

-being either private or church-related, the teacher name field was the'

--tchdoiiame displaced by one column. This fact cast doubt on the nature

of the recoros so they were removed. Thus, 213,257 records were left

to correct names and schools. Of these 191,514 student records merged

successfully; 21,743 failed to merge based on the criteria of five-

letter 'name, schoolandyear.

These 21,743 non-merged records fell into roughly seven cate-

(dories.

Non-Matching Years 4

The largest category Was comprised of cases where the student

file.teacher did not appear in the teache- file until the subsequent-

year (i.e., the teacher was in both the row( attendance reporti and

student file for 1974 -but not fn the teacher fle until 1975). Since

school effects are measured by the charaleristics of the teacher in

the given year, no attempt was made to backdate teacher records. Years

of education, experience; and salary `fin a ssibseguent year would not

'reflect thecurrent year accurately so these cases remained without

tetr.her data.

.183
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Teachers on Leae

The second group consisted of-teachers who were listed as on

professional leave in the teacher file but appeared in the room atten:-

dance reports and/or the student file. Since it was often difficult to

-ascertain how long the teacher was in'the classroom or the form of their

compensation, these reccirds remained without teacher data.

Name Corrections (continued)

This,category consisted of name corrections which were missed

in the first phase of the process due to human error.

School Corrections (continued)

/ The fourth group consisted of schoOl corrections not made in

the first-or second phase. Transfers were again assumed to occur in

the early fall.

Married Teachers-

Many teachershadbeen either married or divorced in the six

year period under consideration. The teacher filie often did r. )t ro-

flect their current status; that is, their maiden name appeared some-

, times and at other time their married name appeared. As long as the

teacher identification numbers were identical the name wad changed to

reflect. their status in the room attendance reports and student file.

Substitutes

The sixth category wascomprised04tudents whose instructors

never appeared in the teacher file at all and thus were-not certified

184
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personnel.

Two-Teacher Rooms

A number-of-Students had one instructor from apprOXimately

September to March'(appeared in the teacher file and room attrndance
.

reports) and another instructor from March to May (sighed the achieve-

ment tests). The teacher from September to March became the teacher of

record but/the cases were flagged for identification of this special

occurrence.

Applying the changes necessary for the above categories yielded

9,429 additional records in-which student and teacher data were merged.

The unmerges were'thus reduced from 21,743 to 12,314.

Blanks and duplicates were combined and merged on the criteria

of eleveri-letter teachername, school and year. Of these 17,883 records,

14,874 merged successfully. Included in the 3,009 non-merges were the
.

?forced non-mergers" (the year was changed to 99). The year was then

changed back for those classrooms which had two teachers. The teacher

from September to 14-ch became the teacher of record and again the re-

cord was flagged to identify this exceptional case. There were 175 re-

cords in the two-teacher room catcgory,.leaving 2,834 blanks and dupli-

capes not associated with teacher file data.

Asummary ommerge information indicates the following:

115,992 merged records

,12,314 unmerged records

II '2',834,unmerged blanks and duplicates

231,140 1

185
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O

The unmerged records were "merged" so they would again be part of the

working file, yet blanks appeared following the_usual teacher informa-

tion. This procedure was necessary so that all student records had a

logical record length of 263 characters.

Step VI - Addition of School
Level Data

Data which were obtained from other sources but relevant to the

working merged student/teacher file were added to make the logical re-

cord length 296 characters. Unlike the earlier data which were Col-

lected at the individual level, the seven added variables were aggre-

gated at the school level. The variables were:

1. Regular Grades - the total enrollment of the school,

2. Title I Students Seiwed

3. Percentage of Student Attendance

4. Percentage of Non-White Students

5. Percentage of Teacher Attendance

6. Percentage of Non-White Teachers

7. Pupil/Regular Classroom Ratio.

These data were merged by school number to all student records for the

fiscal yeari 1974 through 1976.

- Addition of
Gourman Data

Two variables were added to the working file in order to test.

for a possible relationship between the teacher's undergraduate and

-4
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graduate training and student achievement; The institution where the

teacher received his or her degree and any graduate degrees was already

present on the working file. The two added variables were Gourman

,ratings of the Baccalaureate Institution and the Highest Degree Institu-

tion. The Gourman ratings were based on the undergraduate programs of

nearly all colleges and universities in the United States. The areas

rated included: (1) individual departments, (2)-administration..(3)
o

faculty (including research), (4) student services, and (5) general

areas such as facilities and alumni support. The actual rating was thus

a simple average of these five areas (Gourman, 1967). With the addition

of the two Gourman variables the logical record length equaled 302 char-

acters.
(

'Step VIII - Duplicate
Student Numbers

It was previously mentioned that one of the justifications for

eliminating data from 196815rough 1970 revolved around the large number

of duplidated student numbers. Duplicate student numbers, also present

in the 1971 through 1976 data, were handled in the following manner:

Identical Number-Different Student

Each time a student number appeared more than once id the same

year, all the years (1968-1976) associated with that number were printed

and the-birth dates compared. The record which had a birth date not

matching the pattern of the other years was eliminated.

187
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Student Number Year Birth Date

000200 ! 1968 3/57

000200 1971 3/57

000200 1971 5/58

In the above case the record with birth date 5/58 was deleted. A

maj'rity of the cases fell into this category and were thus easy to dis-

entangle. If the birth dates were identical and the grades different,

the record "out-of-step" on grade progression was deleted.

Student Number Year Grade

001772 1972 6

001772 1973 7.

001772 1973 8

Here the record associated with grade 8 was eliminated. Implicitly it

was therefore assumed students were not retrained or advanced'in grades.

Identical Number - Identical Student

The printing of the entire record, including test scores, showed

certain records were not exact duplicates of each other. One record of

the two was then deleted.

Identical Number - Identical Student - Different Scores,

A small number of records with the same student number appeared
! -

to be the same individual who had been retested on his or her achieve-
r-

ment: Retests were supposed to occur when a studnet performed excep-

tionally above or below his projected work level. In practice, retests
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occurred infrequently and since scores were not widely disparate, a

°random record was dropped. The number of deletions due to the above

three categories totaled-3,239 leaving 227,901 records. Of the 313,456

total possible records, 72 percent thus remained and constituted the

working "merged" file.

Step IX - Creation of
Classroom Variables

Student peer group characteristics, so important in previous

research (Coleman et al., 1966; Murnane, 1975; Winkler, 1977; and

Summers and Wolfe, 1977), were created from variables present.on the

original student file. All students having a valid teacher (the teacher

identification number was not missing) were sorted by teacher identifi-

cation number and year to obtain unique classrooms. If the teacher

identification number was missing, the students were sorted by year,

school and room number to vain obtain a unique classroom. ,While the

q goal was to calculate classmate characteristicsdpver the widest range

of possible students, several words of caution are necessary. If a

student was absent the daythe achievement tests were given, he or she

would not appear in the student file for that particular year. If low

achievers are systematically absent, variables such as class mean'

achievement will be over-estimates of the true classroom mean. To de-

termine the extent of absences arandom check was 7dadsi comparing the

room attendantiCounts to the class size Of the student/file' In a ,

majority of the classes the student file classroom counts deviated only

two orthreer students from the room attendance figures.' Although the

189
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closeness of the two figures was encouraging, the comparison was still

rather. crude and the possibilities for bias remain strong.

The classmate characteristics created were the following:
0

1. Mean achievement of the classroom (Iowa-Test of Basic

Skills) ,-

2. ;Standard deviation of classroom achievement

3. Variance of_classrooin achievement

4. Skewnets of classroom achievement

5. Mean IQ (Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test)

6. Standard deviation classroom IQ

7. Variance of classroom IQ

8. Skewness of'classroom IQ

9. Classroom size ,

The only students for which classmate characteristics could not beical-
/

'cal-

culated were those with both an invalid teacher identifier and an'in-

valid room number. In these cases a unique classroom assignment was

impossible. Fortunately, only 1,468 students out of the possible

227,901, or .6 percent, fell into this category.

Step X - Addition of Racial Data

The lack of god,' family background variables made the acquisi-
i

tion of racial data on the student especially important. The Board, of

Education provided racial Information. on students who 'had-been enrolled

in'the city school. system-(elementary, junior and senior) as of September

1976. /the students utilized'in this study, howeverlicovered the years'

1971 to 1976. Students in the seventh or eighth grades of the early

190 1.
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years would most likely not be in the system in September of 1916.

'These particular students would not have racial data associated with

their records.

Tlie racial data were merged with the working file by student'

number-. The problem of duplicate student numbers in the racial data

again arose. If a student number appeared twice and had a different.

race, the birth dates were printed for comparison, purposes,- Birth dates

were Rri;ted laff the working file to assure the "right" race would be

merged to the "right" person. In effect, for,duplicate student numbers.,

the merge took place on the basis of student number and birth date.

Racial data were thus added to 139,435 students of 61 percent of the

total "merged" sample.

Step XI - Middle and Special,

Schools Deleted

Assesisment of teacher effectiveness is complicated considerably

when a student has more than one teacher over the course of the school

.year. Aiddleischools, where the student has a different teacher for

each stlbject typ4iy this situation most clearly. Students who attended

middle school were thus omitted from the analysis. Problem students
4

assigned to s etial schools were also-omitted since th'; Characteristics

.1of these stil !its would differ radically from the main

number 'of std eats deleteddue to their attendance in a
1 .,,

-school totaled 12,015.

191
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Longitudinal History
.
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t"One finCsteps.in the constructionsof:a working file'

' i;IvOlved building a longitu inal history'for each student. The student

identification number, sex, firth date,, race were placed at the
.

front of. the record.. Thest constant variables were followed-by the six

potential years of test data, teacher data, school-level data, Gourman

. data, and classmate data. This.proiedure demonstrated that there were

91,595 Unique itudents, 55 percenOoth racial data, covering the years

1971 tql1976 and grades three through eight.

The operational model outlined In Chapter Twp requires students

s'to'be in the merged file consecutive years. A decislon was thus made to

limit the statistical analysis to those students who were presentin

the merged file either five or six consecutive years. The lack of good

family background data further required the use of only-those records

where racial data were available, The maximum sample was thus composed

of 6,605 students, or 13 percent of the total number o= unique students

.4.

4-

- with racill M

Careful examination of this percentage demonstrates it is not,

as small as it first appears. In order to meet the five or 'six consecu-

tive year stipulation, a stuaent would have t4 have been in the thirdor
. .

,

fourth grade in tither 197I.or 1972. Of the 91,595 unique students,

.21,111 (or 23 percent) were in, the third or fourth grades for the 'vele-
,

'ant grades for'the relevant years. Requiring ratialt data reduced the

maximum potential sample fie:in-21017 to 11,842. Since 6,605 pupil; with

racial data were aCuilly.presint five or six consecutive years, 21

if

192
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1 percent of the total potential simple or 55 percent of the iotal poten-

tial
I

racia) sample Was represinted.

o
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Appendix

FREQUENCIES,'CORRELATIONS, AND
SELECTED REGRESSIONS,

O
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TABLE E-1

White Sample
,

-.Years of Teacher. Experience
t

I

Years of 1976 -
1 75

Experience Teacher Percent Teacher ,Percent

1

2

3

4

..

19

....

7

52

5 70

6 46

7 37

8 41

9 70

10 61

11' 49

12' 36

13 24

14 25

15 '4 66

16 33

17 ',- 22

18 '55

19 29

195

1.6 34 2.9

33 2.8

.60 28 2.3

4.4 71 6.0

5.9
.

55 4.7

3.9 39 3.3

3.1 42 3.5

3.5 62 5.3

5.9 t7 5.7

5.2 55 4.7

4.1 38 3.2

3.0 30
-

.2.5

2.'0 11 .94

2.1 50 4.2

5.6 27 2.3

2.8 29
,

2.4

1.8 15 1.2

4.7 24 2.0

2.4 2 .17

19731974

Teacher Percent Teacher Percent

16 ',;',.. 1.3 50 4.2
.

0,

42 3.5 109 8.9

103 8.8'- 67 5.7,

37 '3.1 0 101 8.6

44 3.7 59 - 540
70 5.9 49 4.?

104 8.9 68 5.8

88 7.5 45 3.8

19' 1.6 29 2.4

27 2.3 -50 4,2

8 .68 6 .51

3 .25 1 .08

23
. 1.9 . 16 1.3

24 2.0 25 2.1

60 5.1,. elm Mb

-- -- 25 2.1

25 2.1 29 2.4

.77 12 1.0

2 .17 25 2.1 0-31
4b 1

196
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Years of 1976 1

Experience. Teacher - Percent

20 -- mr..

. 21 32 9.7

ilp 21 1.7 .

23 27 2.3 1

-24 55 , 4.7

25 64'& 5.4

26 25 2.1!
0.4-

27 15
.

- 1.2

28 11 .94

29 39 1.3.

30 t 20 1.7'

11
..... 23 1.9

32 6 .51

33 , -- --
34 15 1.2

35 20 i 1.7

.

-TABLE B-1 (Continued)

1975

Teacher Percent

40 3.4

54 4.6

6 : _.51

93 7.9

13 I' 1 .

12 1.0

12 1.0.

3 .256

. 31 2.'6

10 .85

5 ,.42

13 . 1:1

1 .08

. 47 4.0

18 1.5

12 1 1.0I d1

36 .25
.7_

, .60'
_

.1
1__..._

25 2 . ' 5 .42

137. 38 .-- --
' 28 2.3

39 18 . 1.5 1 .17 1.4

40 -- -- -- --

197
198

1.

1974 1973
Teacher Percent Teacher

22 1.8 18

19 , 1.6 32

53 4.5
-

,- 41'

25. 2.1 Pr -

e 62 5:3 22

21 1.7 61 .> 9 :

20 1.7 22

9 .77 12

13 1.1
,

21

7 .60 10

15 6, 1.2 1

-- -- 47

'''' 87 7.4 --

15 1.2 64 '5.1

39 3.3 -- .-

-- -- .241 2.0 ..,

13 1.1
.

6 ,51
. . ,

'22 1:8 - 11 :94
"

. .,
...- 5 .42

.08 7 .60
,

2 .17 7 ,.60

1.5

2.7

3.5

1.4

1.8

.77

1.8

1.0

1.7

`; .85

.08

4.0

4



Years of
Experience

41

42

43

44

45

146,

v-

1

.

TABLE B--.1 (COntinuid)

1976
. 1975.

Teacher 'Percent' Teacher PerOent
.

.42

6 .51 -- --

-- --

16 1.3

OID

7 .60

1974
Teacher Percent

-1973

Teacher Percent
.

5 .42 12 1.02'

2
e

.17

11 .94 6 . .51

010111 41.'

MO

O

411114111
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TABLE B-2

White Le441 of Education
a

1976 Teacher

a

Frequency 4 Percent

Baccalaureate Degreu 733 62.81

Master's, Educa tion-.

Doctor s Degree

1975 Teacher

434 \ 37.18

187

1 ' , ,-

Freidency Percent '' .i

...

.

Baccalaureate Degree 722 61.86

Master's, Education
Specialist, or

- Doctor's Degree

.11974 Teacher

Baccalaureate Degree

Master's, Education
Specialist, 9r
Doctor's Degiee

1973 Teacher

'Baccalaureate Degree

Malter's, Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree

a

"1

445 38.13

Frequency Percent

782 67.00

.7t

385 , 32.99

Frequency Percent

\ 820 70.26

347 29.73

201
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TABLE B-3

White - Cciirelations>.7

,31
-

4

_

188

1

.

.. .

CS72-IQ
.

CS72-CE75Y . ills= CS73 - Mean CS74
..716 .876 \ r .776

, . ,
-.

CS73-IQ' ..,"itS71-CS75 ---L='----TMeauCS73--=-Mean CS75
.715 .910. «t .718

. ..,
-."

CS74 -IQ .
CS74-CS7$ I Mean CS74 - Mean C375

;728, :439-%
. .840,

...

-I

CS75 -IQ \ CS72-CS74 Mean 'CS74 -. Mean 'CS76
__..747*. __ _,...?1, :8881 .782

.. ..--

cs73-CS74 Mein CS75.,- Mean CS76
.

. .924 .836 .

0

CS72-CS73, . Schsize 74 -ichsize 75
.908 .857

->.:

CS73-CS76 - Attend 74 - Attend '''*;. Schsize 74 - Schsize 76
.886 .784 .779

CS76-IQ
. .734

CS72-CS761
.853

CS74-CS76
.911

CS75-CS76
.934

Attend 74 - Attend 76
,.712 .

Schsize 75 - SChsize 76
.914

AttenC75 - Attend 76 Tnwn/-- Tnw76
.778 .799

Recency 76 - Texp 76 Title75 Title1S74 Title75 -sTitle76.
A31 .805 .758t

Recency 75 - Texp 75 Title74 - Titlels75 Title73 - Titles74
...
04 .870 e .759 ' .764

Recency 74 - Texp 74 Title75 - Title1s75 Title74 - Titles74
- 890 .992 . .957.

Recency 73 - Texp 73. Titlels74 - Titlels75
.820 .814

4itle73 - Title74 Title75 Title1s76
.796 ..729

CI

Title74 - Title75 Title76 - Titlels76
-.784 .978

202 a
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TABLE 314
.

White Sample -,:Structarea Equation Estimates
. with School'76 as a Dummy Variable

VtrkabIes

I

Coefficients

3..

"t- Statistics

IQ .

School 76

Tan)
Texp `76

Texp
Texp 75
Texp 742
Tixp 74
Texp 732.
Texp 73

HDog 76 '
1 if

Sped.,.
HDeg 75.S

PhD.
Hpul 73
College Rating
College Rating
College Rating
College Rating_ z73

Eddeg 76
Eddeg..75

MA, Ed.

76 .

75
:11'?. 1001)

74

0

1 if Degree in
Education

7

1 if a 30

.

'-

.83.7

.146

.294

.119'

.001

'.268

-.003

-.027
-:002
.029
.001

-3.80
-3.99
1.05

- .532
.442

-1.65

-2.58,
-2.29
- .691
-'647-
- :273

.265

.171

.03e
- .023

.028
.10 .052

i .055

1- .115

1:

.198

.783
1- :269

.319

.616

.583

..455

.126

.001

.076

.0002

.003

35.70
3.24

.93

.72

_.44
--2.05
-2.12

,- .19
-1.63

.21

.66

14.23
' -1.26

.33

- .15

.14

.53

.80

- .75
-1.13

-1.01
,,re Ate

- .56
4.76
'130

- .51
.76

- .66
.49

- .85
-1.43
-1.45
- .53
- .74-
1.31
1.90

-2.02

.74

.03

.98
- .05
1.00

1

C

4:

,C10

Eddeg 74
,Eddeg 73

WeanCS 76
MeanCS 75
MeinCS 74
MerinCS 73

SDCS 76
SDCS 75

74
DCS 73

Class/Size 7t.
ClassISize 75
Class Size 74.
Class Size 73

'. Attend 75
Attend 74

T1lttend,75
TAttend 74
TM. 75
.Schsize_75

'Schsize 74

3
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TABLE B-4 (Continued) .

Variables 1

.
' .

Coefficients , t-Statistics "

5,

?wit/Teacher Ratio 75
Tupil/Tacher Ration 74

IQ senexp 76
IQ * Texp 75
IQ * Texp 74

t-

IQ'* Texp 73
t.

.

'IQ * Bdeg
IQ* Bdeg'75
,IQ * Bde074
IQ * Edeg 73
,IQ * College Rating 76
IQ * Collige Rating 75
IQ * College Rating 74
.IQ College Rating 73

.154
.. ali
-, .001

.001
.001

- .0005

....

.027

-.045

- .015
,

- .00009
.001, .

.021

.022

.018

.

.

.1

1

.

.,

65.
-'.70

.

- .72
- .94
1.16 .

- .45 .

.92'

1.49
- .51
- .00

,
.06

.74

.70

.64

,.

, .
,-:.

(,

1

, ,

,..:-.4

0 7

sot

- .

Dependent
.

Variable:'' 1976 Composite Achieyekient Score on Iowa Test of
Basic 4ki1l.s, constant = -31.40; R2 = .912; n r 994

t

4Sdhool 76yas.the school the studeht,attended_in 1976. 'There were 45
'separate schools; hoWever, none of tfiese.were-significant at. the .05
level. :

,

y
. . ,

. ..,
. -b

A majority of'the observations were at 270; (i.e.:, the instructors' .

undergradustetcollege was rated at 270) thus the break had to be made
at 300. .

ti

4

f

e

1

. s

t

' Is
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'TABLE B-5-

Black Eighth Grade Sample - Yeari \of Teacher. Experience
i

\
\ ,---

t
.,. .

\

,Years oe-, ' L976 .. 1975
i 1974 1973

.-waserience
. Teacher Percent Teacher Percent Teacher Percent Teacher _ Percent

1" 4.1 13 1.4 62 6.9
2 16 1.8 63

.03
7.0 128 14.4 'e

3 .11 1.2 62 6.9 120 13.5 82 9.2
4' 36 4.0 109 12.2 ' 82 9.2 50 5.6
5 98 ' 11.0. 70 7.8 70 7.8 42 4.7
6 44 4.9 92 '10.3 36 4.0 70 7.8

56 6.3 21 2.3 68 7.6 32 3.6
8 '34 3.8 25 2.8 52 5.8 46 5.1
9

10 YS;T:

e.2., 9 7

53

.-,

i ',, 10.9

"- 5.9

54

57 ,

6.0

604

59

4

6.6

.450.

1
11 68 :7.6 62 6.9 1 .113 18

. 2.02
68 7.6 28 3.1 14 1.5 6 ..676

13.
4

12 1.3 15 1.6 2, .225 7 .788
14. 3 .338 25 2.8 13 . 1.4 .les
15 44 4.9 12 : 1.3 13 1.4 28 3.1
16 3 .338 5 .563 li 1.4 2'0 2.2
17 : 10 1.1 -- -- 4 .450 24 2.7
18. .113 9 3.0 38 4.2 24 2.7
19 16 1.8 24

_
2.7 17 5 .563 a

20 ;16 4.0 25 - 2.8 4 .450 18 2.0
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TABLE B-5 (Continued)

Years of 1976 1975"
Experience Teacher Percent Teacher

21 1 18 2.0

22 1 .113

23 2 .225,

24 13. 1.4

25 2 .225

26 37 4.1

27 8 .901

I 28 23
I

2.5

29 1 .113

30 21 2.3

31 8 .901

32

33

34 1 .113

35 7 '.788

alio Ass MOOD

36

37

38

39

40

41

-- --
22 2.4

25 2.8

14 1.5

--

4

16

14

10

5

11 I

8

4

- 23

8

5

Percent
1974

Teacher
I ,

18

.45b'

1.8 19

1.5 18

1.1 12

.563 4

1.2 --

.901 --

.450 26

2.5 5

.901 8

.563 8

6

2 .225 1

. 1973
Percent Teacher Perc.at

1 2.0 -- --

1.9 10 1.1

2.1 6 .676

2.0 7 .788

1.3 11 1.2

.450 - 18 2.0

-- 23 2.5

.- 35 3.9

'2.9 12 1.3

.563 --

i

--

.901 -- --

.901 2 .225

.676 -- --

1
2 .225

1 ' .113

12 1.3

11 1.2

11 1.2

4 .450 .

13 1.4

3 .338

, 2 .225

5 .563

1 .113 4,

5 .563 0_4

2 .225 Al



TABLE B-5 (Continued)

Years of 1976 1975 1974 1973Experience Teacher Percent Teacher 1 Percent reacher. Percent Teacher Percent
6 4d -- -- -- . -- -- i- eftt

43 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
44 ..... MO ME. MD MI. Ma MB Im am -- 1 .113":.

.1209

O

+.

21.0



TABLE B -6

Black Eighth Gade_Sample,_- Level

1976 Teacher:

Baccalaureate Degree

Master's, Education
Specialist, or.
Doctor's Degree,

1975 Teacher

of Education

Frequency

57i-- 64.30

Percent

317

Frequency

35.69

e

Percent

Baccalaureate Degree

Master's,. Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's-Degree:

1974 Teacher

644

244

Frequency

BacCalaureate Degree

Master's, Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree

1

702

186

Frequency

75.52

, 27.47

Percent

Baccalaureate Degree

Mastei's, Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree

4

685

203

211 .

79.05

20.94

Percent

77.14
c

22.86



TABLE B-7

Eighth Gra4e 81ack_Sample Correlations .7

CS72 -IQ
. 724 .

CS73 -IQ

.749

CS74 -IQ

.734..

CS75 -IQ

.725

CS72-6S761
. 6

CS73-CS76
.783

CS74-CS76
. 815

CS75-CS76
. 853

Recency 76 -,Texp
.899

76

Recency 75 - Texp 75
.938

Recency 74 - Texp 7#
.858 .

Recency 73 - Texp 73
.907.

CS72 -CS75

. 792

CS73-CS75
.824

CS74-CS75
.

CS72-CS74
.779

CS73-CS74
. 830

CS72-CS73
.846

"Schsige 74 - Titlels75,
.775

195

Schsize,17:1, ..Schsize 76

Title73 Title74
:882

. Title73 - Title75
.706

Title74 - Title7S
.779

Title75 - Title76
.893

Tit1c74 Titlels74

Schsige 74 -Schsize 76
-720,

212

Tnw75 - Tnw76
.817
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TABLE B
1

Black Eighth Grade Sample - Structural Equation Estimates
with School 76 as a Dummy Variable

Variables

CS75

IQ a
School 76

Sex
Texp 762
Texp 76---
Tamp 75,
Texp 75`
Texp 742
Texp 74
Texp 73
Teikp 732

1141!" 7.7! 1 if M.A.; Ed.
""---- Specialist orHdeg 74

Ph.D.
Hdeg 73

College Rating 76
College Rating 75

111 t 300if
College Rating 74
College Rating 73

Eddeg 76
Eddeg175
Eddeg 74
Eddeg 73 t

MeanCS 76
MeanCS 75
MeanCS 74 I

MeanCS 73
SDCS 76 ,

SDCS 75
SDCS 74 1

. SDCS73
Class ize,76
Class S c /5 - .460 - .53

196

\Coefficients t-Statistics

.817
1 24.91

.295 4.63
--
.109 .22
.149 .52

- .0006 - .16
1.00 2.96

-- .004 -1.03
.264 .91

- .002 - .a64

a -- .149 - .49
- .003 -1.18
6.94 1.41
.803

4.23
.15

.72
- .191 --.03

'.048 .01
-7.89.- -1.59
-4.45 : - .98
9.09 1.89
.162 .16

- .784 - .92
.679

.
- .86

.324 .41

.393 5.37
- .140 -1.'91
- .082 -1.44

.088 1.46
- .064 - .30

.148 \ .77

.078
0

.40
.012 - .06

1.54 1.30

301 if ?.Class Size 4 - .296 - .45
Clans Size 7 > -..220 _r, .34

TitleIs75 , - .006 - .74
titleIs74 414 1.76

° Attend 75 - .191 - .47
Attend-74 .275 ., -.97
TAttend 75 - .008, - .02
TAttend 74 - .114 - .47
Thy 75 .031 .70

213
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197

TABLE B-8

Variables

(Continued)

(.1

Coefficients

-

r

t- Statistics

Schsize 75
-Schlize 74

Pupil/Ratio 75
Pupil/Ratio 74
IQ * Tesp 76
IQ * Team 75
IQ * Tag'? 74

, ,,

IQ * Testi 7B

IQ * &leg 76
IQ* Hdeg 75
IQ * Hdeg 74k .

IQ * Heg 73 .

IQ * College-Rating 76
IQ * College Rating 75
IQ * College Rating 74
IQ * College Rating 73

.0006

, - ,002
,;,;-- .018

.

.369
- .0008
- .008
- .001

.003

.075
- .002
- .030

.005

- 413
.083

.055

- .092

.14,
- ;79
- .08

1.58
- .34
-2.92
-- .51
1.04

"

- .03
- .48

.08

- .26
1.58
1.12

-1.79

Dependent Variable: 1976 Composite Achievement Score on Iowa Test of
0 Basic Skills, constant = -39..68; R2 = .832; n = 758

a
Schad). 76 was the s4hool the student attended in 1976. There were 62
separate-schools; however, none were significant at the .05 level.

bA-#ty-of-the-4bsemvations were at 270, (i.e., the instructors'
undergraduate college was rated at 270) thus the break had to be made
at 300.

-
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TABLWB -9 I

'black. Seventh Grade Sample - Years of Teacher Experience
1

\...N

Mors of 1976 .1975 1974 1973
Experience Teacher Percent Teacher Percent Teacher' Percent Teacher Percent

, :,

1 113 6.7 23 - 1.3 8 .494 140 8.5
.2 -- -- o 32 1.9 52 3.2 170 10.3
3 24 1.4 128 7.6 182 11.2. 145 8.8
4 93 54 149

0
8.9 156 \ 0 9.6 . 127' . 7.7i 15. 1834. 11.0 112' 6.7 111 6.8 112 6.8

....6

7

113

178

.6.7

10.7

85

68

.5.0

4.0
t

71

96

lif

4.3

5.9

110

39

6.6

2.3
a 52 3.1 104 6.2 81 5.0 138 8.3
9 79 4.7 81 14.8 105 6.5 53 3.2

10 126 7.5 101 6.0 86 -5.3 43- 2.6
11 . 55 3.3 96 5.7 58 3.5 77 4.6
12 87 5.2 1 .060 53 - 3.2 51 3.1
13 83 4.9 631 1.8 48 2.9 16 .973
A4 41 2'.i 39 2.3 49 3.0 36 2.1
15 63 3.7 66 3.9 44 2.7 7 .426.
16 53 3.1 44 2.6 8- .494 37 2.2
17 20 1.2 8 2.2 25 ' 1.5 9 .547
18 -- -- 50 2.9 8 .494 14 .851
19 34 2.0 67 4.0 18 1.1 27 1.6

215
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eI 1,307 I
.

Years of
Ex rience

1976
Teacher Parc

TABLE 8-9 (Continued)

1975 1974_
Teacher Percent Teacher

.

Percent
1973

Teacher Percent

20

21

22

23

24

2$

26

27

28

29

30

31'

32

34

35

36

37

38

39'

15

23

14

7

25

15

15

33

37.

29

2

34

z

Oa =IA

1

16

.902'

1.3

.842

.421

. 1.5

411111.

.902

.902

1.9

2.2

4WD OD -

1.7'

.120'

2.0

Oa

.060

8/

.962

25

35

51

50

11

28

13.
/
4

25

16

17

4

,17

30

17

2

1.4

2.0

"3.0

2.9

.659

1.6

.779

.240
,r,

1.4

.959

1.0

.240

1.0

1.7

41m.

1.0
01/0

.120

19

53
--

28

49

.
,

29.1

34

8

33

21

8

1

21

1

13

17

'12

1.1

3.2

1.7

3.0

.185

1.7

2.0

.494

2.0

1.2

:494

..'62.

1.2

.=1,

.062

.802

1.0

4110

.741

'

19,

10 ,

4

2
24

.14

4

64

10

4 ,
1

16 .

--

8

36

16

231
.

--

7

. 13.

i

..

1.1-

.608

.243

.122

1.4

'.851

.243

3.8

(.608

.243

.973

1.

.486

, 2.1

.973

1.3

.426'

.790

217
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vtv

...1881.8 B-9 (Continued)

Yeaxa of 1976
`c

1975
44.

,

Experience , Teacher Percent Teacher

4111k - 40 . t
.

--
---- 7 `.-

4;

,

#9

41 --
'

,,,

,.

42 = 1; --

43 ...ID
OD

44 -- -- 1

missing data 74

4 -

.41

214/ .
A

+9

O

69

s

P

0 1,

1974 1973
Percent Teacher Percent Teacher

.420 3 .185 --

--
.. 6 .370 10

-- 0 --
' ii- --

.060 1 .062

117

4

OD

92

9

4,

e

.0

*

4
'4 ,

I

1

.0"

Percent

.608

l

- i .547



TABLE-B-10

B1aCk Seventh amide Sample - Level of Education

- 1976 Teacher I Frequency Percent

missing data 74

Baccalaureate Degree 1301 78.23

Master's, Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree 362 21.76

1975 Teacher Frequency Percdnt

missing detail 69

Baccalaureate Degree 1300 77.93

Master's.. Education
Specialist, r
Doctor's Degree 368 22.06 .

1974 Teacher Frequency Percent

missing data 117

Baccalaureate Degree
!

1368 84.44

Master's, Educition ..

Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree 252 15.55

1

1973 Teacher Frequency Percont

missing data 92 .

44,accataureate-Degres'. = 1451 88.20

Master's, Education
Specialist, or
Doctor's Degree 194 11.79

201
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. TABLE B-11

Seventh Grade Black Sample - Correlations y.7

CS73-IQ
. 700

CS74-IQ
. 701

CS73-CS76
.753

CS74-CS76'

CS75-CS76
.833

CS72-CS75
.713

CS73-CS75
. 798

CS74-CS75
.865

CS72-CS74
.759

CS73-CS74
.830

CS72-CS73
.789

Schsize 74 - Schsize 75
.722

Scittize 74 - Schsize 76
. 700

Schsize 75 - Schsize 76
. 851 1 '

Title73 - Title74
.717

Title74 Title75
. 800

rr

202

Title75 - Title76
.783

Title74 - Titlels74
. 720

Title75 - Titlels75
. 712

Titlels74 - Titlels75
.756

Tnw75\- Tnw76
.745

Recency 76 - Texp 76
. 904

Recency 75 - Texp 75
.881

Recency 74 7 Texp 74
.911

Recency 73 7 Texp 73
..919

222
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TABLE B-12-

Black Seventh Grad* Sample"- Structural Equation Estimates
with School 76

Variabi

a Dummy Variabla

Coefficients

.",

It-Statistics

COS'
IQ

-School 76a
Sax

Temp 764
Temp 766
Tow 75,

1 i

TexP 75.
Temp 74
Texp 742'
Temp 73 1

Temp 732
8669.76

8 Specialistdeg°74

1 if LA.. Ed.deg.75

or ph.D.

-,

.

Sdeg'73
College Rating 76
College Rating 75

1 if.= 300
b

Collage Rating 74,
-

C011egle,Rating 73
2ddog 76
Eddeg 75
Eddeg 74
261eq 73

MaanCS 76
MaamCS 75
Haan= 74'

___MaanCS-73------
SDCS 76
SOC675
SDCS 74
SDCS 73

Class Site 76
data Siii 75'
7ClasilSis-74 '--'a 'A .--ln

Class Size 73
lit1.1.75
itlels74
Attend 75
Attend 74

. TAttond 75
Tatting 74

Triw'75

.803

.278
--
.550

.415
- .005

.156

.001
- .035

.004

.441
- .002
1.52
3.25
-440
-3.77
-4.15
-3.88
2.95
1.44
1.07

- .066
- .400
... .169

.227
- .112
_.031,

.025

.160

.031

-..263
- .399

:
..466.070-

- .070
- .006
4.. .004

'.167

.134

.073

.0L2,

.014

11

-

29.58
. 4.75

--
- 1.42

1.46
1.31.

.61

.48
- .16
1.60
2.16

-1.01
.29
.74

- .80
-".52

.35
'.71

- .94
- .85
1.34

- .09

- .51
- .23
3.43

-1.85
.54

.50
. .75

-.57

.19

-1.61
- .44

---- .74-
.12

-1.19
-1.08
- .77

.75

.61

.34,

.32

.44.. .

{
.- .
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Variables

TABLE 8-12 (Continued)

. Coefficien t -Statistics

I Sohsize 73 .002
Schsize 74 .0(11

1:.0:

Pupil/Teacher Ratio 75
Pupil/Teacher Ratio 74

-

....iii

-1.14
.66

IQ * Temp 76 -1.04
IQ * Tarp 75 - .001 - .78
IQ * Texp 74 - .59- .001
IQ * Texp 73 - .004 -2.12
IQ * Ndeg 76 .010 .38
IQ * Ndeg 75 - .036 - .77
IQ * Ndeg 74 .045 .81
IQ * Ndeg 73 .035 s47
IQ * College Rating 76 .73
IQ* College Rating 75

-

.037

1.08
IQ * College Rating 74

- .016
- .77

IQ * College Rating"73 - .38

Dependent Variable: ,1976 Composite Achievement Score on Iowa Test of
Easic,Skills, constant = -54.96;. R2 = .830; n = 891

a
School 76 was the school the student attended in 1976. There were 68
separate schOols, 10, of which had statistically signi!icant coefficients.
Of these ten, seven Were significantly negative. Examination of these
schobls' characteristics revealed 110 obvious clues to explain their
importance in the prxdiction_of_seVenth_grade black achievement.

b
Azajority of the observations were at 270, (i.e., the instructor's
undergraduate college was rated at 270) thus the break had to be made
at 300.

I

n
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/Table B-13
Descriptive statistics as selected variables from the Five/Six
year sample and the RSmaining Longitudinal History File

ilme/Six Year Longitudinal History
Variables Sample File A

1971-Grade 3 mean standard deviation mean standard deviation
CS71
mean CS71

. Texp 71

1971-Grade 4
IQ

CS71
mean CS71
mean IQ71
Texp 171

1972-Grade 3
CS72
mean CS72
Texp 72

11972-Grade 4
IQ ,

CS72 -
mean CS72
mean IQ72
Texp 72

1973-Grade 4
IQ

CS73
mean CS73

mean Dig73
Texp 73

1973-Grade 5
IQ -1

CS73
mean CS73
mean /Q73
Texp 73 ,

1974-Grade 5
IQ
CS74
mean CS74
mean IQ74
Texp 74

36.6
35.6

..11.6

8.7

5.4

11.3

35.1
I 35.0

_
12.8

8.2
5.2

10.8

95.2 13.2 88.3 1318
44.4 9.7 41:8 9.2 ,
43.2 6.3 42.1 5.7
92.1 8.3 89.7 7.1
13.0 11.1 12.4 10.4

I

36.8 8.8 35.4 8.6
35.9 5.7 35.,5 , 5.3
13.0 10.7 12.6 10.6

. .

95.8 13.4 . ,90.9 13.6.

46.3 9.9 43.2 . 9.5
44.8 6.1 43.4 ' 5-.4

93.4 7.4 91.5 6.8
12.7 11.5 11.7 10.9

..

93.9 i 12.9 90.4 14.0
45.9 99 42.8, 10.0
44.2 6.1 43.1 5.8
92.1 7.4 91.1 7.3 I

11.9 , 11.0 11.3 10.6

95.7 13.5 90.3 13.5
55.9 11.3

I

51.4 10.9
_7_ _54.0_ 52.0 6.2_7.3

8.393.6 91.5 -6.9
11.9 10.5 , 9.0

94.1 12.9 89.8 14.0
53.6 11.1 49.5 11.1
51.7 7.2 50.3 6.8
92.1 7.9 90.8 7.1
13.2 10.2 11.6 9.6



.

A*. 1*

Variables

'Table B-13 (Continued)

FiVe/Six Year
Sample

1974-Grade 6
IQ 95.8 134
CS74 . 64.3 12.6
mean CS74 62.4 8.1
mean IQ74 94.0 8.3
Texp 74 12.2 9.8

1975-Grade 6
IQ 94.3 12.8
CS75 63.4 12.4
mean CS75 61.2 7.9'

mean 105 92.5 7.6
Texp 75 13.6 10.0

# 1975-Grade 7
,

IQ 97.0 13.4
CS75 73.9 14.0
mean CS75 71.6 9.2
mead IQ75 1 95.2 8.5
Texp 75 -13.4 9.8

1976-Grade 7
IQ , 96.2 12.8
CS76 73.3 13.4,

meanXS76 71.0 8.7
,

mean_IQ76 94.5 8.2
Texp 76 12.2 8.8

.

1976-Grade 8 .

IQ 963 13.6
CS76 82.2 .5.7

mean CS76. 79.7 . 10.7
mean IQ76 95.0 8.7
Texp 76 15.6 4 9.9_ _

N %
Race %

mean standard deviation

204b

Longitudinal History
File

90.0 13.4
158.6 12:0
59.6 6.9
91.2 6.6
10.5 8.8

89.6 14.3
58.2 12.4
59.5 7.4

91.1 7.1
12.6 9.7

92.4 13.1
68.2 13.6
70.4 7.6
94.1 7.0
12.9 9.3

92.1 , 1.6
67.5 14.0
69.6 8.6
93.6 7.8
11.4 8.7

91.4 13.2
74.6 15.2
76.1 9.1
92.6 7.1'

14.9 9.5

mean standard deviation

N' %

Sex
0. 3993 49, 41,660
1 4193 51, 41,218

Missing Data 16 515

Black _4494 , 68 33,591 77
White 2111 32 9,903 23
Missing Data 1597 . - 39,899 -

50

50
4110
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